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It is an honor to introduce the second international loan exhibition at the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World, at New York University, a center for advanced research and doctoral education in all disciplines concerned with the antiquity of the entire Old World. It has its roots in the passion that Shelby White and Leon Levy had for the art and history of the ancient world, which led them to envision an institute that would offer a panoptic view of antiquity across vast stretches of time and place. The Institute for the Study of the Ancient World aims to encourage particularly the study of economic, religious, political, and cultural connections between ancient civilizations. It presents the results of the research carried out by its faculty, visiting researchers, and students, not only through scholarly publications and lectures but also through public exhibitions in the galleries in its home at 15 East 84th Street in New York City. It is our intention that these exhibitions should reflect the Institute’s commitment to studying cross-cultural connections and significant areas of the ancient world often neglected in research, teaching, and public presentations.

*The Lost World of Old Europe* takes us in a direction that I could not have envisioned when the Institute began in 2007 but which is profoundly true to our mission. As a student I was taught about the Greek Neolithic, but with no sense of its connections to a larger cultural canvas to the north. And when the transition to metal working in Anatolia and the Near East was taught, Europe was never mentioned; we had no sense of how advanced metallurgy was in that region, nor how rich the Chalcolithic societies were. That is a great and exciting revelation, as I believe it will be for most whose background is Classical or Near Eastern. But equally remarkable is the sense that emerges from these finds of the connectedness of Old Europe to Asia and to the Aegean, as well as to points farther north.

The Institute is profoundly grateful to Professor David Anthony of Hartwick College, who functioned as our guest curator for this exhibition, and ensured the timely completion of a scholarly catalogue that reflects the high standards of research conducted at 15 East 84th Street. His multidisciplinary approach to the prehistoric steppe region, particularly that in modern Russia and Ukraine, has much furthered our understanding of the spread of Indo-European languages and the archaeological data that support his argument. Old Europe may retain its enigmatic place within the large dialogue of prehistoric Europe, but we hope that this catalogue will provide scholars, students, and interested persons with a publication that presents the many and varied questions surrounding this discipline.
Located in the southeastern part of Europe, Romania is a country with a remarkable cultural diversity as well as an outstanding and varied natural landscape. The major geographic landmarks are represented by the Carpathians, in effect the vertebral spine of the Romanian territory and at the same time an area rich with natural resources; the Danube, which forms the greater part of Romania’s southern border; and the Black Sea, situated to the southeast. From early times these features determined a densely populated human habitation, resulting in the archaeological vestiges found on Romania’s territory and dating to the Paleolithic. Almost without a doubt, from the historical and archaeological points of view, the most representative epochs are the prehistoric—the Neo-Eneolithic and the Bronze and Iron Ages—as well as that of Greek and Roman classical antiquity.

It is well-known to scholars and the broad public interested in ancient history that a large part of what is now Romania, the kingdom of Dacia, was part of the Roman Empire as early as the second century AD. Less widely known, however, is a more distant epoch of the history of this land, namely, the Neo-Eneolithic period. Thus, the National History Museum of Romania is honored to present, in partnership with other Romanian museums and research institutes, the exhibition The Lost World of Old Europe, which had its origins in a very ambitious initiative launched by the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University in 2008. The first exhibition devoted to the archaeological history of Romania that has been organized as an American-Romanian partnership, it presents objects of exceptional value drawn from the national cultural heritage of Romania.

The cultural artifacts selected to be part of this exhibition offer the public the possibility to reflect upon the amazing, avant la lettre modernity of the prehistoric civilizations that existed in the Carpatho-Danubian area more than seven millennia ago. Among these cultures, the Cucuteni civilization is distinguished by its particular expression of prehistoric art and spirituality, as are the discoveries belonging to the Boian, Gumelnita, Hamangia, Vadastra, and Vinca cultures, to name just a few of the names that resonate within the Neo-Eneolithic in the Lower Danube area.

The organization of this exhibition created the premise for excellent cooperation between the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World and the National History Museum of Romania, and the results of such an endeavor are now on display for assessment by the public and scholars. We wish to express our deep gratitude for the generous effort undertaken by our partners from the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World, as well as to the Romanian museographers who contributed to the development of this project. Also our great thanks are directed to the Romanian Ministry of Culture, Religious Affairs and National Heritage and the U.S. Embassy in Bucharest, together with other Romanian and American institutions that continually supported and contributed to the positive achievements of this major cultural project. At the same time, we would like to thank the Museum of Cycladic Art in Athens for its interest in presenting this exhibition.

We hope that in the future the national cultural heritage of Romania and the valuable archaeological objects found in the collections of Romanian museums will represent significant arguments for undertaking similar cultural initiatives that aim to offer a dedicated framework for prestigious international activities of cultural diplomacy.

Letter from Crişan Muşeteanu
Director, National History Museum of Romania, Bucharest
Certainly, within no other museum located in the area once occupied by the tribes of the Cucuteni-Tripolye cultural complex, can one better observe the beginnings of their painted ceramics than at Piatra Neamț. The discoveries from Izvoare and Bodești-Frumoșuca, which bear a particularly important relationship to the development of the early stages of the Cucuteni A phase, are well represented within the museum's main collection, as are ceramics from Târpești, Calu, Răucești Ghelăiești, and Poduri, which outline the later stages of evolution. The collection’s anthropomorphic objects, together with the data regarding copper metallurgy, stand as proof that this culture reached the highest levels of both civilization and spirituality.

To those unfamiliar with the History and Archaeology Museum in Piatra Neamț, one might note that its foundation, development, and growth were closely intertwined with the discovery and investigation of the settlements belonging to the Precucuteni-Cucuteni cultural complex from Moldavia’s Peri-Carpathian zone. In addition, the contributions of our institution and its foreign collaborators toward expanding knowledge of the exceptional east Romanian prehistoric heritage are well recognized for the quality of their scholarship.

It has been acknowledged without exaggeration that our museum was the first in Romania devoted exclusively to the Cucuteni civilization, and the institution's inestimable value was acknowledged in 1948 by Prof. Dr. Radu Vulpe: “Nowhere else than here can one better study the numerous and complicated problems of the Cucuteni-Tripolye civilization complex, which characterized throughout the Neolithic period the geographical area of Moldavia and Ukraine, thus representing, from the most ancient and anonymous times, Europe's unique artistic glow. Nowhere else, inside no other museum, are these successive and related civilizations so variously and complexly illustrated, for there are few regions where the Cucutenian Neolithic settlements are so well represented as in Neamț.”

The activities carried out during the more than seventy-five years since the museum's foundation, the international recognition of its professionals, and its well-organized administration made possible in 1984 our role as coorganizer of the international conference La civilisation de Cucuteni en contexte européen. At that time a number of well-known scholars gathered to discuss research related to Cucuteni, including M. Gimbutas, L. Ellis (both from the United States), O. Hückman (Germany), J. Nandris (United Kingdom), M. Petrescu-Dimbovita, E. Comşa, Z. Szekely, A. Nitu, Al. Bolomey, and D. Monah (all from Romania).

To first exhibit this heritage abroad, in 1997 the Romanian scholars C.-M. Mantu, D. Monah, and I together with A. Tsarfopoulos of Greece produced (within two and half months!) an outstanding catalogue and exhibition at the Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki, Ο ΤΕΛΕΥΤΑΙΟΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΣ ΧΑΛΚΟΛΙΘΟΣ ΠΟΛΙΤΙΣΜΟΣ ΤΗΣ ΕΥΡΩΠΗΣ: ‘The Last Great Chalcolithic Civilization of Europe. Their efforts in organizing the first Cucuteni-related exhibition outside Romania were well repaid by the public response in Europe's cultural capital.

During 2004 the History and Archaeology Museum in Piatra Neamț hosted two other major events: the international colloquia Cucuteni: 120 Years of Research; Time to Sum Up and The Pre- and Protohistoric Archaeology of Salt, which brought together interested researchers not only from Romania but also from Austria, Bulgaria, Colombia, France, Hungary, the Republic of Moldavia, Russia, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

The goal of the Cucuteni Culture International Research Center is to unite researchers with relevant archaeological material and financial resources, and to introduce visitors from Romania and abroad to the Cucuteni civilization. The present exhibition, The Lost World of Old Europe, allows us to reinforce our ongoing scientific relationships and earlier collaborations with academic institutions and museums interested in the Romanian Chalcolithic, and to extend knowledge of our research to a broader public, thus facilitating a better understanding of the Cucuteni culture.
Thousands of years ago, one of the greatest civilizations of prehistoric Europe covered a surface of 350,000 square kilometers between the Carpathian Mountains and the Dniester. Known as the Cucuteni-Tripol’ye civilization, it produced closely related cultural manifestations that together formed a wide archaeological complex, one that includes two main cultural zones. The civilization was named after the two places where the first objects of this civilization were discovered: Cucuteni, a village near Iaşi, Romania, the site where the first such archaeological discoveries were made in 1884 and that refers to the territories of Romania and the Republic of Moldova; and Tripol’ye, near Kiev, Ukraine, for discoveries there in 1893. The organizers of this unique exhibition have successfully brought together objects and research that will enrich visitors’ understanding of the Cucuteni culture. In this context we would like to express our special thanks to the prestigious Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University, which fulfilled the dream of presenting in the United States an exhibition that highlights Cucuteni culture.

What is it that makes the Cucuteni culture so special? Beautiful painted ceramic ware, displaying an exuberance of spiral motifs and symmetrical and complex compositions, created by specialized craftsmen who were true artists; thousands of small statuettes revealing the effervescence of an extraordinary spiritual life; sanctuaries and altars at each site; large dwellings with massive clay platforms that are even now difficult to interpret—all of these elements have rendered the ancient Cucuteni-Tripol’ye cultural complex one of the most fascinating civilizations of prehistory.

The exceptional achievements of this culture prove the existence of a population with a prosperous and stable way of life, allowing a higher level of organization both within each community and, on a broader scale, within tribal unions. This hierarchy made possible the coordinated collective effort necessary to carry out vast works of site fortification, entailing the specialization of individuals who carried out particular activities, and explains the existence of organized plans at each site. The prosperity of this population was due primarily to agricultural practices—with specialized tools highly efficient for those times—that not only helped create the surplus of food items necessary to a continuously growing population but also made possible exchanges with communities outside the area.

Beyond this broad understanding of the Cucuteni culture, there remain numerous questions whose answers can only be imagined. Why did these people paint, transforming the vessel walls of enduring supports to illustrate their cosmogonic model? What symbols did they want to express by the painted motifs? Why did they cover vessels with apotropaic motifs, asking protection against unknown forces of evil, and with fantastic animals and strange human beings? Why do the body parts of their clay idols clearly point to a belief in the perpetuation of life while their eyes are empty and vaguely sketched, as are the features of their faces in general? How would the people choose places for founding their sites, and their houses, and what rituals would they practice to mark these events? Beyond everything there remains the greatest mystery: What did they do with their dead, and what was their view on the afterlife?

Despite such questions, we are left admiring the achievements of the Cucutenian world: its stability, creative force, originality, and special aesthetic sense. Before the birth of the great civilization of the Ancient Near East in Mesopotamia and Egypt, while the “Lost Old Europe” was still searching for a means of expression, the Cucuteni-Tripol’ye civilization reached a stage of exceptional accomplishments.
It was a great honor for the Varna Regional Museum of History to receive an invitation from the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University to participate in the exhibition *The Lost World of Old Europe*. Ten years ago, in 1998–99, a selection from our collection toured seven major U.S. cities—St. Louis, Fort Worth, San Francisco, New Orleans, Memphis, Boston, and Detroit—in the exhibition *Ancient Gold: The Wealth of the Thracians*. Representatives from our museum were impressed by the American public’s keen interest in and appreciation of Bulgaria’s prehistoric treasures, and it will be a genuine pleasure for us to visit your great country and stay once more as welcome guests in the nation’s largest city, New York.

While the number of objects on view from the Varna Eneolithic necropolis is small, they represent a magnificent illustration of a unique and significant moment in human history—the earliest stage in the hierarchical structure of prehistoric society on the Balkan Peninsula. This newly established social organization appears to have been a direct outcome of the economic evolution that characterized the period, and one that ensued from intensified commercial exchange related to technological innovations introduced in the areas of mining and metallurgy. The differentiation of crafts and proto-commerce from agriculture and stock breeding created favorable prerequisites for shifts in the configuration of society, and toward the end of the fifth millennium B.C. led to a concentration of power and authority in the hands of a rather limited group of people representing a newly formed “elite.” Some of this group’s most prominent members were buried in Varna’s Eneolithic necropolis along with attributes and regalia revealing their high rank in the social hierarchy. Examples of the region’s earliest gold-crafted jewelry were uncovered here, as well as a great number of objects made of copper, stone and flint, various minerals, bone, horn, and clay.

Knowledge of the cultural traditions of a particular society has always been a crucial factor for successful dialogue with its members. However, the cultural and historical legacy presented by the findings from the Varna necropolis are not the monopoly of a single nation. This heritage reflects commonly shared human values, and our mission as archaeologists and curators is to explore it and present the results of our research to the public. The present exhibition is an important step toward enhancing awareness of this global legacy, and we hope that it will generate the interest it deserves, bringing the past of “Old Europe” to life before the eyes of visitors in the “New World.”

Letter from Valentin Pletnyov
Director, Varna Regional Museum of History
The Republic of Moldova is a country with a rich and expressive history. Located between the Carpathian-Balkans, Central Europe, and Eurasia—regions with varied historical models—it has harmoniously integrated a multimillennial history of numerous cultural traditions with local customs displaying specific and unique traits. At present about eight thousand historical and archaeological monuments are registered in the territory of the Republic of Moldova, with cultural and historical features that can be viewed within the context of European values.

A plethora of archaeological evidence confirms the existence of humankind in this region from Paleolithic to Mesolithic times. One of the most representative archaeological periods was the Neo-Enolithic, which in the Prut-Dniester region lasted for five thousand years (seventh–third millennia BC). The Cucuteni-Tripolye culture existed for roughly fifteen hundred years on a wide territory extending from the Carpathians to the Dnieper River (late fifth–early third millennia BC), and is remarkable for its high level of material artifacts and the spiritual life reflected through them. The region’s archaeological monuments combine elements of the Cucuteni culture with those typical of the cultures of the North Pontic nomads (identified with the Proto-Indo-Europeans), and the populations represented played an important role in the history of the Eneolithic communities. The Giurgiuleşti collection included in this exhibition and its catalogue demonstrates the cultural symbiosis within the region.

The subsequent periods of the Bronze Age, the Iron Age, and the Classical era are characterized by the sequential emergence and spread of bronze objects, burial mounds, the prevalence of a pastoral economy, and the “Hallstattization” process. Significantly, it was during the Hallstattian period that the Getae-Dacian culture was formed and developed, during the sixth through first centuries BC. Beginning around 300 BC, local inhabitants had established cultural and economic contacts with the population of the North Pontic Greek colonies.

The armed confrontation between the free Dacians (led by their king, Decebal) and the Roman Empire ended in 106 AD, resulting in the creation of the Roman province of Dacia and the acceleration of local Romanization. Following evacuation of the Roman legions from these lands in 271 AD, during the reign of Emperor Aurelian, began “the migration of peoples”—Goths, Huns, Avars, Slavs, Hungarians, Pechenegs, Cumans, and Mongols.

Throughout Europe the Middle Ages coincided with the rise of different ethnic groups to the stage of history, and consequently the appearance of independent states. In the fourteenth century, the present territory of the Republic of Moldova became part of the Principality of Moldova, situated between the Eastern Carpathians and the Dniester River, with Khotyn to the north and the Lower Danube and the Black Sea to the south.

The National Museum of Archaeology and History of Moldova is the principal museum of the Republic of Moldova, known for the importance of its unique collection and its scholarly reputation. The museum’s holdings include approximately 303,000 objects organized in separate collections, including archaeology, numismatics, historical documents, photographs, books, and periodicals; arms and armor; textiles; objects of daily life and industrial tools; art objects; and philately. One of the most representative collections contains archaeological artifacts that have been exhibited internationally in Germany (Historisches Museum der Pfalz, Speyer), Italy (Palazzo della Cancelleria, Vatican), and Romania (museums in the cities of Bîrlad, Tecuci, Botoşani, and Iaşi)—and that now are on view in the United States.

Our participation in the important and prestigious venue of The Lost World of Old Europe, organized by the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University, provides a significant opportunity to present the Moldova cultural heritage to the international community. With great pleasure, I would like to thank Roger S. Bagnall, Director of the Institute, and Jennifer Chi, Associate Director for Exhibitions and Public Programs, for this collaboration and the efforts that made possible the participation of our museum.

Letter from Eugen Sava
Director, National Museum of Archaeology and History of Moldova, Chişinău
For many visitors to *The Lost World of Old Europe: The Danube Valley 5,000–3,500 B.C.*—the second international loan exhibition organized by the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University—the region and its historical context, as well as its material culture, may be largely unfamiliar. Discussions of Western civilization often move from the Venus of Willendorf to the Lascaux cave paintings and then on to Egypt and Mesopotamia, without ever mentioning the art and culture of what is known as Old Europe, an area corresponding geographically to modern-day southeastern Europe and defined by a series of distinct cultural groups that attained an astonishing level of sophistication in the fifth and fourth millennia B.C. *The Lost World of Old Europe* attempts to redefine commonly held notions of the development of Western civilization by presenting the astonishing and little-known artistic and technological achievements made by these still enigmatic peoples—from their extraordinary figurines, to their vast variety of copper and gold objects, to their stunning pottery types.

Perhaps the most widely known category of objects from Old Europe is the “mother-goddess” figurine. Fashioned by virtually every Old European cultural group, these striking miniaturized representations of females are frequently characterized by abstract, with truncated, elongated, or emphasized body parts, and a surface decorated with incised or painted geometric and abstract patterns. The figurines’ heightened sense of female corporeality has led some scholars to identify them as representations of a powerful mother goddess, whose relationship to earthly and human fertility is demonstrated in her remarkable, almost sexualized forms. The great variety of contexts in which the figurines are found, however, has led more recently to individualized readings rather than a single, overarching interpretation. The set of twenty-one female figurines and their little chairs from Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru that is central to the exhibition’s installation of this category of objects, for example, was found near a hearth in an edifice that has been interpreted as a sanctuary. One widely accepted interpretation based upon its context, then, is that the figures represent the Council of Goddesses, with the more-senior divinities seated on thrones. Others take a more conservative approach suggesting that the figurines formed part of a ritualistic activity—the specific type of ritual, however, remains open to interpretation.

As *The Lost World of Old Europe* illustrates, the refinement of the visual and material language of these organized communities went far beyond their spectacular terracotta figurines. The technological advances made during this 1,500-year period are manifest in the copper and gold objects that comprise a significant component of this exhibition. The earliest major assemblage of gold artifacts to be unearthed anywhere in the world comes from the Varna cemetery, located in what is now Bulgaria, and dates to the first half of the fifth millennium B.C. Interred in the graves are the bodies of individuals who may have been chieftains, adorned with as much as five kilograms of gold objects, including exquisitely crafted headdresses, necklaces, appliqués, and ceremonial axes. Indeed, it is in Old Europe that one sees the first large-scale mining of precious metals, the development of advanced metallurgical practices such as smelting, and the trade of objects made from these materials.

It is also important to note that these cultures did not live in isolation from one another, but instead formed direct contacts, most clearly through networks of trade. Gold and copper objects were circulated among these cultural groups, for example. The most striking material traded throughout much of southeastern Europe, however, is the *Spondylus* shell. Found in the Aegean Sea, *Spondylus* was carved into objects of personal adornment in Greece from at least the early Neolithic period forward. The creamy-white colored shell is known to have been traded as far as the modern United Kingdom by the fifth millennium B.C. Many of the most-common forms are on display in this exhibition and include elaborate beaded necklaces, tubular bracelets, and pendants or amulets. The shells can perhaps be read as markers of a common origin or as indicators of the owner’s elite position within society.

Another thought-provoking group of objects included in *The Lost World* are the “architectural” models. Made of terracotta, with the surface enlivened by both incision and paint, these models reveal an amazing variety of form, ranging from realistically rendered models depicting multiple houses to strongly stylized structures that include equally abstract figurines, sometimes interpreted as representations of a temple and its worshippers. While the precise meaning of these objects is still a matter of debate, their very existence clearly indicates a complex relationship between Old European cultures and both the built and unbuilt spaces that surrounded them.

Within their homes Old Europeans stored an impressive array of pottery that has been methodically studied over the last hundred years by many southeast-European archaeologists. The diverse typologies and complex styles suggest that this pottery was used in household and dining rituals. Bold geometric designs—including concentric circles, diagonal lines, and checkerboard patterns—distinguish the pottery made by the Cucuteni culture, examples of which are featured in this exhibition. Part of the
pottery’s allure is the resonance of its composition and design to a modern aesthetic. Indeed, one could easily envision a Cucuteni vessel displayed in a contemporary home.

Exhibitions at the Institute are not only meant to illustrate the connections among ancient cultures, but also to question preexisting and sometimes static notions of the ancient world. With The Lost World of Old Europe, it is our desire to show that a rich and complex world can be found when looking beyond traditional and narrow definitions of antiquity, and indeed beyond standard depictions of the development of Western civilization.
The Lost World of Old Europe has been a collaborative project involving the exhibition department of the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University over twenty museums from Romania, the Republic of Bulgaria, and the Republic of Moldova. In organizing this project, my staff and I received warmth and professional courtesy from all the museums and research institutes with which we collaborated, and we would like to gratefully acknowledge their participation in this exciting project.

In Romania, I extend our warmest thanks to His Excellency Dr. Theodor Paleologu, the Minister of Culture, Religious Affairs, and Cultural Heritage, for his Patronage of this exhibition. His staff members Ms. Mircea Staicu, General Secretary, and Ms. Mihaela Simion, personal counselor of the minister, also provided constant support. The National History Museum of Romania was our organizing partner, and we owe a special debt of gratitude to its Steering Committee: Dr. Crişan Museteanu, the Museum’s General Director, provided us with great wisdom and advice; Corina Börzio functioned as the project’s coordinator and ably handled a myriad of administrative requests; Dr. Dragomir Popovici was the head of the museum's scientific committee and provided us with a wealth of historical information; Dr. Ioan Opriş, a senior researcher and advisor, offered us keen insight into organizational issues. Finally, Marius Amarie photographed in an efficient manner the majority of objects borrowed from Romanian institutions.

During my first trip to Romania, I was able to visit the cities of Piatra Neamţ and Iaşi, both in the Romanian region of Moldavia, where the richest Cucuteni sites can be found. Gheorghe Dumitroaia, Director, and Dorin Nicola, Deputy Director, of Neamţ County Museum Complex, Piatra Neamţ, welcomed me to view the museum’s breathtaking collection and were open to lending us key Cucuteni loans from Iaşi's spectacular collection.

In the Republic of Bulgaria, His Excellency Dr. Vezhdi Rashidov, Minister of Culture, showed his initial and continuous support. I was warmly received at the Varna Regional History Museum twice by Dr. Valentin Pletynov, General Director, Dr. Valeri Yotov, Director, Museum of Archaeology, and Dr. Alexander Minchev, Curator, Museum of Archaeology. All three were always responsive to the many administrative and curatorial questions my staff and I posed throughout the planning stages of the exhibition. Dr. Vladimir Slavchev, Curator, Museum of Archaeology, took time out of his busy schedule to meet with me in Berlin, where he was on a Humboldt fellowship, and agreed to write a thought-provoking essay on the Varna material within a very short time frame.

Our thanks is extended to other members of the Romanian Honorary Committee, comprised of all those museums who lent to the exhibition: Cristian-Dragoş Călărăuşu, Director, Galaţi County Museum, Galaţi; Dr. Ionel Cândea, Director, Brăila Museum, Brăila; Dan Leonpold Ciubotaru, Director, Museum of Banat, Timişoara; Dr. Gabriel Custurea, Director, Museum of National History and Archaeology, Constanţa; Ioan Mancăţ, Director, “Ştefan cel Mare” County Museum, Vaslui; Dr. Alexandru Matei, Director, County Museum of History and Art, Zalău; Mircea Mămălăescu, Director “Vasile Pârvan” Museum, Bârlad; Dr. Marian Neagu, Director, Lower Danube Museum, Călăraşi; Luca Pârvu, Director, Botoşani County Museum, Botoşani; Traian Popa, Director “Teodor Antonescu” County Museum, Giurgiu; Florin Răcchiţe, Director, Museum of Oltenia, Craiova; Dr. Victor Spinei, Director, Institute of Archaeology, Iaşi, Radu Stănescu, Director, Braşov County History Museum, Braşov; Dr. Ecaterina Tănăsăeanu, Director, Teleorman County History Museum, Alexandria; and Dr. Dumitru Teicu, Director, Museum of Mountain Banat, Reşiţa. The Romanian Scientific Committee provided important curatorial support and included: Maria Diaconescu, Botoşani County Museum, Botoşani; Dr. Cătălin Dobrinescu, Museum of National History and Archaeology, Constanţa, Dr. Florin Droşovian, Museum of Banat, Timişoara; Cătălin Lăzău, “Ştefan cel Mare” Country Museum, Vaslui, Pavel Mirea, Teleorman County History Museum, Alexandria; Dr. Stănică Pătraşi, Brăila Museum, Brăila; Valentin Parnic, Lower Danube Museum, Călăraşi, Constantin Preoteasa, Neamţ County Museum Complex, Piatra Neamţ; and Dr. Senica Ţurcanu, Moldova National Museum Complex, Iaşi.

In the Republic of Bulgaria, His Excellency Dr. Veçhdi Rashidov, Minister of Culture, showed his initial and continuous support. I was warmly received at the Varna Regional History Museum twice by Dr. Valentin Pletynov, General Director, Dr. Valeri Yotov, Director, Museum of Archaeology, and Dr. Alexander Minchev, Curator, Museum of Archaeology. All three were always responsive to the many administrative and curatorial questions my staff and I posed throughout the planning stages of the exhibition.

We extend our gratitude to His Excellency Dr. Artur Cozma, the Minister of Culture and Tourism, Republic of Moldova. The National Museum of Archaeology and History of Moldova provided ISAW with the majority of loans from the later period of Old Europe, allowing us to pose important questions regarding the fall of this grand civilization. Dr. Eugene Sava, the Museum’s Director, warmly welcomed me and allowed me several fruitful days studying the Museum's fascinating collection. Dr. Vasilescu Biceanu spent many hours discussing the collection with me and also graciously agreed to write an article for this catalogue on very short notice. Iulia Postica functioned as the Museum’s translator, ensuring a fluid line of communication concerning administrative issues. Jurie Foca and Valery Hembaruc photographed the Museum’s material.
This exhibition would not, however, have come to fruition without the dedication and professionalism of ISAW’s exhibition team. Irene Gelbord, Exhibitions Administrator, assisted me on a myriad of administrative and programmatic issues and ensured easy communication within our department. Julienne Kim, Managing Editor of Exhibition Publications and Didactics, employed her admirable organizational and aesthetic skills to ensure the production of an exquisite exhibition catalogue; Roberta-Casagrande Kim, Senior Researcher, always responded promptly to a great variety of research questions; and Linda Stubbs, Exhibition Registrar, worked extensively with me on contractual and logistical issues throughout the exhibition’s planning phase. David Anthony, of Hartwick College, was invited as our guest curator and spent a semester at ISAW, where he dedicated much of his time to creating a first-rate exhibition catalogue. Dorcas Brown helped produce the catalogue’s insightful maps. Exhibition and catalogue design was ably handled by Mischa Leiner, Franck Doussot, and Raül Bortolotti of CoDe Communication and Design. Timely production of special exhibition cases is owed to Scott Hoeffer of Insight Group. Mary Cason was our able copy editor for both the catalogue and exhibition didactics. My department and myself also had the enriching experience of working with Corina Suteu, Director, and Oana Radu, Deputy Director, of the New York branch of the Romanian Cultural Institute, on many aspects of this exhibition’s public programming; we would like to thank them for sharing their expertise on modern and contemporary Romanian culture.

*The Lost World of Old Europe*, therefore, is the product of fruitful international and national collaborations; it is greatly rewarding for me to know that these connections and the many professional relationships formed will continue beyond this show.

Jennifer Y. Chi  
Associate Director for Exhibitions and Public Programs  
Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University
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In 4500 BCE, before the invention of the wheel or writing, before the first cities were built in Mesopotamia and Egypt, Old Europe was among the most sophisticated and technologically advanced places in the world. The term “Old Europe” refers to a cycle of cultures that thrived in southeastern Europe principally between about 6200 and 4300 BCE, then suffered what seems to have been a sudden collapse. Old European customs continued in some regions until about 3500–3300 BCE, when there was a final, smaller collapse. At its peak, about 5000–3300 BCE, Old Europe was developing many of the political, technological, and ideological signs of “civilization.” Some Old European villages grew to citylike sizes, larger than the earliest cities of Mesopotamia. Some Old European chiefs wore stunning costumes gleaming with gold, copper, and shell ornaments—displays of opulence that still surprise and puzzle archaeologists, because there was no equivalent distinction in private houses. Old European metalsmiths were, in their day, among the most advanced metal artisans in the world, and certainly the most active. The metal artifacts recovered by archaeologists from Old Europe total about 4,700 kilograms (more than five tons) of copper, and over 6 kilograms (13.2 pounds) of gold, more metal by far than has been found in any other part of the ancient world dated before 3500 BCE. The demand for copper, gold, Aegean shells, and other valuables created networks of negotiation that reached hundreds of kilometers. Pottery, figurines, and even houses were decorated with striking designs. Female “goddess” figurines, found in almost every settlement, have triggered intense debates about the ritual and political power of women. Signs inscribed on clay suggest a system of primitive notation, if not writing.

Old Europe achieved a precocious peak of creativity between 5000 and 3500 BCE, but succumbed to a series of crises. Later prehistoric European cultures developed in a different direction, with more widely dispersed populations, greater reliance on stockbreeding, and less investment in houses, pottery, and female symbols. Old Europe was utterly forgotten until it began to be rediscovered by archaeologists in the decades around World War I. In that sense it truly was “lost.” The details of its way of life are only now beginning to be clearly recognized. For that reason, although much progress has been made, the humanity of Old Europe—its everyday social and political life—remains elusive. Different modern observers have projected quite different visions of the past on the remains of Old Europe. Some of those competing
interpretations can be found in this catalogue. But new radiocarbon dates, new discoveries, and new studies of old collections hold out hope for a clearer understanding of Old Europe, Europe’s first protocivilization, in the not-too-distant future.

The Meaning of Old Europe

“Old Europe” has a variety of meanings in popular culture, most of them not archaeological. The term was used to refer to the Europe of the pre–European Union, and it was used in the nineteenth century for countries that clung to monarchy and the ancien régime after the revolutions of 1848. These references share the essential meaning of a segment of Europe that resisted change. In archaeology, however, “Old Europe” has a very different history and meaning.

In this volume “Old Europe” is used as it was by Marija Gimbutas in her 1974 book, Gods and Goddesses of Old Europe (revised and reissued in 1982 as the best-selling Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe, with the genders reversed). Gimbutas’ conception of Old European gods and goddesses has been both effusively praised and severely criticized, the latter not least by Douglass Bailey in this volume, but her geographic and cultural concept of Old Europe is useful as a convenient label. It refers to the cultures of southeastern Europe, centered in Bulgaria and Romania, during the Neolithic and Copper Age, beginning about 6200 bc and ending in two stages between 4300 and 3300 bc. The Copper Age, which began about 5000 bc, is called the Eneolithic in southeastern European archaeology, but “Eneolithic” is a term that has multiple meanings. “Copper Age” is simple, conveys a clear meaning, and is comparable to the terms “Bronze Age” and “Iron Age,” the other two ages of metal.

The material traits that defined Old Europe at its peak in the Late Neolithic and Copper Age, about 5200–4300 bc, were: first, substantial, heavily built homes framed in timber, roofed with thatch, with walls usually made of mud plaster packed on a core of woven twigs, arranged in nucleated villages (although specific house and settlement types varied, and sun-dried mud brick was used for walls in the southern part of Old Europe); second, technically sophisticated pottery made of fine clays, fired under well controlled conditions, often decorated with complex incised and painted designs (although the shapes and designs varied from region to region); third, figurines that portrayed females, frequently found in houses, occasionally clustered in groups, or deposited broken in rubbish pits connected with houses (although again the shapes and styles varied, and there were also many animal and some male figurines); and fourth, participation in a cycle of long-distance trade that began with the exchange of Aegean Spondylus shells and grew to include copper and gold ornaments and cast copper tools and weapons.

Three of these traits—substantial houses often with room for visitors, dozens of different types of pottery (bowls, jugs, pots, pot stands, storage jars, and so on) made for elaborate service and display at social events; and figurines connected with domestic rituals—emphasized the importance of the home as a center of family, social, and ritual life. The house and its household were so important that some houses contained small clay models of houses, and some contained decorated clay panels that could have represented interior room dividers or the gabled ends of houses decorated with animal horns (fig. 1-1, page 90). Two of the listed traits—well fired pottery and the copper trade—resulted from the same sophisticated pyrotechnology. One trait—long-distance trade—was greatly stimulated by the invention and elaboration of metallurgy and mining. Old Europe really was different from other parts of Europe in the persistent recombination and interaction of these four customs, and it was the part of temperate Europe where the farming economy began, so the farming way of life truly was “old” there. If we did not use a simplifying label like Old Europe, then we would have to use strings of culture names like Gumelnita- Sâlciu-Petrești-Arâud-Cucuteni-Tripole (an actual group of related Old European regional archaeological cultures; see table 1-1) to indicate which specific segment of Old Europe we were talking about, a strategy that, while comprehensible to specialists, would make discussion with most people almost impossible.

“Old Europe” is not used in this volume as it was used by Carl Schuchhardt in his 1919 book, Altereuropa.1 This early archaeological survey of prehistoric Europe was influenced by the idea that European civilization was derived from prehistoric northern Europe, an interpretation that had disastrous political consequences and was proved mistaken before World War II.2 Old Europe, for Schuchhardt, referred to all of prehistoric Europe, including Ice Age hunter-gatherers, so it was synonymous with “prehistoric Europe.” Gimbutas used the term with a more specific cultural and geographic meaning, and in this we follow her lead.

The Origin of Old Europe, 6200–5500 bc

Old Europe was different from other parts of Neolithic Europe probably because of how and when the Neolithic farming way of life began in Europe—an accident of history and geography that had substantial consequences. The deeper roots and longer development of Neolithic farming in southeastern Europe affected the role that the latter played in later trade and communication networks. Pioneer farmers first plunged into the forests of temperate Europe in the Balkans and the Carpathian Basin about 6200 bc (possibly a little earlier), founding the settlements that would eventually evolve into Old Europe (see inside cover map). These farmers came from Greece and Macedonia, and before that, from Anatolia (Turkey).3 They brought with them seeds of emmer and einkorn wheat, peas, barley, and domesticated sheep and cattle, all intrusive plants and animals that had been domesticated millennia earlier in the Near East and were not found in the wilderness of Europe. Genetic research shows that the domesticated cows of the Neolithic pioneers were descended purely from long-domesticated mothers that had come from Anatolia.4 They mated occasionally with wild bulls (traced on the Y-chromosome) of the native European aurochs, huge beasts with horns like today’s Texas longhorns, but only the male calves from such unions were retained, perhaps to increase the size of the herd or its resistance to European diseases. Neolithic cows, already kept for their milk (see below), had no wild aurochs-cow genes in their MitDNA (inherited from mother to daughter). Their MitDNA came entirely from domesticated Anatolian cows—perhaps because wild cows were inferior milkers. Wild bulls were a powerful symbol in the art of Neolithic Anatolia, and bulls remained a subject of art and ritual in Neolithic Greece and later in Old Europe, where they were represented in gold at the Varna cemetery (figs. 1-2, 9-8).
The first Neolithic settlements in Greece were founded about 6700 BC in Thessaly, the richest agricultural land in Greece, probably by colonists who island-hopped across the Aegean Sea from western Anatolia in open boats, carrying seeds, farming tools, and live calves and lambs trussed for transport. Katherine Perles has convincingly argued that the material culture and economy of the first farmers in Greece were transplanted from Anatolia, and recent archaeological research in western Anatolia has identified Neolithic settlements that probably played a role in the colonizing movement. Material traits and customs carried into Greece from western Anatolia included (in addition to the basic farming plants and animals) Anatolian-like pottery, flint tools, ornaments, bone belt hooks, large-hipped and rod-headed female figurines made of clay, stamps (known as pintadera) used to press geometric designs on a variety of media (perhaps including textiles, bread, and human skin), and lip labrets (small, stone, barbell-shaped ornaments pushed through pierced openings in the lower lip, or perhaps in the earlobe). Many of these customs were maintained in Greece and later were carried into Old Europe.

By 6200 BC at least 120 Early Neolithic settlements stood in Thessaly, and a few farming communities had spread up the Aegean coast to Macedonia. But expansion northward stopped at the frontier between the Mediterranean climate and flora of Greece and Macedonia and the colder, wetter, temperate climate and flora of southeastern Europe. About 6200 BC, or perhaps a little earlier, a second wave of pioneers crossed that frontier.

The colonizing farmers brought domesticated sheep and cattle, wheat and barley, female-centered domestic rituals, pintadera stamps (figs. 1–3–1–5), lip labrets, and ornaments made of Aegean Spondylus shell into the colder, damper climate of temperate Europe for the first time. They leaptfrogged from favorable place to favorable place, quickly advancing through the forests from Greece and Macedonia to the middle Danube valley. Their small farming settlements in the middle Danube, in modern northern Serbia and southwestern Romania, are assigned to the Early Neolithic Starčevo and Criş cultures. This central Danubian riverine settlement node produced two streams of migrants that flowed in one direction down...
the Danube, eastward into Romania and Bulgaria, and in the other Danube valley and northeastern Transylvania. Both migration streams created similar pottery and tool types, assigned today to the Criș culture. Their ancestors in Greece had depended largely on sheep for their meat diet, and the Starčevo and Criș pioneers maintained that preference for sheep even though the forests of southeastern Europe were more suitable for pig and cattle keeping. These farmers did, however, consume cow milk, indicated by molecules of milk fat, probably from cows, that were recovered from Starčevo and Criș clay pots.10 Archaeologists have long debated the role played by the local indigenous population of hunter-gatherers in the establishment of the first farming communities in southeastern Europe. But only a few places in southeastern Europe contained clusters of Late Mesolithic hunter-gatherer archaeological sites dated after 7000 BC, so the region seems to have been occupied only in patches. One of those patches was located at the transition from the middle to the lower Danube valley, defined by the gorges known as the Iron Gates, where the Danube twisted through steep canyons between the Balkans and Carpathians and the river currents pulled nutrients up from the bottom, feeding large stocks of fish. The indigenous fisher-hunter-gatherers around the Iron Gates, known from famous sites such as Lepenski Vir in Serbia and Schela Cladovei in Romania, interacted with the Neolithic immigrants—Starčevo pottery is found at Lepenski Vir through the entire sequence of hunter-gatherer occupation at the site—but in the end the Mesolithic hunter-gatherer material culture was replaced by the intrusive economies and material cultures of the Starčevo and Criș immigrants. In the Dobrogea (the peninsula of rocky hills skirted by the Danube delta at its mouth), many Late Mesolithic hunter-gatherer sites have been found near Tulcea south of the Danube River in Romania, and others on the northeastern edge of the estuary at Mîrcea in Ukraine. There is no archaeological evidence of contact between these hunters and the Criș farmers, but the Neolithic Hamangia culture, which emerged later in the Dobrogea, had flint tools that looked like those of the Mesolithic, and its funeral customs might have been influenced by hunter-gatherer burial traditions.11 Once established, the Neolithic farming communities of the Dniester and Danube valley diversified and developed into distinct regional cultures. South of the Danube River, on the elevated plain of the Maritsa River in the Balkan Mountains, a settlement was established at Karanovo. This farming village, founded amid a cluster of neighboring Neolithic communities, was almost continuously occupied through the Balkan Neolithic and Copper Age, 6200–4300 BC, and its stratigraphy provides a yardstick for the chronology of Old Europe. Karanovo I was established about 6200–6100 BC, and Karanovo VI, representing the peak of Old European culture, ended about 4300–4200 BC. At the beginning of this sequence, Neolithic settlements of the Karanovo I–III periods in the Balkan Mountains showed some analogies in pottery types with Neolithic communities of northwestern Anatolia (Ilinpinar VI and Hoca Çeşme II), so there seems to have been occasional contact between the Balkans and northwestern Anatolia between 6200 and 5500 BC.12

As had happened earlier in Greece, the expansion of farming communities into southeastern Europe went only so far and then stopped. The initial phase of rapid, long-distance colonizing movements was followed by consolidation. A frontier was established in Hungary south of Lake Balaton that persisted for at least five hundred years, about 6100–5600 BC.13 The setting-in process of this frontier probably was one of the historical processes that later was responsible for the cultural distinctiveness of Old Europe. When a new wave of colonizing migrations began about 5600–5300 BC, carrying the farming and stockbreeding way of life over the Carpathians and into Poland, Germany, and France, the villages of southeastern Europe were already old and well established, and had a history of interconnection. The new pioneers who colonized northern Europe, the Linear Pottery culture (or Linearbandkeramik, often reduced to LBK in archaeologists’ shorthand) continued to value Spondylus shell ornaments, fueling a shell trade that extended from Greece to northern France and Germany between 5500 and 5000 BC (see the essay by Michel Sfériades in this volume), but in other ways they grew more and more distinct from the cultures of southeastern Europe.

Old Europe at Its Peak

By 5000 BC, the scattered farming hamlets of Bulgaria and southern Romania had blossomed into increasingly large and solidly built agricultural villages of multistoried houses, some of them two storied, set in cleared and cultivated landscapes surrounded by herds of cattle, pigs, and sheep. Cattle might have been used to pull primitive scythe plows across the fields (although the evidence for this is contradictory).14 Fragments of painted plaster suggest that house walls were decorated with the same swirling, curvilinear designs that appeared on pottery. In the Balkans and the lower Danube valley, villages were rebuilt on the same spot generation after generation, creating stratified tells that grew to heights of thirty to fifty feet, lifting the village above its surrounding fields.15 In other regions, for example at Varna on the Black Sea coast, settlement locations were customarily changed after a few generations, creating even higher artificial mounds, often referred to as “flat” settlements. Marija Gimbutas made Old Europe famous for the ubiquity and variety of its goddesses. Household cults symbolized by broad-hipped female figurines (figs. 1-6, 1-7) were practiced throughout Old Europe, although male figurines also were made and used, occasionally grouped with female figurines (fig. 5-4a), and animal figurines were made in a variety of shapes and sizes (figs. 1-2, 1-8, 1-9). Marks incised on figurines and pots suggest the appearance of a notation system, although the frequency of inscribed signs peaked in the Late Neolithic and declined through the Copper Age,16 so there is scant evidence for an evolution toward writing. Potters invented two-level kilns that reached temperatures of 800–1100°C. A low-oxygen-reducing atmosphere created black ceramic surfaces that were painted with graphite to make silver designs, alternatively, a bellows-aided high-oxygen atmosphere made a red or orange surface, sometimes painted in white, black, and red.

Pottery kilns led to metallurgy. Copper was extracted from stone, or smelted, by mixing powdered green-blue azurite or malachite minerals (possibly used for pigments) with powdered charcoal and baking the mixture in a reducing atmosphere, perhaps accidentally at first. At 800° C, the copper separated from the mineral ore in tiny shining beads. These could be tapped out and separated from the waste slag. The slag was dumped, a sure sign for archaeologists that smelting had occurred at place. The copper was reheated, hammered into sheets, forged, welded, annealed, and made into a wide variety of tools (hooks, awls, and blades) and ornaments (beads, rings, and other pendants). Ornaments of gold (probably mined in the eastern Balkan Mountains and Sakar Mountain near the Turkish border), began to circulate in the same trade networks. The early phase of copper working began before 5000 BC.17

Before 5000 BC, Balkan smiths learned that if they heated copper to 1035° C it would turn into a viscous liquid and could be poured into molds, or cast. Attaining this temperature required a bellows-aided kiln, but such kilns were already being used by Old European potter. Working with molten copper was tricky, not only because of the high temperatures but also because the metal had to be stirred, skimmed, and poured correctly or it cooled into a brittle object full of imperfections. Well made cast copper tools were used and exchanged across southeastern Europe between about 4800 and 4300 BC in eastern Hungary with the Tiszapolgar culture; in Serbia and western Romania with the Vînca C and D culture; in Bulgaria at Varna and in the Karanovo V–VI tell settlements; in Romania with the Gumelnita culture; and in Moldova and eastern Romania with the Pre-Cucuteni III/II Tisza-kul culture across the Cucuteni A3/ A32 Tripolye B1 cultures. This period (the Eneolithic in southeastern European archaeology) is referred to as the Copper Age in this volume.

Metallurgy was a new and different kind of craft. Even after being told that a shiny copper ring was made from a green-stained rock, it was difficult to see how. The magical aspect of copperworking set metalworkers apart, and the demand for copper objects increased trade. Prospecting, mining, and long-distance trade for ore and finished products introduced a new era in interregional politics and interdependence that quickly reached across Old Europe and even into the steppe grasslands north of the Black and Caspian Seas, probably through gift exchanges between local elites.18
Kilns and smelters for pottery and copper consumed the forests, as did two-storied timber houses and the bristling palisade walls that protected many Old European settlements, particularly in northeastern Bulgaria. It seems likely that many houses were intentionally filled with wood and burned, possibly as a ritual of purification after the death of someone important, then were rebuilt in almost the same place, a cultural practice that added to deforestation. At Durankulak and Sabla Ezerec in northeastern Bulgaria and at Tirpeşti in Romania, pollen cores taken near settlements show significant reductions in local forest cover. The earth’s climate reached its postglacial thermal maximum, the Atlantic period, about 4000–4000 BC, and was at its warmest during the late Atlantic (paleoclimatic zone A3), beginning about 5200 BC. In the uplands majestic forests of elm, oak, and lime trees spread from the Carpathians to the Urals by 5000 BC. But while the climate was mild, farming, mining, and tree felling might have slowly degraded the environments around long-settled villages, leading to increased soil erosion and localized declines in agricultural production.

Trade and Power
A short article published by the anthropologist Mary Helms in 1992 had a profound effect on the archaeological study of long-distance trade. Before this, archaeologists tended to use trade as an indicator of different kinds of political organization: Trade conducted as a series of personal, face-to-face gift exchanges indicated an egalitarian society; trade organized to accumulate values for the purpose of enhancing prestige through large-scale gift giving indicated a redistributive chiefdom; and trade that filled locked and labeled storerooms in warehouses to enrich and embellish kings and palaces indicated a centralized state. Helms reminded archaeologists that objects obtained from far away were not just artifacts, but might be tangible symbols of a personal connection with powers and even magic from beyond the known and familiar world. Exotic items suggested not merely wealth, but the owner’s power over and intercourse with strange places and beings, possibly including the ghosts of dead ancestors. Engaging in long-distance travel, warfare, and trade gave the participant an aura of the extraordinary. Long-distance trade in Neolithic and Copper Age Europe probably was motivated partly by these ideological and...
imaginative aspects of value, making the trade goods not “commodities” in a modern sense but rather “valuables,” symbols of status and recognition. 19

The oldest long-distance trade in the European Neolithic was the exchange of obsidian, a volcanic glass that was worked into beautiful and razor-sharp stone tools. Obsidian from the Aegean island of Melos was carried across the Aegean Sea on boats. 26 The voyages that distributed Melos obsidian, probably organized as fishing trips, also would have established a pool of knowledge about distances and island crossings that could have facilitated the cross-Aegean colonization of Greece. But obsidian seems to have been just a useful and attractive material, not a symbol of status or power. Another Aegean prize, the shell of the mollusk Spondylus gaederopus (fig. 8-1), was traded over even longer distances and carried a significant symbolic weight.

Spondylus shells grew in the Aegean and the Adriatic Seas, and perhaps in other parts of the Mediterranean Sea, but not in the Black Sea. Divers had to pull the spiny shells from submerged rocks at depths of more than four meters. In Greek Neolithic villages, the shells were broken in specific ways and used to make various kinds of ornaments: beads, bracelets, and rings (see the essay by Sfeir-Hedjazi). Spondylus ornaments were carried from Crete into southeastern Europe when the first farmers migrated to the Danube valley. Sporadic trade supplied Danubian farmers with these symbols of their Aegean ancestry throughout the Early Neolithic, 6200–5500 bc. The trade in Spondylus grew significantly between 5300 and 5000 bc, when a second wave of migration carried the farming economy from the middle Danube valley over the Carpathians into Poland, Germany, and France. North of the Carpathians, the shells took on greater symbolic significance, appearing principally in the graves of mature males, probably as indicators of status in Linear Pottery (or LBK) communities. During this half-millennium, many thousands of shells per year were accumulated and hoarded in unprecedented quantities with new, spectacular kinds of prestige goods made of copper and gold. Copper metallurgy was invented in southeastern Europe at about the same time that the Spondylus trade into central Europe stopped. Smelted copper was a new material and strongly stimulated long-distance trade. But trade connections were no longer very active in the direction of central Europe, where the metal age really began a thousand years later, around 4000 bc, nor was much copper traded into Greece or Anatolia. Metal ornaments were quickly included in trade networks that extended eastward into the steppes north of the Black and Caspian seas as far as the Volga-Ural region, a distance of more than eighteen hundred kilometers from the copper mines in Bulgaria that were the source of the traded copper. At the cemetery of Khvalynsk on the middle Volga, dated about 4700 bc, 320 copper ornaments were found in 201 graves. Some objects were made or repaired locally, but most were made of Bulgarian copper, and a handful (rings and spiral bracelets) were made in the same way as the copper ornaments found at Varna, and probably were imported from Bulgaria. 28

The trade route from Bulgaria to the Volga probably passed through the Old European frontier towns and villages of the Cucuteni-Tripol’ye culture. At the Cucuteni-Tripol’ye settlement of Karbuna, occupied about 4500–4400 bc, a hoard of 444 copper objects was placed in a Tripol’ye A pot with 254 beads, plaques, and bracelets made of Spondylus shell, a pair of bronze rings, and a stone cylinder. Copper objects in the Karbuna hoard were traded eastward into steppe communities, but Spondylus shell was not—it remained in Old Europe. Curiously, around 5000 bc steppe chiefs started to wear ornaments made of small boar-tusk plaques about the same size and shape as plaques made of Spondylus in Old European hoards.

The boat-tusk plaques could be seen as emulations of Spondylus ornaments. Copper and Spondylus were frequently combined in Old European hoards. They occurred together not just at Karbuna, but also in a hoard of more than 450 objects discovered at the Cucuteni-culture settlement of Braid (fig. 1-10) and in another large hoard at Arsuje in Transylvania (2,034 objects). 27 The hoards seem to have been accumulations of prestige objects—Spondylus ornaments, copper and gold ornaments, cast copper hammer-axes, and polished-stone hammer-axes—acquired through long-distance networks of exchange. Similar sets of objects were included in the rich graves at Varna in Bulgaria. A gold-covered Spondylus bracelet was worn by the mature male buried with 990 gold objects in Grave 43 at the Varna cemetery, the richest single grave from Old Europe dated about 4600–4400 bc (fig. 9-11). But no Spondylus was included in the Varna cemeteries (symbolic graves containing no body), which make up about one-sixth of the graves in the cemetery, including four of the five richest graves.

The Varna cemetery was discovered in 1972 on the western outskirts of Varna, Bulgaria, by workers digging a trench for an electric cable, precipitating a multiyear excavation campaign led by Igor Ivanov (fig. 9-1). The gold-adorned graves of Varna (see the essays by Slavchev and John Chapman in this volume) are the best evidence for the existence of a clearly distinct and distinctive upper social and political rank, probably chiefs and their families, in the Varna culture about 4600–4400 bc. The hoards of similar objects found in other settlements document the extension of this chiefly prestige-trading system to other parts of Old Europe. Occasional wealthy graves, not as rich as those at Varna, probably indicate the burials of lower-level chiefs. Old European society was divided between powerful individuals who possessed metals and Aegaeang shell (the erotic insignia of long-distance trade) and wore these valuables on their bodies in public events—and those who did not. 30 But the ethos of inequality did not extend to the home. Although a few unusually large houses can be found in a few settlements, they were not significantly different in design or contents from other houses. The people who donned gold costumes for public events while they were alive went home to fairly ordinary houses.

The Lure of the Figurines

One of the most famous aspects of Old Europe, certainly the aspect that Marija Gimbutas made the center of her extensive research, is the abundance of figurines, the majority of them apparently females. The enigmatic female-centered cults of Old Europe have generated sharp disagreement among archaeologists, historians, and feminists. The exhibition that accompanied this catalogue included dozens of elaborately painted and decorated female figurines of many kinds and styles, some found in groups sitting on horsetail chairs as if in council (figs. 5-1, 5-2), others placed inside ceramic models of houses (fig. 5-5), and others discovered scattered among the ruins of ordinary homes. A strikingly modern male figure from Hamangia, Romania, widely known as “The Thinker,” is among the best-known art objects from all of prehistoric Europe (fig. 5-9). But what did they mean?

Gimbutas argued that individual figurine forms and styles could be identified with individual deities in an Old European pantheon. A female figurine might represent the generous Mistress of Nature, or the agricultural, pregnant Goddess of Fertility, the Bird and Snake Goddesses might represent incarnations of the life force, or the old crone the Goddess of Death (illustrated in the catalogue by Slavchev and John Chapman in this volume) are the best evidence for the existence of a clearly distinct and distinctive upper social and political rank, probably chiefs and their families, in the Varna culture about 4600–4400 bc. The hoards of similar objects found in other settlements document the extension of this chiefly prestige-trading system to other parts of Old Europe. Occasional wealthy graves, not as rich as those at Varna, probably indicate the burials of lower-level chiefs. Old European society was divided between powerful individuals who possessed metals and Aegaeang shell (the erotic insignia of long-distance trade) and wore these valuables on their bodies in public events—and those who did not. But the ethos of inequality did not extend to the home. Although a few unusually large houses can be found in a few settlements, they were not significantly different in design or contents from other houses. The people who donned gold costumes for public events while they were alive went home to fairly ordinary houses.
Page 1-10. Brad hoard objects including an Askos, stag-tooth necklace, copper and gold disks, copper axe, copper bracelets, copper necklace, and copper and vitreous-bead necklace. Cucuteni, Brad, 4200–4050 bc (Cucuteni A3), MIR.

multiformed mother-worship.3 For Gimbutas, this tradi-
tion was rooted in the Paleolithic Ice Age, continued
through the Neolithic, and survived into the Bronze Age
and the Classical era, although much suppressed at
that date by the later cults built around Indo-European
male gods (Zeus, Poseidon, Ares, and so on). According
to Gimbutas, it was patriarchal Indo-European people
who, in a war of the genders, destroyed and replaced
the goddess-centered societies of Old Europe. Eastern
European scholars have tended to interpret Old European
figurines in similar ways, assuming that they are somehow
connected with the worship of a Great Mother Goddess
and assigning specific cult activities or identities to specific
figurines (for a different approach see the essay by Bailey
in this volume).34

Most of these identifications of specific gods and god-
desses depended on analogies with much later rituals
and religious traditions derived from Classical Greece or
Rome, or even from modern folklore. Mircea Anghelinu
criticized her colleagues who depended on what she called
the “folk premise”—the assumption that contemporary
Romanian peasant traditions about female spirits and
witches could be understood as substrate survivals of
Copper Age beliefs—but she made this criticism precisely
because the practice was so widespread.35 Gimbutas,
who grew up in Lithuania, explicitly cited Baltic folkloric
parallels for the “goddess” figurines of Old Europe. The
problem, of course, is that modern or even medieval
folk traditions are separated from Old Europe by at least
five thousand years of intervening history, and in the
case of Lithuania, by a significant distance. (Gimbutas
bridged the distance by appealing to the prehistoric
origins of the Balts among Indo-European tribes that
interacted with the societies of Old Europe.) Similarly,
Gimbutas’ attempt to link specific Copper Age goddesses
with Minoan or Greek deities must overcome the prob-
lem that Classical Greece and Bronze Age Crete were quite
different from Romania or Moldavia. Geographically,
even Minoan Crete flourished at least two thousand years
after Old Europe.

Without any question, codes of meaning are contained
in Old European figurines, but it is difficult to decipher the
codes. Bailey’s essay in this volume opens with a descrip-
tion of two almost identical sets of figurines—twenty-one
broad-hipped females, twelve large and nine small,
accom-
pa
died by twelve horn-back chairs in one set and thirteen
horn-back chairs in the other—found in two different
patches at two settlement sites of the Cucuteni culture about
two hundred kilometers apart in Romania (figs. 1-1, 1-2).
It strains the imagination to believe that these almost
identical sets represent a random coincidence. But what,
exactly, was the significance of twenty-one, divided into
groups of twelve and nine? If the chairs are for the twelve
bigger figurines (which, as Bailey notes, are still small
enough to fit in your hand), why didn’t the nine smaller
figurines get chairs?

In the Tripolye settlement of Sabatinovka in western
Ukraine, a building identified as a “shrine” yielded six-
ten similar figurines found sitting in similar horn-back
chairs, set up on a clay bench next to the remains of
a full-size clay horn-back chair, presumably for a real
person. The entire structure was found to contain sixteen
more of these rod-headed, round-hipped figurines, for
a total of thirty-two. From other evidence it appears to
have been perhaps a communal bakery, or perhaps a
storehouse for flour making (there were many grinding
stones) and bread-making equipment. Baking could have
been an act heavy with ritual significance—baking is
incorporated even today into many holiday rituals—but
to call the Sabatinovka structure a shrine is to impose
our own imagined meaning.36 In any case, the great
majority of Old European figurines have been found in
domestic contexts in and around houses. Ordinarily they
do not seem to have been separated from the flow of daily
activities or segregated in shrines, so looking for shrines
is perhaps the wrong way to understand them.

One key to interpreting the figurines is to know their
exact archaeological contexts more precisely than has
often been possible in the past. If they are regarded as
art objects or self-contained symbols whose meaning lay
entirely in their shapes and decoration, then their exact
archaeological context could be deemed less important.
But the Berkeley archaeologist Ruth Tringham has shown
that it makes a great deal of difference whether figurines
were found above or below house floors, and this can be
tricky to determine in the burned and collapsed ruins of a
house made of fired clay, plaster, and timber, frequently
found under the remains of an older house. At Tripolye
Ukraine, a Vinca culture site in Serbia dated about 4400 bc,
careful excavation showed that many female figurines found “in”
one house actually were placed in foundation deposits as
some sort of blessing or protection for a house about to be
built, and then were covered by the walls, floors, and
even the wall pots of the house as it was built. Most of the
figurines at Opolo were found broken and discarded in
rubbish pits near the house with broken fragments of
stone axes, obsidian chips, bone tools, and miniature clay
objects commonly called “amulets.”37 A few were found on
a house floor; one of these was an alabaster figurine
found with a cluster of perforated shell beads that possibly
decorated it. These three very different contexts (buried
beneath floors, broken and discarded in pits, or decorated
and placed on the floor) certainly indicate very different
ways of using figurines, and perhaps indicate three differ-
et kinds of domestic household rituals.

The shape, decoration, and even the clay of the figurines
is, of course, another valuable source of meanings. At the
Tripolye settlement of Luka Vrublevetskaya, dated about
4600 bc, the clay of the figurines was thoroughly mixed
with all three kinds of grain (two kinds of wheat and
wheat) cultivated by the farmers of the village, and flour
was added as well. In this case, where fat-hipped female
imagery was made of clay tempered with cultivated grain
and flour, we might reasonably accept the interpretation
of an agricultural invocation of fertility. The designs on
the surfaces of the figurines might contain other kinds
of clues (fig. 1-12, page 112), and certainly have inspired
many interpretative efforts. Gimbutas thought that M
and V signs identified the Goddess, and she interpreted
anthropomorphic sculptures decorated with these symbols
as invocations of the Goddess (fig. 1-13). Peter Biehl
and A.P. Pogozheva conducted statistical analyses of the distri-
bution of particular decorative motifs with body parts,
establishing that designs like the lozenge or diamond were
associated with the belly and particularly with pregnant-
looking bellies.38 Many of the figurines seem to be wearing
masks, or at least their faces are rendered in a very unre-
alistic, masklike way (fig. 1-14), while others, particularly
later Cucuteni-Tripolye figurines, have very realistic faces.
Even vessels were made in the shape of human figures,

1-12. Figurine. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Săveni, 4200–4150 bc
(Cucuteni A3), MJBT.
some of them with appended ears, pierced as if for the attachment of ornaments (figs. 1-15, 1-16).

The roles of the genders in Old European society are not accurately reflected in figurines. At the settlement of Golyamo Delchevo in eastern Bulgaria, not far from Varna and connected with the Varna culture, there were no identifiable male figurines in the houses of the excavated town, all of the figurines that could be assigned a gender were female. Yet all of the high-prestige graves in the nearby cemetery, marked by exotic trade goods and metal, belonged to men. The same was true at Varna itself—Grave 45, the richest single grave in Old Europe, was that of a mature male. Although in most sites more than ninety percent of the identifiable human figurines were female, male figurines were also made, and were grouped with females in some cases (fig. 5-4a). Men seem to have controlled external relations involving trade and negotiations with neighboring chiefs, while the rituals represented by female figurines seem to have emphasized the dominant role of women inside the house, and perhaps were connected with ancestor cults centered on their mothers and aunts.

One aspect of Gimbutas’ analysis that probably does reflect Old European reality is her recognition that a great many different varieties and kinds of ritual behavior and religious symbolism are represented in the figurines of Old Europe. Figurines had a variety of different cultic uses, and these varied from region to region and changed over time. In spite of the difficulty that this variability raises in interpretation, figurines remain one of the most evocative and compelling aspects of Old Europe.

The Decline of Old Europe
About 4300–4100 bc, more than six hundred tell settlements of the Gumelnita, Karanovo VI, and Varna cultures were burned and abandoned in the lower Danube valley.

1-16. Anthropomorphic vessel. Fired clay, Gumelnita, Sultana, 4600–3900 BC, MNIR.
and eastern Bulgaria. In a recent compilation of forty radiocarbon dates from the Karanovo VI-phase tell settlements of these three cultures in Bulgaria, the dates are densely clustered between 4800 and 4300 BC, indicating the peak of the Middle and Late Copper Ages, but only a handful of dates fall into the period 4100–4000 BC, and no tell settlement yielded a single date after this. The sudden end of the tell settlements is indicated clearly by the sudden end of the radiocarbon dates. Some of their residents dispersed temporarily into smaller villages like the Gumelniţa B1 hamlet of Jilava, southwest of Bucharest, with just five to six houses and a single-level cultural deposit. But Jilava was burned, apparently suddenly, leaving whole pots and many other artifacts behind. People scattered and became much more mobile, depending for their food on herds of sheep and cattle rather than fields of grain. Pollen cores show that the countryside became even more open and deforested. 

Remarkably, archaeological surveys show a blank in the Balkan uplands after this. No permanent settlements can be dated in the Balkans between 3900 and 3300 BC. At Horntitsa in north-central Bulgaria, the burned houses of the final Copper Age occupation contained human skeletons interpreted as massacred inhabitants. The final Copper Age destruction level at Yunitaite, west of Karanovo, contained forty-six human skeletons, also interpreted as a massacre. Balkan copper mines abruptly ceased production—copper-using cultures in central Europe and the Carpathians switched to Serbian ores behind. People scattered and became much more mobile, depending for their food on herds of sheep and cattle rather than fields of grain. Pollen cores show that the countryside became even more open and deforested. 

In the lower Danube Valley, in contrast, there are many post-Gumelniţa sites, but the people of the Cernavoda I culture that appeared after about 4000–3800 BC left only a few female figurines, no longer used copper spiral bracelets or Spondylus-shell ornaments, made relatively plain pottery in a limited number of shapes, did not live by agriculture. Metallurgy, mining, and ceramic technology declined sharply in both volume and technical skill. Ceramics and metal objects changed markedly in style. “We are faced with the complete replacement of a culture,” Evgeni Chernykh, the foremost expert on Copper Age metallurgy, said. It was “a catastrophe of colossal scope . . . a complete cultural caesura,” according to the Bulgarian archaeologist, Henrietta Todorova. 

Exactly what happened to Old Europe is the subject of a long and vigorous debate. One possibility is that Old Europe collapsed in a period of intensified raiding and warfare caused by the migration into the lower Danube valley of people who were mobile herders, possibly mounted on horseback, from the steppe grasslands of Ukraine. A migration from the steppes does seem to have happened about the same time as the collapse, but whether it caused the collapse is debated. 

The intrusive group of graves is usually called the Suvorovo culture by Western archaeologists, after a grave of this period at Suvorovo, Ukraine, north of the Danube delta, where a male was buried with a stone mace head in the shape of a horse. The intrusion is marked only by graves, as no settlements can be ascribed to the Suvorovo immigrants. One of the richest of these intrusive cemeteries, a cluster of five well outfitted burials, was discovered at Guriulieşti, at the southern tip of Moldova, north of the Danube delta, where the article by Ioan D. Bicbaev in this volume). A horse was sacrificed above the grave of an adult male at Guriulieşti. A human bone gave a date range of 4490–4330 BC (KI-7037, 5560 ± 80 BP). Another grave with a horse-head mace was found at Căinătari in the Dobrogea, south of the delta (fig. 1-18). The grassy plain of the delta and the rocky Dobrogea south of it seem to have contained the majority of the intrusive graves, but there was another group of intrusive steppe-derived graves at Decea Mureşului in Transylvania, dated 4330–4050 BC (KIA-368, 3380±80 BP), and a third cluster appeared near a group of Cucuteni settlements in the Prut-Dniester watershed, including the grave at Kainar, dated 4455–4335 BC (KI-569, 5760±50 BP). There was a period of several generations, at least, of interaction between Old European cultures and the intruders. During these centuries (perhaps 4400–4200 BC), a significant quantity of Old European copper ornaments and weapons, made from copper mined in the Balkans, was funneled back into the Ukrainian steppe around the lower Dnieper River, where a cluster of copper-rich graves is called the Novodanilovka group (after the grave at Novodanilovka) or the Skelya group (after the settlement at Stril’cha Skelya). Horses were important in the economies of these steppe settlements, particularly at the settlement of Derevyka, which has been the focus of arguments about the domestication of the horse for many years, but imported copper from the Balkans also played a brief but important role in steppe prestige competition.

Another possible cause for the collapse cited by archaeologists is climate change, and a resulting crisis in agriculture. About 4200–4000 BC the climate began to cool. Solar insolation decreased, glaciers advanced in the Alps, and winters became much colder. According to changes in the annual growth rings in oak preserved in bogs in Germany and in annual ice layers in ice cores from Greenland, the cold period peaked between 4100 and 3800 BC, with temperatures colder than at any time in the previous two thousand years. Investigations led by Douglass Bailey in the lower Danube valley showed that floods probably occurred more frequently and erosion degraded the riverine floodplains where crops were grown. Agriculture in the lower Danube valley shifted to more-cold-tolerant rye in some settlements. But this change in winter temperature may have peaked after the collapse of Old Europe, and even then it did not make agriculture or village life impossible; both continued in most parts of southeastern Europe, except in the lower Danube valley, the agricultural plain around Karanovo in the Balkans, and the coast around Varna—where tell settlements were most common. Another possible explanation, taken up by many in the 1990s, was that a sudden rise in the level of the Black Sea could have drowned the fertile plains on the coast and caused an agricultural crisis. This would not have affected the Balkan uplands at all, and even on the Black Sea coast the entire area inundated since the middle Holocene (extending sixteen to eighteen meters below modern sea level) was only about five to ten kilometers wide in most places, up to a maximum of eighteen kilometers measured from inside today’s widest, shallowest
bays. Sea-level curves dated by calibrated radiocarbon
dates show that the Black Sea rose very rapidly, swallowing
the coast, about 5200–4500 BC (the Late Neolithic and
Early and Middle Copper Ages in Bulgaria, the early phase
of Old Europe), then briefly leveled off or fell back about
4500–4300 BC (the Late Copper Age, the peak of Old
Europe in Bulgaria), and rose again about 4200–3600 BC
(the Final Copper Age, after the collapse). The earlier
rise, the fall, and the subsequent rise had no apparent
negative effect on societies of the Late Neolithic and Early
and Middle Copper Ages. None of these sea-level rises
reached as high as today’s coastline.

A late Karanovo VI settlement was found at a depth of
five to six meters beneath modern sea level during renova-
tions of the Sozopol harbor. Tree rings from oak pilings
used to build the Late Copper Age houses at Sozopol
covered a 224-year-long period from the youngest growth
ring to the last felled oak, and part of that interval was
taken up by the growth of the trees to a harvestable size,
suggesting that the settlement was occupied for substan-
tially less time, perhaps only a century. Radiocarbon
dates ranged between 4540 and 4240 BC. In spite of the
Atlantis-like discovery of this settlement beneath the
modern waves, a moment’s reflection reveals that Sozopol
does not illustrate the drowning of Old Europe. The
Sozopol settlement was located on what was in the Late
Copper Age dry land surrounded by oak forest. If Sozopol
was on dry land at six meters below modern sea level,
the Late Copper Age coastline at the time of the collapse
probably was even lower, perhaps eight meters below
modern sea level. The Sozopol radiocarbon dates are
compatible with an occupation at the end of the Karanovo
VI phase, and the Karanovo VI phase III ceramic types
suggest an occupation after the abandonment of most of
the Karanovo VI tells, perhaps even by refugees from
the tells. If refugees were moving to coastal Sozopol after
the collapse, the cause of the collapse was not danger
from the sea. The Sozopol settlement ended in a large
fire, the ashes from which still form a thick layer over the
settlement in sediments six meters beneath the sea. Fire,
not water, destroyed the Sozopol settlement.

Finally, an explanation for the collapse often invoked
in Ukraine is that the large settlements of Old Europe
degraded the environments around them, leading to eco-
logical ruin and a change in economy from settled,
village-based agriculture to mobile stockbreeding. But
the evidence for ecological degradation is slight, and
the proposed massive shift in economy seems an extreme
solution to a problem of localized ecological degradation
near settlements. Hundreds of sites were abandoned,
and many long-standing traditions were terminated, in
crafts, domestic rituals, decorative customs, body orna-
ments, housing styles, living arrangements, mortuary
customs, mining, and metallurgy. The conjunction of so
many terminations suggests a catastrophic event, not a
gradual evolution.

Region-wide abandonments of large settlements have
been documented archaeologically in other areas, notably
in the North American southwest (1100–1400 AD) and in
Late Classic Maya sites (700–900 AD) in Mesoamerica. In
both regions the abandonments were associated with
intense warfare. The kind of climate shift that struck the
lower Danube valley about 4200–3800 BC would not have
made tell settlements uninhabitable. But it might have
intensified conflict and warfare.

Settlements of the Cernavoda I type appeared just after
the abandonment of the tells in the lower Danube valley.
They contain ceramics that exhibit a mixture of steppe
technology and indigenous Danubian shapes, and are
ascribed to a mixed population of steppe immigrants and
people from the tells. It looks like the tell towns of Old
Europe fell to warfare, and immigrants from the steppes
were involved—somehow. But the primary causes of the
 crisis could have included climate change and related
agricultural failures, or soil erosion and environmental
degradation accumulated from centuries of intensive
farming, or internecine warfare over declining timber and
copper resources, or some combination of all of these.

The Final Flowering of Old Europe

The crisis, however it was constituted, did not immedi-
ately affect all of Old Europe. Widespread settlement
abandonments occurred about 4300–4100 BC in the lower
Danube valley (Gumelniţa, northeastern Bulgaria and
the Bolgrad group), eastern Bulgaria (Varna and related
cultures), and in the mountain valleys of the Balkans

1-18. Stone horse-head scepter, flint arrow points, and flint lances.
Indo-European, Casimîea, 4000 BC, MNIR.
The traditions of Old Europe survived longer, until about 3500 BC or a little later, in western Bulgaria and western Romania (Krivodol–Sălciuța IV–Buchaș-1um Ilb). Here the settlement system had always been a little more flexible and less rooted—the sites of western Bulgaria usually did not form high tells. Old European ceramic types, house types, and figurine types were abandoned gradually during Sălciuța IV, 4000–3500 BC. Settlements that were occupied during this Final Copper Age, places like Telish-Reduitine III and Galatin, moved high, steep-sloped promontories, above the limestone, on a common plan, radially oriented toward a central plaza. Between about 3700 and 3400 BC, a group of Tripolye C1 towns in this region reached sizes of 250 to 450 hectares, two to four times larger than the first cities of Mesopotamia, evolving at the same time. These megatowns were located in the hills east of the South Bug River, near the steppe frontier in the upland–lowland seasonal migrations by herders. None of the three best-documented megatowns, Dobrovo (250 hectares), Maidanets’ke (250 hectares), and Tel’yanik (450 hectares), contained an obvious administrative center, palace, storehouse, or central temple. Consequently, they are not called cities. They had no surrounding fortification wall or moat, although at Maidanets’ke the excavators Mikhaïl Videiko and M.M. Shmagli described the houses in the outer ring as joined in a way that presented an unbroken two-story-high wall pierced only by easily defended radial streets. The most thoroughly investigated megatown, Maidanets’ke, covered 250 hectares (fig. 3–5). Magnetometer testing revealed 1,575 structures. Most were inhabited simultaneously; there was almost no overbuilding of newer houses on older ones by a population estimated at 5,500–7,700 people. The houses were built close to each other in six concentric oval rings, on a common plan, radially oriented toward a central plaza. The excavated houses were large, five to eight meters wide and twenty to thirty meters long, and many were two storied.

Towns this large were difficult to manage and administer (see Chapman in this volume). Videiko and Shmagli detected in the archaeological remains of Maidanets’ke localized subgroups of eight to ten houses that they interpreted of family groups such as clan segments. A regional leader represented these ten houses, a council of 120 to 150 segment leaders would have made decisions. Since no building seem to have been built to host and feed town council meetings of 150 or more, the winter-time administrative schedule must have been a socially complicated house-to-house affair more suited to life in smaller villages. It is not clear why they took the trouble to live this way. The megatowns lack obvious temples or palaces and have yielded only a few artifacts that might be seen as record-keeping tokens or counters, which makes it look like they were not religious and administrative centers that taxed and controlled the surrounding agricultural population, unlike the contemporary early cities of the Near East. These megatowns are therefore interpreted by most investigators as defensive concentration centers, exploitation at a time of increased population. Excavation of sample sections in several megatowns has shown that all of the houses were burned simultaneously when each megatown was abandoned. The excavators acknowledged that the evolution and expansion of a new kind of pastoral economy in the neighboring steppe region was connected in some way with increasing conflict and the end of the megatowns, but there is no consensus on the crucial details of who was doing what to whom, and why.

After Maidanets’ke and Tel’yanik were abandoned, the largest town in the South Bug hills was Kasenovka (120 hectares, with seven to nine concentric rings of houses), dated to the Tripolye C1/C2 transition, perhaps 3400–3300 BC. When Kasenovka was burned and abandoned, Tripolye towns and the customs associated with them simply disappeared from most of the South Bug River valley, a large region that had been densely occupied by Tripolye farmers for more than a thousand years. In Romania and Moldova the Cucuteni archaeological typology, with all of its varied styles and substyles, is interpreted by most investigators as defensive concentration centers, exploitation at a time of increased population. Excavation of sample sections in several megatowns has shown that all of the houses were burned simultaneously when each megatown was abandoned. The excavators acknowledged that the evolution and expansion of a new kind of pastoral economy in the neighboring steppe region was connected in some way with increasing conflict and the end of the megatowns, but there is no consensus on the crucial details of who was doing what to whom, and why.

The Legacy of Old Europe

Old Europe has left us an impressive body of surprisingly modern-looking ceramic art, an astonishing amount of inventive metallurgy, and an enigmatic series of ritual figures that helped to inspire a modern spiritual revival of reverence for goddesses. Marija Gimbutas, following the studies of Jane Harrison on the evolution of Greek religion, supposed that Old European beliefs had merged into the Classical and even Christian eras as substrate bodies of ritual and custom, not confined only to mothers and daughters but as the common cults of the majority of the rural population, designed to propitiate a variety of vaguely irrational, and mainly malevolent spirit-things, ghosts, and bogeys. . . . If Harrison and Gimbutas were right, then some small ritual acts conducted today, perhaps even those wrapped in the cloth of Christianity, were born long before they were baptized, in Jane Harrison’s apt phrase.

The significance of Old Europe is much greater than those small fragments of custom suggest. Bronze Age Greece is generally understood as the first European civilization, but by the time the first foundation for the first citadel at Troy was dug, the gold-filled graves at Varna had been in the ground for fifteen hundred years. Much earlier than is generally recognized, southeastern Europe achieved a level of technological skill, artistic creativity, and social complexity that defies our standard categories and is just beginning to be understood in a systematic way. The end of Old Europe is another problem that has not produced an agreed-upon explanation, but that is rapidly becoming clearer because new radiocarbon dates have sharpened the basic framework of when and how rapidly things happened. In a little more than a century, we have gone from puzzled wonder at the age and origins of the painted...
Notes


Archaeology is among the oldest and most respected academic disciplines in Romania. Since 1864, when the National Museum of Antiquities was founded in Bucharest, both it and the provincial museums have been dedicated to archaeological research. The first archaeology course was taught by Alexandru Odobescu at Bucharest University in 1874, and each subsequent generation of historians has incorporated archaeology as a central component in historical studies. The first state regulation of archaeological excavations, promulgated in 1892, stabilized excavation procedures and increased their importance. At the dawn of the twentieth century, the Romanian school of archaeology coalesced around specialized university chairs in Cluj, Bucharest, and Iași. Today Romania contains a wide diversity of remains from quite different ages and varied histories, and therefore presents a challenge to exhibiting and interpreting the past.

The Formative Period in Romanian Archaeology

In many ways the history of archaeology in Romania is connected with the Cucuteni archaeological site and the Copper Age culture after which it is named. Located on Cetățuia Cucutenilor, an elevated bluff near the village of Cucuteni in northeastern Romania, not far from the city of Iași, the archaeological site was discovered in 1884 by Theodor Burada, and the first trial trenches were excavated one year later by Nicolae Beldiceanu, Dimitrie Butculescu, and Gheorghe Butureanu. Public interest in the site inspired the founding of the Society of Medics and Naturalists as well as the Scientific and Literary Society in Iași in 1886, attracting memberships that included numerous educated people interested in Romania’s prehistory. Research of the last two decades of the nineteenth century was still dominated by romanticism, as was evident in the studies of Grigore Tocilescu (1880), Nicolae Beldiceanu (1885), and Alexandru Odobescu (1889–1900). In 1889 at the International Congress of Anthropology and Prehistoric Archaeology in Paris, Odobescu and Butureanu presented for the first time to the European scientific world the results of their trial excavations at Cucuteni.

Hubert Schmidt (fig. 2-1), an archaeologist from Berlin, was interested in these finds and eventually visited Cucuteni to assess the site. In 1909 and 1910 Schmidt conducted the first systematic archaeological excavations at Cucuteni (figs. 2-2, 2-3). This excavation is usually accepted as the beginning of systematic archaeological research in Romania, although László Ferenc had begun excavations at Ariuşd, a Cucuteni settlement in
Transylvania, two years earlier (fig. 2-4). Schmid pub-
lished his results at Cucuteni in a preliminary report in 1911, but his complete excavation report was published many years later in a volume that defined and described the most spectacular prehistoric culture of southeastern Europe.1 Schmid returned to Romania during World War I, overseeing additional archaeological excavations in Walachia while it was occupied by German troops.

Before the beginning of the war, three important archae-
ological works were published2 in addition to Schmidt’s 1911 preliminary report from Cucuteni, stirring the public’s desire for more knowledge about the prehistoric civilizations of Romania. Immediately after the war ended in 1918, and Transylvania, Banat, and Bessarabia became part of modern Romania, systematic excavations began at Neolithic sites across the country, in Banat, Moldavia, Transylvania, and Walachia, largely under the direction of Vasile Pârvan, who set the direc-
tion for his successors and emulators, and whose books helped to define Romanian archaeology in the first half of the twentieth century.3 Also in these postwar years, a series of large-scale excavations commenced at the Neolithic and Copper Age sites of Căscioara, Sultana, and Vădastra (in the lower Danube valley), as well as at the Cucuteni sites of Ruginoasa and Traian (in the eastern Carpathian piedmont).

Pârvan was the founder of the modern school of Romanian archaeology and archaeological museography, and in 1912 became the director of the National Museum of Antiquities, which in the second half of the twentieth century was the foundation for the Institute of Archaeology (1936) and the National History Museum of Romania in Bucharest (1927). When he began as director, Pârvan was a young professor at Bucharest University and a mem-

Archeological excavations at Unguru (1938) and in Transylvania (1934), which established the modern school of Romanian archaeology.

Archaeology in Romania between the World Wars

Dumitrescu’s excavations at Sultana (1923), and then at Gumeñița (1925), revealed the exceptional interest and importance of tell sites near the lower Danube, in Walachia and Moldavia. Analyzing the geography of Neolithic and Copper Age sites, he suggested they were to be found on sites that were rich in wild game and fish and offered copper and gold ore deposits, natural salt deposits, and natural communication paths. He collaborated with his wife, Hertensia Dumitrescu (fig. 2-5), and a series of devoted partners, including Father Constantin Mătăsă (figs. 2-6, 2-7, page 58), the founder of the archaeological museum in Piatra Neamţ (1934). Their efforts brought to light the great prehistoric settlements of Bistra, the Prut valley, and Siret. At the end of the 1920s and the beginning of the 1930s, archaeo-
logica excavations by the Dumitrescus at Ruginoasa and Traian (fig. 2-9) as well as joint projects at Căscioara (started by Gheorghe Stefan), Sultana (begun by Ion Andriesescu), Tângâru and Petru Rareş, Vădastra, and Vidra and Sărăleteşti, defined the Romanian Neolithic and Copper Age (Enesilicic). In Bucharest Ion Nistor (1905–1974) pulled together much of this new Copper Age material in his doctoral thesis,4 which he expanded during a Rockefeller fellow-

Archaeological excavations now resumed at important Copper Age sites that had first been explored before the war, including Căscioara, Gumeñița, and Sultana (of the Gumeñița culture), and Ariuşd, Cucuteni, and Traian (of the Cucuteni culture). Entire Copper Age settlements were excavated and revealed at Hăbăşteşti and Traianu. Excavations also resumed in Bulgaria (at Karanovo and Ruse), in the Republic of Moldova (Darabani and Petreni), in Ukraine (Kolosmischina and Tripol’ye), and Serbia (Starčevo and Vinča). Industrial development in all regions of Romania caused major landscape changes after 1950, and discoveries were made as bulldozers stood by (fig. 2-9). Exceptional objects and artifact types,5 it became clear that the Cucuteni-type sites near Iaşi and in Transylvania were western expressions of a widespread culture with painted pottery; eastern variants were named after the site of Tripol’ye, on the west bank of the Dniester River, forty kilometers south of Kiev. These cultures were themselves but one aspect of a broad family of interacting Copper Age cul-
tures that also included the region south of the Danube, where Bulgarian archaeologist R. Popov excavated large tell sites, known to Russian archaeologists. The interwar years were a prosperous period for archaeology and archaeological museography in Romania, leading to genuine improvements in understanding the prehistoric and ancient civilizations of this part of Europe. Archaeology after World War II

The years after World War II brought radical transfor-
mations to Romania, but also witnessed archaeological discoveries of great significance. Archaeologists belonging to the older generation remained dedicated to their goals—in spite of ideological restrictions and events, some cases punishment by the communist regime—and Vladimir Dumitrescu became the academic authority who defined research regarding the Neolithic and Copper Age. Archaeology was less visibly affected than most other professions by the ideological detours that turned Romanian society from its proper course. Archaeologists were able to defy the standard dogma, and promoted interdisciplinary research and developed professional relationships on a solid scientific foundation that was resistant to political obstruction.
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2-1 (opposite). Archaeologist Hubert Schmidt (1864-1933).

2-2 (opposite). The excavation campaign undertaken by Schmidt at Cucuteni, 1910.

2-3 (opposite). Front page of a research report from 1910 focusing on the excavations made by Schmidt at Cucuteni.

2-4. Excavation led by László Ferenc at Ariuşd, ca. 1910.

2-5. Left to right: Vladimir Dumitrescu, Hortensia Dumitrescu, Silvia Marinescu-Bîlcu, and M. Cârciumaru at Drăguşeni.

2-7 (opposite). On-site ceramic restoration supervised by Father Constantin Mătasă.

2-8. The archaeological team from Traian, including specialists and local workers.

scientific relations with Western countries. Two months earlier Marija Gimbutas, of the American School of Prehistoric Research at Harvard University, visited Romania to study Copper Age collections. In the same year a series of British archaeologists—including J.D. Cowen (University of London), W.F. Grimes, George T.E. Powell (Liverpool University), and M.C. Sanders—visited archaeological sites in Romania, focusing on the settlement of Sârata Monteoru, a stratified site seen as key to understanding the Early and Middle Bronze ages in the lower Danube valley. The year 1960 also witnessed the first Romanian postwar exhibition in the United States, entitled Folk Art of the Romanians, which was on view at the American Museum of Natural History in New York and the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C., as well as in Philadelphia and Zanesville, Ohio. In 1961 the photographic exhibition Archaeological Discoveries from Dobrogea was presented in the United States in response to the interest triggered by spectacular discoveries in that region on the western shore of the Black Sea. In 1962 Hugh Hencken at Harvard University visited a series of archaeological sites in Romania and published an enthusiastic account.

During the 1960s the value of Romanian archaeology began to be recognized in Moscow, where Passek promoted its importance, as well as in New York. Romanian archaeologists were invited to address several symposia at Brooklyn College in 1964, in connection with the International Congress of Prehistory and Protohistory. The following year Constantin Daicoviciu attended the Seventh International Conference of the International Council of Museums at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, leading to scientific exchanges with North American universities. Archaeologist Robert W. Ehrich at Brooklyn College expressed particular interest in the discoveries and contributions of Dumitrescu and Nestor and invited them to a 1968 symposium on “Method and Theory in Archaeological Interpretation.” Many other institutions—Barnard College, Boston University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Indiana University at Bloomington, the University of California, Berkeley, Wesleyan University, and others—invited Romanian archaeologists, anthropologists, historians, ethnographers, and art historians for an exchange of ideas and discussion of developments in Romania. In 1969 Keith Hitchins created the Journal of Romanian Studies, which offered a new basis for better knowledge of Romanian historiography.

The publication of major archaeological volumes during the 1970s and 1980s was accompanied by archaeological exhibitions presented abroad during a period of political relaxation: The Romans in Romania (1968–69, in Italy and Germany), The Historic Treasure of Romania (1969–70, Sweden, France, and Great Britain), The Dacians and the Illyrians (1973, Albania), Archaeological Treasures of the Iron Gates (1978, Yugoslavia), and The Civilization of the Geto-Dacians in the Classical Period (1979–81, which toured eleven European countries). In 1981 an exhibition entitled The Historical Treasures of Romania was scheduled to be exhibited at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., but was banned at the last moment by the Ceausescu couple.

Academic exchanges continued, however, through the 1980s—the last decade of the communist regime in Romania—when numerous projects and collaborations were supported by American scholars of Romanian history, archaeology, ethnography, and folklore. The names of many remain important today, among them, Linda Ellis, Gail Kligman, Joe Marrant, Paul Mikelson, Jobby Peterson, Katherine Verdery, and Glee Wilson. Through their energy Romanian culture and history, and the interpretations of Romanian historians and archaeologists, received wider recognition by American scholars. The 1990s witnessed the creation of new research centers at the National History Museum of Romania in Bucharest, at the Piatra Neamț County Museum Complex, in Alba Iulia, and in Târgoviște.

Cucuteni and related Copper Age artifacts were included in an exhibition entitled 7,000 Years of History, organized in 1993–94 in Germany and the Netherlands, and also were at the center of a 1998 exhibition in Greece, Cucuteni, the Last Great Eneolithic Civilization of Europe. Meanwhile exceptional discoveries were made during new excavations at the Copper Age sites of Arnaud, Bordușani, Bucșani, Cârcea, Grădinile, Gura Baciului, Hârșova, Luncavita, Parta, Poduri, Scânteia, Uliver, and Vițănești (figs. 2-10–2-12). These projects provided the
basis for a new appreciation of the Copper Age societies of southeastern Europe and inspired renewed public interest. The importance of salt and its trade, for example, were documented as major factors in the development of prehistoric communities (figs. 2-13, 2-14) through new projects coordinated by V. Cavruț, John Chapman, Gheorghe Dumitrosa, and A. Harding. Today it is widely recognized that the natural salt springs of Moldavia were a critically important resource beginning in the Neolithic era (Starčevo culture) and notably during the Cucuteni period, when there existed specialized facilities for the extractions of salt, an important natural resource in trade and exchange.

Over the last century, three generations of archaeologists and museum professionals have built a foundation for investigating, preserving, and exhibiting the past (Table 2-1). Each generation has added to the base of knowledge and reinterpreted history through new discoveries. In the future multidisciplinary investigations pursued in coordination with museum exhibitions promise to add further subtleties to the multiple meanings of the prehistoric civilizations of Romania.

Translated by Corina Borș
### A Selected Chronology of Excavations at Major Neolithic and Eneolithic Sites Now Located in Romanian Territory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years Excavated</th>
<th>Site Name</th>
<th>Excavator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1907-9, 1911-13, 1926</td>
<td>Ariuşd</td>
<td>László Ferenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909-10</td>
<td>Cucuteni</td>
<td>Hubert Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Sultana</td>
<td>Ion Andreescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Gurghişata</td>
<td>Vladimir Dumitrescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Căscioarele</td>
<td>Gheorghe Ştefan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Burian</td>
<td>Vasile Cristescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Ruginoasa</td>
<td>Hortensia Dumitrescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Gîmea</td>
<td>Ion Neistru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Vălceala</td>
<td>Vasile Cristescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926, 1928, 1940</td>
<td>Traian</td>
<td>Vladimir Dumitrescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Gîmea</td>
<td>Mircea Petrescu-Gâmbuva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949-50</td>
<td>Hâlălciţa</td>
<td>Vladimir Dumitrescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949-51</td>
<td>Căpâlni</td>
<td>Ion Neistru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-60</td>
<td>Traian</td>
<td>Vladimir Dumitrescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953-54, 1955-61</td>
<td>Horăşti</td>
<td>D. Buciu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959-60</td>
<td>Tăuşti</td>
<td>Silia Mănescu-Bîlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Gorniţa</td>
<td>Vladimir Dumitrescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-74</td>
<td>Cucuteni</td>
<td>Mircea Petrescu-Gâmbuva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-68</td>
<td>Căscioarele</td>
<td>Vladimir Dumitrescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-present</td>
<td>Poduri</td>
<td>Dan Monah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-present</td>
<td>Delgaşani</td>
<td>Silia Mănescu-Bîlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-present</td>
<td>Petiţa</td>
<td>Gheorghe Lazaroiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-present</td>
<td>Borduagii</td>
<td>Dragoş Popovici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-present</td>
<td>Scânteia</td>
<td>Corneliu Magda Mănucu-Laşcanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-present</td>
<td>Hârbova</td>
<td>Dragoş Popovici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-present</td>
<td>Volârchi</td>
<td>Radu Andreescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-present</td>
<td>Bucurani</td>
<td>Cătălin Bem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-present</td>
<td>Loncovaia</td>
<td>Cristian Miu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-present</td>
<td>Sultana</td>
<td>Radu Andreescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-present</td>
<td>Ucur</td>
<td>Firm Graianviu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2-14. Archaeological excavations adjacent to contemporary operations of salty springs at Șoito-Hălăbutoaia, Petricani commune, Neamț county.

Table 2-1. A selected chronology of excavations at major Neolithic and Eneolithic sites now located in Romanian territory.
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1 Schmidt, H., Cucuteni in der oberen Moldau (Berlin-Leipzig: Gruyter, 1932).
5 Nestor, I., “Der Stand der Vorgeschichtsforschung in Rumänien” (Ph.D. diss., Philosophische Universität Marburg, 1953).
Introduction

A museum exhibition necessarily removes the objects on display from the contexts of their production and use. In this essay, I seek to reestablish a part of that context by characterizing the pattern of settlement in selected regions of southeastern Europe during two millennia of often dramatic change, 5000 to 3000 BC. I shall concentrate on three remarkable but contrasting social domains: first, the unexpectedly varied range of settlements associated with the spectacular cemetery of Varna and its preceding Neolithic cemeteries near the west coast of the Black Sea; second, the enduring but small-scale tell settlements from a geographically intermediate region, the Lower Danube valley; and third, the surprisingly massive settlements of the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture, distributed north of the Danube valley and northeast of the Carpathian Mountains in Moldavia, Moldova, and Ukraine. The regions covered here formed part of what Marija Gimbutas termed “Old Europe”—a distinctive area where people often lived in relatively large, densely occupied, nucleated settlements and produced an abundance of material culture, including spectacular densities of painted pottery, figurines, and miniatures. These three regions not only provide an excellent example of the regional diversity that so typified Neolithic and Copper Age Europe but also challenge us to explain such profound differences.

It is important at the outset to highlight two strong contrasts in the lifeways of the inhabitants of Old Europe. The first concerns areas where the archaeological evidence has been provided primarily by cemeteries, in opposition to areas where most of the evidence is from settlements. Cemeteries formed a focus of ancestral veneration materialized through grave goods, usually in small numbers but occasionally in massive concentrations as, for example, at Varna. The second contrast, which cuts across the first, relates to areas dominated by tell settlements as against areas dominated by flat sites. Tells were settlements where people lived in the same place as their ancestors, slowly creating visually impressive mounds with the remains of their rebuilt houses and discarded household goods in accumulations that eventually elevated a settlement above its surrounding plain. However, densely packed houses built on top of a tell left no space for gardens, animal keeping, outdoor rituals, or pyrotechnic activities such as copper smelting and pottery firing. Flat sites, in contrast, were often divided into “house-and-garden” groupings, where the greater space between structures permitted a much wider range of social practices, although the latter...
Range of Site Sizes in Old Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Minimum hectares</th>
<th>Maximum hectares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vinča</td>
<td>5300-4600 BC</td>
<td>Flat 0.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinča</td>
<td>5300-4600 BC</td>
<td>Tell 1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamangia</td>
<td>5000-4800 BC</td>
<td>Flat 0.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varna</td>
<td>4800-4300 BC</td>
<td>Flat 0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varna</td>
<td>4800-4300 BC</td>
<td>Tell 1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumelnita</td>
<td>4800-4200 BC</td>
<td>Tell 1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanistrovi</td>
<td>4800-4200 BC</td>
<td>Tell 1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripolye</td>
<td>4600-2800 BC</td>
<td>Flat 0.5</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucuteni</td>
<td>4600-3500 BC</td>
<td>Flat 0.5</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodrogkeresztúr</td>
<td>4000-3500 BC</td>
<td>Flat 0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Range of Grave Numbers in Old Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vinča</td>
<td>5300-4600 BC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brioni</td>
<td>5300-4700 BC</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamangia</td>
<td>5000-4800 BC</td>
<td>30-30</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varna</td>
<td>4800-4300 BC</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumelnita</td>
<td>4800-4300 BC</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripolye</td>
<td>4600-2800 BC</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucuteni</td>
<td>4600-3500 BC</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodrogkeresztúr</td>
<td>4000-3500 BC</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The West Black Sea Coast

Neolithic and Copper Age settlements in the western Black Sea region (the western shore of the Black Sea, including parts of modern Bulgaria and Romania) were established later than those in much of the rest of southeastern Europe. Early farmers in present-day European Turkey, Greece, the former Republic of Macedonia in former Yugoslavia (FYROM), and Bulgaria settled in small flat sites or larger tells (fig. 3-3). Domestic plants and animals provided almost all food and drink; inhabitants depended on a combination of wheat, barley, and pulses such as lentils and peas, as well as sheep (and/or goats) rather than cattle or pigs. One of the most significant changes in sixth-millennium settlement in the Balkans was the extension of sedentary agricultural settlements beyond the core areas of early tell dwelling in Bulgaria, through the establishment of flat settlements in the western Black Sea region and northward into Serbia, Hungary, and Romania.

As the western coastline of the Black Sea was then much lower than at present day, some of these western Black Sea Neolithic settlements might now be under water at a substantial distance offshore. Pollen retrieved from sediments in the Black Sea, thirty-five kilometers from the present southeastern Bulgarian coast, as well as pollen identified in the Shabla-Ezerets pollen diagram for the modern land surface near the coast, indicate forest clearance and the establishment of open cultivated fields by 5500 bc. Thus the first farmers on the present-day western Black Sea coast were part of an inland-oriented settlement shift—perhaps moving to the interior from drowned sites now offshore into a dry, often windy continental ecotone with occasionally fertile areas such as Varna. These early western Black Sea farmers (5200–5000 bc) have been termed the Hamangia culture, after a Late Neolithic cemetery in Romania. Their settlements were generally modest in size, with small structures that rarely lasted more than one generation.

The key features in Hamangia landscapes were large cemeteries used over long periods, as at Durankulak (fig. 3-2). The dead of several settlements must have been buried in the cemeteries of their ancestors, whose own burials helped to create and reinforce rules of age and gender differentiation. The fixity of these ancestral places was in tension with community mobility in the early Hamangia period.

The Late Hamangia phase (5000–4800 bc) witnessed remarkable settlement differentiation, as exemplified at the settlement adjacent to the cemetery at Durankulak. Here an Early Hamangia settlement on the lake-side muds, with wattle-and-daub huts, was abandoned in favor of dwelling on a rocky island, where local stone was used to construct dry-stone-built houses. This shift from earth-centred lifeways to a symbolic system based on stone differentiated Durankulak from all other known Hamangia settlements, and led to the construction of the largest stone buildings in the Balkans (fig. 3-3).

Just one hundred kilometers south of Durankulak, Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age pottery has been dredged up since the early twentieth century from now flooded sites under the Varna Lakes. Typological
The groups responsible for the creation of Varna cemetery could have received elite and nonelite burials from communities across the western Black Sea region, if not from the whole of eastern Bulgaria and perhaps even farther afield, actively differentiating their spectacular mortuary riches from the mundane objects of the domestic domain deposited by the Varna lake-side communities. (Note, however, that the article by Vladimir Slavchev in this volume presents a different point of view.) The key question remains: On which dwelling sites were the Varna grave goods produced? Only intensive, systematic field-walking projects in the Varna Lakes area will provide a full answer to the local settlement context for Varna.

The remarkably early radiocarbon dates for Varna, at 4750–4450 BC (Table 3-3, 3-4), highlight the western Black Sea region not as a mature proto-urban center but as a leading innovator that stimulated the early expansion of trade and exchange networks linking the western Black Sea zone to communities on the northern shores and further north, into Moldova, as documented by the Karbuna hoard. Those distinctive features of the Varna elite burial package—shiny, colorful gold and copper, very large flint blades, rings and beads made of imported Aegean shells, painted pottery, beaded necklaces made of pierced red deer canines, and miniature polished stone axes—began to appear east of the Danube delta after 4700 BC. It was the materialization of social differentiation, the expression of hierarchy and power in material form, that linked Varna to other Late Copper Age cultures of Old Europe, including the eastern part of the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture. A defining characteristic in both regions, in what has been termed the Climax Chalcolithic, was the diversification of material culture in a wider range of media than ever before and according to aesthetic principles based upon color and brilliance.

Climax Copper Age Settlement in the Lower Danube Valley

For a millennium (5800–4800 BC), communities in the Lower Danube valley lived in small, mostly dispersed settlements lasting one or two generations. Some hamlets consolidated their kinship links by burying their dead in large corporate cemeteries, such as Cernica, near modern Bucharest. Settlement expansion out of the...
main river valleys required the utilization of a more diverse range of soil resources for farming, from alluvial soils in the Early Neolithic to alluvial and brown soils and black earths in the Copper Age, leading to variations in productive capacity. One response to the challenges posed by new soils for cultivation was the development of the simple ard-plough, as attested at Vidastra on the basis of cattle-long bone terminals worn by the stress of animal traction.33

The beginning of a very stable settlement pattern that eventually would result in the creation of tells can be dated to the early fifth millennium BC in the lower Danube valley. A key area for the study of tells is northeastern Bulgaria, where six tells have been completely excavated, providing an unparalleled opportunity for understanding these highly structured village communities of some 120 to 150 people.34 There is no consensus on why people settled on tells, but a number of explanations have been advanced: These settlements may have represented a way to avoid floods in periods of increased precipitation; the desire for a highly visual settlement from which the territory could be seen and on which dwellers could be recognized; a means of marking the center of a territory of especially rich arable resources; or a form of settlement that venerated the ancestors who had lived there. The initial size restrictions of tells and, with vertical growth, the progressive reduction in livable area might lead us to expect that the layout of houses and open spaces within a tell settlement was strictly planned. While this did seem to occur on some tells, producing settlement plans of remarkable geometric order (fig. 3-4),35 many other tell communities rejected the geometric option in favor of a more loosely structured tells betoken a more developed perception of geometric order in the built environment than was apparent on many flat sites.

The regularities in the lengths and widths of houses at these tells indicate the time and effort spent on the careful reproduction of traditional design, based upon ancestral practices materialized in the successive phases of dwelling on the tell.36 These regularities and the details of house construction suggest a long-term continuity in fundamental principles of geometric order that must have exerted a strong influence on the persons living in these houses. However, we should not overemphasize the degree of standardization in house space, any more than in objects: Diachronic differences in size, shape, building techniques, and construction materials are well attested.37 Nonetheless, houses in many different social contexts shared much at the level of overall design principles. On certain tells the combination of ordered village space, carefully observed regularities in both the location of houses and their dimensions, and the division between what was possible and impossible on the tell itself placed strong constraints on potential “polluting” behavior, such as loud music, smelly refuse, and violence. One easily could have found “neighbors from hell” in tightly packed tell communities!38 How did the settlements in the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture compare to such high-density living?

Cucuteni-Tripolye Settlement Networks and Tripol’ye Megasettlements

The eastward expansion of the Cucuteni-Tripolye settlement network39 marked a vital social change in the lowlands east of the Carpathians: This expansion brought the farming way of life to large parts of the so-called Forest Neolithic zone, characterized by pottery and a low reliance on domestic animals.40 The Tripolye expansion enabled the emergence of fully sedentary life and the first local exploitation of highly fertile black earths.41

Settlement information for the two millennia of the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture is much richer than that available for western Black Sea cultures such as those at Varna.42 A comparison of gazetteer results shows a decline in site numbers during Cucuteni A-B, but a recovery during Cucuteni B. While many Cucuteni A-B and B sites covered an area of ten to fifteen hectares, there was considerable divergence in the size of sites in all phases, with an early fourth-millennium population peak in site area and a settlement hierarchy whose top level was constituted by settlements covering more than one hundred hectares.43

While a small number of special-purpose seasonal sites is known, the vast majority of sites were permanent open settlements. Although many settlements were built on commanding heights, very few, barely three percent, had artificial boundaries such as boundary ditches. The few enclosed/defended sites probably embodied a largely symbolic closure, occasionally overlaid by defensive structures too complex to represent an attempt to ward off any conceivable military attack.44 They also decreased in frequency with time, as did the proportion of Cucuteni settlements built on steep promontories. There is only one tell settlement known from the entire culture, at Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, near Moineşti,45 a local center for salt production and export, supported by seasonal

![Diagram of Polyanitsa Phase IV](after Todorova, 1982)
The principles of cultural order were expressed in a variety of ways at the community level in terms of settlement coherence. The vast majority of settlements betrayed few signs of deliberate planning. They grew through multiple copies of the same house-and-garden complex, which brought persons, plants, and animals together in an intimate way. The most obvious exception was the concentric principle used to structure many Tripolye sites in oval or circular fashion, with houses built around an open central space that might contain one or more structures. These sites seem to have grown by adding further rings of houses. While early forms of the concentric principle were already present in Tripolye A sites, an extreme form was reached at the Tripolye C site of Maidanets’ke (fig. 3-5). While concentric plans were always more common than rows or clusters of houses, there is a greater dominance of the concentric principle in the eastern part of the Cucuteni-Tripolye distribution, suggesting that those eastern communities used it actively to create a coherent, familiar living space across the full range of site sizes.

Another way of creating a comfortable and secure dwelling space was the design of similar houses with comparable ways of ordering the interiors. From the early fifth millennium, there was a strong Cucuteni-Tripolye tradition of erecting the walls of rectangular, one- or two-roomed houses around a thick, clay-covered log platform, as excavated at Scânteia (fig. 3-6). Many everyday household practices, such as sleeping, food storage, grinding, and cooking, were embedded in domestic ritual, as indicated by the figurines often deposited nearby each practice. In the absence of cemeteries, which the Cucuteni-Tripolye people did not use, houses may have played an important role in mortuary practices. Bem has interpreted House 9 at the settlement of Scânteia as an ossuary (a place where the bones of the dead were stored), since amid the rich
material culture were 111 human bones/nets, deriving from a minimum of thirty-three individuals.41

Some scholars have maintained that a group of structures containing altars, plinths, or concentrations of figurines indicates not just domestic ritual, but rather formal public “shrines.” A large cluster of figurines had been laid on a fired-clay platform at the end of a house at Sabatinovka, Ukraine.42 Similarly, complete figurines had been regularly placed in large vessels at sites such as Dumești,43 Buznea, and Ghelăștești44 as if to signify cardinal points of the Cucutenian world (see fig. 5-7). However, the deposition of standard household materials (animal bones, sherds, and lithics) in these structures suggests that these are instances of unusually intensive ritual practices focused on the household rather than the Northern Black Sea coast.45 The logic of hierarchical order is that the elites who coordinated the trade and supply systems must have relied upon subsidiary communities in the settlement hierarchy for significant amounts of resources, whether food, salt, raw materials, or finished objects. The strategies that could have been used by an elite to coordinate and promote such cooperation, including low-level coercion, the distribution of prestige goods,46 or a combination of the two, would have intensified and exacerbated major social inequalities—but inequalities are barely hinted at in the Tripolye settlements. The absence of a hierarchy of public mortuary rituals tied to cemeteries is most puzzling, and it would be in Tripolye cemeteries coeval with megasites that Varna-style elite funeral rituals might be found to provide evidence for the existence of a social hierarchy. While the absence of cemeteries in the Tripolye and the Cucuteni cultures denies us any such evidence, it can hardly be doubted that the concentration of social power in elite families or clans must have gone hand in hand with the creation and maintenance of the megasites, until it reached a level of centralized control that was extraordinary, and perhaps eventually deemed simply unacceptable, for fourth-millennium Europe.

Conclusions

Whether they lived in densely packed, highly regulated tell settlements or in more-open, spacious flat settlements, the occupants of Old European villages and towns seem to have avoided displays of social inequality in their residential architecture. Although some houses were larger than others, few structures stood out as different in style. Not even particularly sumptuous houses have been found in the megasites. The absence of architecture, textiles, tools (an estimated two tons of flint per year, brought from the Dniester river, one hundred kilometers to the west47), firewood, water, food, and salt. Gaydarska has used computerized geographic information systems (GIS) to model the area of arable land required for growing grain.48 Her analysis suggests that cultivated fields would have extended seven kilometers from most of the mega- settlements, a distance too great to move grain efficiently, even with ox-carts, and that subsidiary agricultural settlements would have been needed to produce grain for the largest megasites. Chapman and Gaydarska’s estimate of the annual salt demand for people and animals at the megasite of Majdanetskoe—at between 36,000 and 100,000 kilograms per year—implies a massive investment in the salt trade, whether from the eastern Carpathian salt springs or from the litoris (shallow saltwater bays) of the northern Black Sea coast.49 The logic of hierarchical order is that the elites who coordinated the trade and supply systems must have relied upon subsidiary communities in the settlement hierarchy for significant amounts of resources, whether food, salt, raw materials, or finished objects. The strategies that could have been used by an elite to coordinate and promote such cooperation, including low-level coercion, the distribution of prestige goods,46 or a combination of the two, would have intensified and exacerbated major social inequalities—but inequalities are barely hinted at in the Tripolye settlements. The absence of a hierarchy of public mortuary rituals tied to cemeteries is most puzzling, and it would be in Tripolye cemeteries coeval with megasites that Varna-style elite funeral rituals might be found to provide evidence for the existence of a social hierarchy. While the absence of cemeteries in the Tripolye and the Cucuteni cultures denies us any such evidence, it can hardly be doubted that the concentration of social power in elite families or clans must have gone hand in hand with the creation and maintenance of the megasites, until it reached a level of centralized control that was extraordinary, and perhaps eventually deemed simply unacceptable, for fourth-millennium Europe.

Conclusions

Whether they lived in densely packed, highly regulated tell settlements or in more-open, spacious flat settlements, the occupants of Old European villages and towns seem to have avoided displays of social inequality in their residential architecture. Although some houses were larger than others, few structures stood out as different in style, setting, or architectural elaboration. Whereas the chiefs and elites lived, their homes cannot easily be identified by archaeologists. This suggests that houses were not viewed as appropriate media for the display of social differences. There are two key conundrums of the Copper Age of southeastern Europe: The first concerns the absence of settlement hierarchies, or inequalities in settlement size
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The artifacts in the exhibition that accompanied this catalogue were made and used in Neolithic and Copper Age sites that are today located principally in Romania, north of the Danube River. My object is to describe in a summary fashion the contexts where these objects were found and to outline the new aspects of everyday and spiritual life created by different archaeological cultures starting from a set of common, general features of the Neolithic Age. Below I will analyze the main constitutive elements, including the settlements, houses, workshops, fortifications, and cemeteries of these cultures.

The Settlements
Prehistoric societies thought of their living space as a materialization of a specific vision of the world and its corresponding social structure, the dwelling being ultimately a symbolic model. The symbolic content of built space was expressed in various rituals that once had a particular meaning but today present difficulties in interpretation.

Archaeological excavations have not been distributed uniformly across Romania’s territory, nor are all excavations equal, creating disparities in our knowledge of Neolithic and Copper Age settlements and dwellings. The most complete data are derived from the Cucuteni culture, particularly from the three monographic studies dedicated to the sites of Hăbăşteşti, Târpeşti, and Truşeşti, which belong to the Cucuteni A phase and have been excavated completely.

Copper Age settlements usually were situated near water, in places with a good view over the surrounding environment, or in mountains, at sites close to important passes. Some settlements were placed near mineral resources (flint, obsidian, salt, and copper) or productive agricultural land, or took advantage of opportunities for fishing and hunting.

The first Copper Age culture of western Romania was the Tiszapolgár, which was distributed in western Romania, on the plains that extend into Hungary, about 4500–4000 BC. About 130 Tiszapolgár settlements are known. A few are tell sites, but most are single-level open settlements, and a few camps have been found in caves. Tiszapolgár houses were rectangular and small, with floors that were either semisunken or on the surface. Tiszapolgár was followed by the Bodrogkeresztúr culture, dated 4000–3600 BC, both being genetically related. A decade ago 53 Bodrogkeresztúr settlements...
were known. Most were occupied briefly and contained small dwellings erected mostly of wood. These short-term settlements were related to an economy based mainly on cattle breeding, which increased in importance after 4000 bc, as did copper metallurgy (fig. 4-4). The Boian was a Late Neolithic culture of the lower Danube valley in southeastern Romania. Currently ninety-six Boian settlements are known. Only the late phase of this culture (the Giulești) is well known from settlement evidence, thought to be an indication of an increasingly established way of life. In these settlements, houses are arranged either in rows (Piatra Sat–Vadul Codru and Radovanu) or grouped in clusters called “nests” (Silistra-Conac and Isaccea-Suhat). The only Boian settlement with a large area exposed by archaeological excavation is Radovanu, with four occupation layers. In levels 2 and 3 the dwellings were set in rows. These two models for structuring settlement space persisted during the next phase of the Boian culture (the Vidra phase), at Boian, Glina, and Tangâru. Some tell settlements started during the Vidra phase of the Boian culture, indicating a rapidly accelerating process of sedentarization about 5000 bc. One aspect of this sedentarization was the proliferation of cult objects, particularly figurines and offering tables (fig. 4-2). The Gumelnița was the principal Copper Age culture of the lower Danube valley between 4600 and 3950 bc, and its typical settlement type was the tell. About 250 Gumelnița tell sites are known. Several were constructed on top of earlier Boian tells. These communities preferred locations near rivers, on terraces, and on top of levees. They were able to practice cattle breeding, hunting or fishing, and agriculture, as at the tell site from Borduşani, located on the floodplain of the Danube, on Ialomița island. On such tell settlements, the thickness of archaeological deposits is three to six meters, while the diameters vary between forty and sixty meters, measurements that indicate a small village inhabited for a relatively short period of time. Some tells were surrounded by defensive structures of the ditch and bank type, sometimes with a palisade. Detailed field investigations along the Neața valley led to the discovery of small tell sites, located two to three kilometers from one another in clusters.

Of great importance for the Gumelnița A2 stage are the researches from Hârșova and Borduşani (as well as the ones from Pietrele), which indicate that the dwellings were disposed in parallel rows (fig. 4-3). Information concerning the last stage of the Gumelnița culture (phase B) is provided only by the tell sites of Bucșani, Câscioarele, and Măriuța (fig. 4-4). The data are few and demonstrate the persistence of the same two spatial patterns, with some dwellings at Măriuța set in rows, while at Câscioarele and Bucșani there are clusters or “nests” of houses.

Zoological studies of the animals consumed in Gumelnița settlements north of the Danube show that hunting remained surprisingly important. At Vitănești (Gumelnița A2 phase) and Câscioarele (Gumelnița B1 phase), wild animals accounted for most of the bones in garbage areas, while domesticated cattle were preponderant at Tangâru (Gumelnița A2 phase) and Vlădiceasa (Gumelnița B1 phase), as well as at Gumelnița sites located south of the Danube. For the communities from Borduşani, Hârșova, Luncavita, and Năvodari, fishing and shell gathering were important activities. This economic variability seems to have had no corresponding effect on dwellings, pottery, or artistic objects made of bone or clay, in which we can observe a high level of standardization across different kinds of economies.

The Pre-Cucuteni was the Late Neolithic and early Copper Age culture of eastern Romania. To date, 167 Pre-Cucuteni settlements are known, of which 31 are located in Romania, 74 in Moldova, and 42 in Ukraine. Most Pre-Cucuteni settlements are small, with a surface covering about one hectare. The settlement of Târpești might be considered representative, with only ten structures. The Cucuteni culture is one of the best-known prehistoric civilizations in Romania. As of 1985, an amazing 1,311

---

4-1. Axe. Copper, Bodrogkeresztúr culture, Sfârnaș, 4000–3500 bc, MNIR.
4-2. Offering table. Fired clay, Boian-Vidra, Lișcoteanca, 4900–4700 bc, MB.
4-3. Reconstruction drawing of the northwest section of the Gumelniţa tell site at Borduşani.

4-4 (opposite). General view of the Gumelniţa tell site at Măriuţa.

4-5 (opposite). General view of the Cuzuţeni settlement at Bodeşti.
sites were assigned to the Cucuteni in Romania.23 Today that count has increased to 1,848. The zone of most intense habitation was in the area between the Carpathian Mountains and the Siret River (fig. 4-5). Settlements assigned to phase A represent some forty percent of the total number of sites known. Zoological studies show that cattle herds supplied most of the meat diet at Poduri, Sălcuţa, and Târgu Frumos, and Trupei.24 where particular constructions with cult places or cult buildings have been discovered.

One way of understanding the quality of life in different Old European settlements is to quantify their degree of crowding. J. Chapman did this by comparing the ratio of built space to unbuilt space. In most cities, for example, there is very little unbuilt space as compared to built space, and the ratio of built to unbuilt space inside a settlement can be used as a standard comparative measure of open space. Chapman observed that, in single-level settlements in western Bulgaria that did not form tell, this ratio varied between 1.3 and 1.3, while at the deeply stratified tell sites of Ovcarovo and Poljanitsa in eastern Bulgaria, the ratio was between 6.1 and 1.1, even 8.1 in some phases of the tell.25

Cucuteni settlements can also be examined this way.26 At the stratified settlement of Târpeşti, the Pre-Cucuteni III phase was protected by a defensive ditch, inside which the built-to-unbuilt ratio was 6:1. Later, in the Cucuteni A phase, the settlement was occupied twice. The ratio was 1:9 during the first phase-A occupation—much more open and spread out than in the defended Pre-Cucuteni settlement—and 1:28 in the second phase-A occupation. A similar expansion occurred at the settlement of Hăbăşeşti (fig. 4-6), where the three occupation levels had built-to-unbuilt ratios of 1.8, 11.2, and 1.25, showing a change to a more open settlement plan over time.27 All these data strongly suggest a different model of structuring space.

Open settlements, with more unbuilt space, had houses arranged in clusters, or “nests,” with each housing nest4 separated from the others by open space, which perhaps was used for house gardens. These nests might have represented the houses of the related members of an extended family. This housing pattern is encountered in many Copper Age sites,28 the major exception being the tell settlements of the Boian, Giumelnita, Sâlcuţa, and Vinča cultures.

The Cucuteni settlement of Drăguşeni is a good example of this “nest” form.29 It is characterized by groups of two to three structures considered to be dwellings, located a distance of one to four meters from one another, and these nests are placed ten to fifteen meters apart.30 Four or five nests of houses are excavated. In the case of each nest, only one dwelling has a pit-foundation, suggesting that this was the first built, or in other words that this structure represents the first occupational moment of the site. Zooarchaeological study of the animal bones demonstrated that skeletal parts of the same roeback were discovered inside two different dwellings, presumably indicating that the same game or animal was shared by members of the two households.31 Stratigraphic analyses showed that the houses in this group were built in a sequence, suggesting that the occupants of these structures probably were successive generations of an extended family.32 The most important dwelling of this group was probably the first to be built, a two-roomed structure containing a workshop for making flint tools. Another structure in the group probably also contained a flint tool-making workshop. It is possible that a multi-generational family lived here, one that specialized in making flint tools, a craft passed from one generation to the next.

The Cucuteni settlement of Drăguşeni is a good example of the “nest” form of housing. The site is characterized by groups of two to three structures considered to be dwellings, located a distance of one to four meters from one another, and these nests are placed ten to fifteen meters apart. Four or five nests of houses are excavated. In the case of each nest, only one dwelling has a pit-foundation, suggesting that this was the first built, or in other words that this structure represents the first occupational moment of the site. Zooarchaeological study of the animal bones demonstrated that skeletal parts of the same roeback were discovered inside two different dwellings, presumably indicating that the same game or animal was shared by members of the two households. Stratigraphic analyses showed that the houses in this group were built in a sequence, suggesting that the occupants of these structures probably were successive generations of an extended family. The most important dwelling of this group was probably the first to be built, a two-roomed structure containing a workshop for making flint tools. Another structure in the group probably also contained a flint tool-making workshop. It is possible that a multi-generational family lived here, one that specialized in making flint tools, a craft passed from one generation to the next.

House Architecture and Construction

The construction of houses during the Neolithic was relatively simple. Some houses had floors dug partially into the ground, while others had floors of packed earth on the ground surface. Houses were framed with wood, and had walls made of clay plaster mixed with chopped vegetation and sand. Roofs probably were made of thatch. The Late Neolithic Boian culture in the lower Danube valley exhibited these kinds of houses, rectangular in shape, with both dug-out and surface floors and wood-frame and plaster walls and interiors that measured up to thirty square meters, most of the houses consisted of a single room.33

In the Copper Age the same materials were used, but the sizes of the dwellings increased and the timber frame was much stronger, sometimes using whole tree trunks set firmly in foundation ditches. In addition, the thickness of the walls increased to as much as twenty to thirty centimeters, making a more comfortable dwelling, one that is known to exist for the Vinča, Boian (Vidra and Spano phases), Tisza, Pre-Cucuteni, Petrești, Cucuteni, and Cotofeni cultures.

In the Late Neolithic and Early Copper Age Dudești-Vinča culture, the average dwelling had a single room containing between ten and thirty square meters, larger interiors being rare.34 Houses of the Tiszapolgár culture at Parța had foundation ditches with holes for large vertical wall posts.35 The interior space in Tiszapolgár dwellings varied between twenty and thirty square meters (fig. 4-7).36 The dwellings of the Cotofeni culture similarly had one or two rooms, a rectangular plan, large timber framing posts, and clay floors. The communities of the Giumelnita culture built rectangular, two-roomed dwellings, with interiors ranging between forty and sixty square meters. In settlement sites at sites of Bodeşti and Drăgăneşti, the entrances were at the ends of each building, and the two rooms partitioning the interior space were unequal in size. The smaller chamber was used for storage, and contained large vessels for provisions and various tools, while the larger chamber was for cooking and sleeping.

Pre-Cucuteni houses usually were one-room dwellings built on the ground surface with a solid timber and log structure, clay plaster being rarely used. The average interior space was thirty to fifty square meters.37 During the first phase of this culture, the floors were made only of beaten clay, while later a more substantial floor was generally made of wood covered with a layer of clay.38

The Cucuteni-culture communities made rectangular surface dwellings with one or two rooms, probably inheriting construction techniques from the Pre-Cucuteni phase. The average interior was between thirty and fifty square meters.39 With some smaller (ten to twenty square meters) and some much larger (up to one hundred square meters).40 Cucuteni houses at Hăbăşeşti, Giumelnita, Parţa, Poduri were made with floors of logs covered by a thick layer of plastered clay, like the late Pre-Cucuteni floors, which created a very dry and comfortable interior. A fundamentally opposed option seems to characterize the settlements from Drăguşeni and Târpeşti.41
For the Gumelniţa culture, at Bordoşani and Hârşova houses with simple clay floors are the most common dwelling structure, while those with floors made of logs covered by a layer of plastered clay are rare. Stone was used to cover house floors only at a few sites, including the settlements at Cucuteni-Cetăţuia and Dâmbul Motrić. This type of floor construction is documented also for the Horodiştea-Erbiceni culture, probably reflecting a Cucuteni tradition.49

Some scholars have reconstructed two-story buildings based on their analysis of the collapsed remains of Cucuteni houses, while others disagree with such proposals. Possible examples of two-storied structures might be found at Poduri and Truşeşti.50

The Purifying Fire

One of the most puzzling traditions of Copper Age Old Europe apparently was the intentional burning of houses after a period of use as a dwelling. It is not clear why some houses were burned, but possibly homes of important people, perhaps of clan elders or lineage founders, were burned after their death. Fire in general is seen as a form of purification. The archaeological evidence for intentional house burnings, as opposed to accidental burnings or hostile acts of war, is one of the new areas of research in Old European archaeology.51

Archaeological research undertaken at the Gumelniţa tell settlements of Bordoşani and Hârşova (fig. 4-8), together with data gathered since 2000 at the Cucuteni site of Poduri and experiments carried out at Cucuteni in 2004,52 provided a series of arguments that house fires could have been deliberate. Based on very fine stratigraphic excavation and analysis of the house remains, at the two tell settlements of the Gumelniţa culture it was possible to observe that only some of the dwellings that were in the same contemporary occupation level had been set on fire (fig. 4-9). A similar situation exists at Uivar,53 where only five percent of the dwellings were burned (fig. 4-10). An unusual case was dwelling SL 19 from Hârşova, where a deliberate fire was indicated by the placement of large quantities of combustible materials in the central part of the structure, which was marked by an area of intense burning (figs. 4-11, 4-12). The house was burned fully equipped with a large quantity of ceramic vessels and objects made of wood, bone, antler, and copper, many placed along the walls. It is possible that the archaeological record is skewed toward the preservation only of burned houses, because it can be difficult to observe the vestiges of the houses not set on fire in the areas where chernozem soils are predominant.54 But even in that case, the number of burned houses is very large.

The majority of these structures set on fire were fully equipped with the artifacts of daily life. My statistical analysis of a series of Gumelniţa dwellings set on fire demonstrates that most of them contained a large number of ceramic vessels, often more than eighty. The house was sacrificed with its entire inventory of equipment. At Uivar some of the intentionally burned houses were emptied by inventory.55 In careful and attentive archaeological excavations of burned Cucuteni houses, I have noticed that, after they were set on fire, pits were dug down through the debris to the hearth or the oven—places where fire had been used in normal daily life—causing its deliberate destruction. Probably only after that final act was the dwelling considered definitively sacrificed. In a few cases these combustion structures (the hearths or ovens) were found preserved entirely, and in these situations one might believe that the house burned accidentally (fig. 4-13).

Research on burned houses has been greatly aided by the experimental construction and intentional burning of Neolithic-type houses under controlled conditions, in an attempt to re-create the kind of burned remains found in archaeological sites. One such experiment took place at Cucuteni, the type site for the Cucuteni culture as noted above; another took place in Calabria, in Italy56; and another was made during excavations at the Vinča site of Opovo.57 In each case the conclusions were the same: The kind of intense burning seen in many Neolithic archaeological sites could only be produced by filling the house with fuel and intentionally setting it on fire, actions that must have been performed “as purifying rituals.”58 Thus, the conclusion of the 1984 campaign at Opovo was that “… it is clear that at Opovo there were no houses that were not burned. . . and most likely were burned deliberately,” and “such an act might have
4-8 (top, left). Stratigraphic sequence showing dwellings set on fire and not set on fire, western cross-section of the Gumelnita tell site at Hârşova.
4-9 (top, right). Foundation ditches of a dwelling not set on fire, Gumelnita tell site at Burovani-Popina.
4-10 (bottom). General view of the Neolithic-Eneolithic tell site of Uivar.
4-11 (opposite: top, left). General view of the floor of a dwelling intentionally set on fire, Gumelnita tell site at Hârşova.
4-12 (opposite: top, right). Detail of a wall of a dwelling intentionally set on fire, Gumelnita tell site at Hârşova.
4-13 (opposite: bottom). Household hearth or oven during excavation, Gumelnita tell site at Hârşova.
marked symbolically the end of a domestic cycle with the death of the household head.64

The early Halaf settlement at Sabi Abyad, in Syria, was probably intentionally burning, yet the hypothesis of a conflict might also be also plausible.65 In Sweden, at the Skumparberget 2 site, which belongs to the Early Neolithic TRB culture, a minute study of one dwelling indicated a deliberate burning of the structure.66

The situations presented above were not identical, and it is possible that house burnings were conducted for a variety of reasons. But it is reasonable to assume that purification was one shared aspect of these acts. In some cases the building was emptied, while in others house equipment was kept inside and destroyed with the house. In spite of regional variability of the specific ritual, which indeed is characteristic of Old Europe, the intentional burning of houses is becoming more frequently identified as part of the recognized traditions of the Copper Age.

### The Workshops

Quite a few specialized workshops have been found for the conduct of different crafts and activities. Whether or not the crafts workers were specialists, at least they had in many cases attained the benchmark of providing a special place for crafts to be performed. Such finds are not identified in every settlement, or even in most settlements, perhaps because these structures were often outside or at the margin of the settlement.

Relatively few workshops for metal (copper and gold) have been found. One such structure was uncovered in a Bodrogkeresztur B settlement in Transylvania at Cheile Turzii–Peştera Ungurească/Peştera Caprulor; another was found in a settlement of the Sâlcuţa C culture at Cupoarta–Piatra Băi.67

Grinding stones for making flour are often found inside dwellings, but it seems that occasionally this activity was performed in a special room, possibly a communal granary. At the tell site of Podu-Dalăul Ghindârului (the Preccucuteni III level), inside building no. 44, there were five grinding stones—one of which was fixed on a clay base painted white, surrounded by a clay box for evacuating the flour.68 Near this installation four clay-lined silos having the shape of a cone’s trunk were discovered, forty-five centimeters deep, and inside them were charred cereals. Silo 1 contained barley (Hordeum vulgare 68.3% and Hordeum vulgare sudum 30.6%); silo 2 contained wheat (Triticum aestivum 91.3%); silo 3 contained wheat (Triticum monococcum 63.8% and Triticum dicoccum 25.2%); and silo 4 contained barley (Hordeum vulgare sudum 42.2%).69 Similar granaries were found in the Gumelnita culture at Medgidia and in the Celts cultural group at Cela.70

### Settlement Fortifications

When ditches are found surrounding settlements, or interrupting the approach to settlements located on steep-sided promontories, they are interpreted as defensive in purpose, and indicative of warfare. If they were dug deeply and were long and wide enough to have required the collective labor of an entire village, one can presume that their role would have been defensive. Secondarily they might also have protected the community from predatory wild animals. The existence or absence of defensive constructions is a key factor in assessing and understanding the character of a settlement and comparing it to others.71

The first known fortifications are attested at the end of the early Neolithic, namely for the Starčevo-Criş IV, Vinča A (Gorna-Căuata de Sus) horizon, dated before 5000 bc. Other similar sites are those from Vădastra and Paţa-Tell I.72 At Fosen, a Neolithic settlement in western Romania, excavation uncovered a defensive ditch with a V profile, 5.2 meters wide and 2.3 meters deep. This structure protected the settlement from three sides (east, north, and south), while toward the west the site was bordered by a steep edge of the creek nearby. At Paţa the inhabitants were protected by a palisade system consisting of a ditch and a palisade.73 No other Tiszapolgár or Bodrogkeresztur culture sites are known to have been fortified.

Some Pre-Cucuteni settlements were protected by defensive ditches. At Traian-Dalăul Viei, the Pre-Cucuteni settlement was protected by a V-shaped ditch about 300 meters long, 4–5 meters wide, and 1.40–1.85 meters deep. This ditch required the removal of about 1,500 cubic meters of earth. At Târpeşti a defensive ditch system was identified for both occupational phases. The ditch built during the Pre-Cucuteni II phase was 98 meters long and had a V-shaped profile, enclosing an occupation area of about 630 square meters, while the Pre-Cucuteni III phase ditch was 129 meters long, about 3 meters wide and 1.5–2.90 meters deep, protecting an occupation area of about 1,200 square meters. The first ditch required the removal of 160 cubic meters, while the second, larger ditch required the excavation of about 440 cubic meters.74

Of about 1,200 known Cucuteni settlements, only 40 were documented as having defensive structures, but they were serious defenses.75 Ditches with a funnel-shaped profile 2–4 meters deep were investigated at Cucuteni-Dâmbul Morii, Hârma Grohotiţe-Cetatea Cocolorului, Traian-Dalăul Firentină, and Truşeşti–Târgu Criş. A ditch and earth bank was also uncovered at Cucuteni-Cetatuia (phase A), Malnaş Bâi, and Scânteia.76 The fortification ditch from Cucuteni had stone veneer.77 as onean V-shaped ditch at Malnaş and Ruginuşa. At Hâşăştei two V-shaped ditches were found, built at different times.78 At Ariuşd in Transylvania, there were also a ditch, earthen bank, and palisade that were enlarged over time.79 The inner, smaller ditch required the excavation of some 970 cubic meters, while the outer, larger ditch required 1,406 cubic meters.80 It is estimated that about sixty men would have worked for forty days to excavate the ditch.

The Gumelnita settlements of Grangeoşti,81 Pietrelie,82 and Vidra were fortified by defensive ditches. Other defensive systems consisting of a ditch and earthen bank were discovered at Jâlva,83 Mâgurele,84 Teiu (tell no. 1),85 Ziduri,86 and Vidra.87 The maximum width of the ditches was 6–7 meters, and the maximum depth of 3.4 meters. The palisades were 1 meter high, and were surrounded by 4500–4000 bc, eight cemeteries are known.104 The charnel cemeteries consisted of pottery, weapons, tools, and bracclets made of copper, gold, stone, shells, and bone.
of pottery and shell ornaments, but shell ornaments appeared only in children's graves.45 Four of the deceased were females who died while giving birth.100 Other Boian cemeteries are known at Popeşti (16 graves)101 and Sultana–Valea Orbului (more than two hundred graves).102

Human burials are also found inside Boian settlements or on their edges. Graves were discovered inside Boian settlements at Andolina (seven graves, with six adults and a child),103 Galați (three graves),104 Gîna (eight graves),105 and Vârâști (fourteen graves).106 This custom was observed also in the Gumelnița-culture tell settlements, where graves are found between or even beneath the dwellings. The Gumelnița culture also practiced cemetery burial. In Romania three Gumelnița cemeteries have been investigated and published completely: Radovanu (Gumelnița A1 phase),107 Chirnogi-Șuvița Iorgulescu (62 skeletons),108 Chirnogii-Terezia Radarului (16 graves),109 and Gumelnița (8 graves).110 At Vârâști the body was placed in a contracted position, usually on its left side. A very small number were deposited on the right side. The graves were generally arranged in rows. Some graves contained multiple burials.111 The graves at Ardud contained no grave gifts. Artifacts were deposited in the grave only in 3 graves at Radovanu and 27 graves at Vârâști. Most of the gifts were pottery, flint and stone tools, copper pins (only at Vârâști), and shell ornaments. Grave 54 from Vârâști had a very rich inventory comprising beads and an earing made of gold, and a pendant and two beads made of amber, perhaps indicating the elevated social status of the woman buried in the grave. In 4 graves at Vârâști, there was a large or small quantity of red ochre.112 At the tell settlements of Borduŝană and Hârșova, human skeletal parts were placed separately in secondary contexts associated with garbage areas (fig. 4-14). Ritual deposits of isolated human skeletal parts were common not only for the Gumelnița culture, but also for a series of other Copper Age cultures in Romania and beyond.113
exchanges, generating a sort of cultural standardization.
It is important to note that the direction of such relations is not only from the south to north, but also to east and west. The existence of such exchange systems contributed not only to the circulation of certain objects and raw materials but, in the case of those that were intercultural, to maintaining cultural “unity” by disseminating certain ideas and concepts.

The next period, the Copper Age, was characterized especially by local evolutionary strands, although southern influences continued to exist, as did exchange systems that linked north to south. The splendid civilizations of the Copper Age emerged gradually, still preserving certain fundamental features of the Neolithic. The shared Neolithic heritage is shown in settlements and their locations, the structuring of inhabited space, and the management of resources. But some activities and crafts also showed absolutely new development, like the “mills” from the discoveries from Drăguşeni, where we have evidence for a family that specialized in such activities (as in the discoveries from Drăguşeni, where we have evidence for a family that specialized in such activities)

It is important to note that the direction of such relations from north to south, west to east, and east to west. The existence of such exchange systems contributed not only to the circulation of certain objects and raw materials but, in the case of those that were intercultural, to maintaining cultural “unity” by disseminating certain ideas and concepts.

107
In the present note we observe the manifestation of the Cucuteni culture in Transylvania and Hungary, and we discuss the problem of the Cucuteni culture's influence on the Carpathian Basin. The Cucuteni culture, which developed in the Lower Danube region, spread to the Carpathian Basin in the 4th millennium BC. The influence of the Cucuteni culture on the Carpathian Basin was significant, and it can be observed in various aspects of the cultures of the Carpathian Basin. The Cucuteni culture had a strong impact on the development of the Carpathian Basin, and it played a key role in the formation of the Carpathian culture.

Dumitrescu et al. (1954): 203–33.
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At the beginning of the fifth millennium B.C., in a village in what is now northeastern Romania, near the modern town of Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, a woman (or a man, it is impossible to tell which) worked balls and slabs of soft clay into a series of small human shapes and tiny chairs. The resulting set of anthropomorphic figurines and furniture is one of the world’s most extraordinary assemblages of prehistoric artifacts (fig. 5-1). There are more than twenty figurines and more than a dozen chairs in the group. Twelve large and nine smaller figurines are included, though the term large is perhaps confusing as none of the objects is taller than 8.6 centimeters, and thus each of them sits very comfortably in one’s hand.

The larger figures have both painted and incised decoration. The painted decoration is red and forms a range of different patterns covering each figure from its ankles up to the shoulders. On some the painted patterns form triangles on the thighs; on others they make up sets of parallel horizontal lines. On a few there is a band of parallel, diagonal lines running around the chest, leaving the rest of the torso empty; on others the entire upper body is covered with parallel lines and curvilinear forms. Faces are marked simply with short horizontal incisions for the eyes, a pinch of clay for the nose, and a small horizontal incision for the mouth. Sets of incised lines delineate toes, and single incised lines separate the legs and mark the tops of the hips. The nine smaller figurines have little, if any, surface decoration: a few incisions to mark features on the face or to delineate the legs from each other. On all but one figurine, there are no arms modeled; the exception has its left arm raised against the body with the hand held against the side of the face, while the other arm is modeled horizontally across the throat and the hand supports the left elbow.

Cutting across all of this variation in size and surface treatment (with reference to which one could, if one wanted, suggest individual identities) is an overwhelming similarity in form. All of the figurines share a common body position and shape: Heads and necks are very thin; hips and thighs are wide and deep; bodies are bent at the waist (at less than ninety degrees) so that they can sit upright, but as a result they appear to be leaning backward. The inclusion of chairs in the Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru set is important. They are very plain, have no legs or surface decoration, and are made in two or maybe three variations (that is, with a square-shaped, open back, or with a two-pronged back). Under the broad backsides of the larger figurines, the chairs fit well but their sizes

Figurine. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Drăgușeni, 4050–3900 B.C. (Cucuteni A4), MJBT.
suggest that they were not intended for the smaller figurines in the set. It is not difficult to imagine the Pre-Cucuteni people of Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru placing these larger figurines onto the chairs, and perhaps arranging sets of seated figurines into one or several groups of miniature activities, perhaps with the smaller figurines at the feet or even on the laps of the larger, seated ones. There is a similar set of figurines from the site of Isaiia-Balta Popii, comprising twenty-one figurines (twelve large, eight small, and one tiny), thirteen chairs, and forty-two cylindrical or round clay beads (fig. 5-2). 2

The Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru figurine set has been interpreted as a cult complex, and the most accessible English-language account calls it “The Council of the Goddess.” 3 Similar terms and explanations are offered in the original Romanian reports. Within that primary interpretation, the two-pronged chair is described as a “horned throne of the fertility cult” (its prongs interpreted as symbols of the bull and thus the cult of fertility). This horned throne is assigned to the figurine with hands held to the face, who is designated as the “main goddess,” representing a

---

5-1. (opposite). Set of twenty-one figurines and thirteen chairs. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, 4900–4750 b.c (Pre-Cucuteni II), CMJMPN.

5-2. (above). Set of twenty-one figurines, thirteen chairs, and askos. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Isaiia-Balta Popii, 4700–4500 b.c (Pre-Cucuteni III), UAIC.
woman who is “dignified,” who has borne many children, and whose appearance suggests a “magic, ritual func-
tion.” Other figurines have been given identities based
on particular features of their faces or bodies: One with
protruding “firm” breasts, a small head, and a wide open
mouth suggests “evil”; another, slimmer than the rest, also
with “firm” breasts but with a round mouth, is called the
“ovant” (because its pose recalls gestures made during
prayer). The argument runs that the other chairs are thrones
as well, and their varying forms are linked to the particular
characters represented by the specific figurines for whom
the chairs were made. The excavators contend that the
Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru set of figurines and chairs is part
of the religious pantheon of the Pre-Cucuteni population.

Both the Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru and the Isaiia-Balta
Popisi sets of figurines were discovered inside pottery
vessels. At Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, the container was
left in a building that the archaeologists have identified
as a sanctuary destroyed by fire. In addition to the remark-
ably similar sets of figurines from these two sites, there
are groups of similar figurines from other sites in the region.
A house from the village site of Scântelea contained seventy-
five figurines (fig. 5-3); a pit from the same site held twen-
yourth; a bowl from Dumesti held twelve (figs. 5-4a-b); a
model house from Ghelăiţeşti held seven (fig. 5-5); and
one house, called a “temple,” from the site of Sabarinovka
in Ukraine, produced thirty-two figurines. In addition, there
are other sites across southeastern Europe, such as at
Ovcharovo in northeastern Bulgaria or Platia Magoula
Zarkou in northern Greece, where sets of figurines, furni-
ture, or buildings have been uncovered.

I am drawn to these figurines, those from Poduri-Dealul
Ghindaru as well as the others, and feel a deep connection
with them, but I am not convinced that those long-accepted
interpretations, so easily couched in ritual and ceremony,
religion and divinity, are legitimate or acceptable in a
modern archaeology of the prehistoric past. At a most basic
level, these objects challenge me: I want to know what roles the objects may
have played in the particular day-to-day lives of the people
who lived in the community (Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru,
for example) in which they were used. Finally, I want to
know how they fit into the broader level of regional and
transregional patterns of behavior.

Interpreting the Figurines

Drafting these questions is easier than providing any
immediate and worthwhile answers. One could, of course,
join the excavators of Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru and quickly
find answers in the conventional understanding of pre-
historic anthropomorphic figurines as goddesses and
gods of cults and religions, or of ceremonies of fertility
and fecundity. This indeed is how the late and widely
followed scholar Marija Gimbutas scripted her responses
for very similar questions. In a series of influential books,
she laid out sweeping interpretations on a level that
encompassed not only countries and continents, but even
the very essence of being human. For Gimbutas the
answers were clear. Figurines were divinities or were objects used in special ceremonies of
ritual significance, most likely focused on cults of repro-
duction and death (of plants, animals, and people). For
example, flat white female figurines made of bone, with
perforated ears perhaps for the attachment of copper
rings, are frequently found in the remains of settlements
of the Gumelniţa culture in southern Romania (fig. 5-6);
Gimbutas designated these figures as the White Goddess
of Death. But there is no independent evidence suggest-
that the figurines were involved in death rituals.

In large part, Gimbutas’ arguments were influential
because they were appealing and easy to understand,
because she held a significant position at a major research
university (the University of California, Los Angeles),
and because they appeared in large, glossy volumes pro-
duced by mainstream publishers. But as the basis for her
arguments, Gimbutas offered little more than anecdotal
studies of presumed Copper Age beliefs, based on broad
analogs with the documented beliefs and rituals of quite
different people who lived thousands of years past. At a basic
level, these objects challenge me: I want to know what
they meant to the people who
saw them, who held them, who sat the little bodies on the
little chairs. I want to know what roles the objects may
have played in the particular day-to-day lives of the people
who lived in the community (Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru,
for example) in which they were used. Finally, I want to
know how they fit into the broader level of regional and
transregional patterns of behavior.

Interpreting the Figurines

Drafting these questions is easier than providing any
immediate and worthwhile answers. One could, of course,
join the excavators of Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru and quickly
find answers in the conventional understanding of pre-
historic anthropomorphic figurines as goddesses and
gods of cults and religions, or of ceremonies of fertility
and fecundity. This indeed is how the late and widely
followed scholar Marija Gimbutas scripted her responses
for very similar questions. In a series of influential books,
she laid out sweeping interpretations on a level that
encompassed not only countries and continents, but even
the very essence of being human. For Gimbutas the
answers were clear. Figurines were divinities or were objects used in special ceremonies of
ritual significance, most likely focused on cults of repro-
duction and death (of plants, animals, and people). For
example, flat white female figurines made of bone, with
perforated ears perhaps for the attachment of copper
rings, are frequently found in the remains of settlements
of the Gumelniţa culture in southern Romania (fig. 5-6);
Gimbutas designated these figures as the White Goddess
of Death. But there is no independent evidence suggest-
that the figurines were involved in death rituals.

In large part, Gimbutas’ arguments were influential
because they were appealing and easy to understand,
because she held a significant position at a major research
university (the University of California, Los Angeles),
and because they appeared in large, glossy volumes pro-
duced by mainstream publishers. But as the basis for her
arguments, Gimbutas offered little more than anecdotal
studies of presumed Copper Age beliefs, based on broad
analogs with the documented beliefs and rituals of quite
different people who lived thousands of years past. At a basic
level, these objects challenge me: I want to know what
they meant to the people who
saw them, who held them, who sat the little bodies on the
little chairs. I want to know what roles the objects may
have played in the particular day-to-day lives of the people
who lived in the community (Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru,
5-4a. Set of twelve figurines. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Dumești, 4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3), MJSMVS.

5-4b. Figurine from the set.
5-5. Architectural model with seven figurines. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Ghileştei, 3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B1), CMJMPN.

5-6. Female figurine. Bone, Groşeni, Vâlșani, 4000–3800 bc, MJTR.

5-7. Female figurine. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Truşeşti, 4200–4050 bc (Cucuteni A3), MNIR.

5-8. Figurine. Fired clay, Vinča, Lipovaca, 5000–4500 bc (Late Vinča), MBM.
there is no scientific support for the assumption that Neolithic and Copper Age religion was centered on cults of agricultural fertility. One of the most famous human images in European archaeology, a sitting ceramic figurine from the Hamangia culture popularly known as “The Thinker” (fig. 5-9), was dubbed a Vegetation God, but we have no independent archaeological evidence that this designation is even close to being accurate. In fact the figurine was found in a cemetery. As in any discipline, the more work that is carried out in a rigorous manner, the less persuasive are traditional ideals and interpretations. The study of Neolithic and Copper Age figurines is a prime example of this type of academic progress.

A New Understanding

It is one thing (and not an entirely brave or singularly worthwhile undertaking) to reveal the errors in traditional interpretations of Neolithic southeastern European figurines. It is quite another to produce a better understanding of those same objects. In a longer discussion presented elsewhere, I have offered one possibility. At the core of this new understanding, I redefined figurines in terms of what I recognize as their fundamental characteristics: They are miniature, they are representational, and they depict the human form. In this sense, I made no distinction among prehistoric, ancient, or modern miniature, anthropomorphic representations. I assumed (as is justified by our knowledge of human evolution) that the ability to make, use, and understand symbolic objects such as figurines is an ability that is shared by all modern humans and thus is a capability that connects you, me, Neolithic men, women, and children, and the Paleolithic painters of caves.

In my work on the figurines of southeastern Europe from the Neolithic and Copper Age (6500–3500 cal. bc), I sought to understand what it was about these objects that would have made them succeed in their past functions (regardless of whether they were used as votives, toys, portraits, or the representation of divinities). I tried to understand what made them attractive to us in the present as objects for sale at auction, as material appropriate for exhibition in a museum, or as subjects for an academic essay such as the one that you are reading. Investigating a wide range of modern and historical objects that were miniature, I was intrigued to learn that contemporary psychological studies have shown that something very odd happens to the human mind when one handles or plays with miniature objects. Most simply put, when we focus our attention on miniature objects, we enter another world, one in which our perception of time is altered and in which our abilities of concentration are affected. In a well-known set of experiments, the psychologist Alton Delong showed that when human subjects were asked to imagine themselves in a world where everything was on a much smaller scale than everyday reality, or when they engaged in activities in smaller than normal environments, they thought that time had passed more quickly than in fact it had and they performed better in tasks requiring mental agility. Importantly, the subjects of these studies were not conscious of their altered experience of time or concentration.

By following this line of argument—in other words, that things made miniature affect the ways in which people experience the world—I began to see Neolithic figurines, like those from Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, in a new light. When the people of that Pre-Cucuteni community looked at their figurines, and when they placed the little bodies onto the little chairs, arranging (and rearranging) them into different scenes and settings, they were entering other worlds. It is entirely possible that these other worlds were spiritual, though I am not convinced that they were of the type that either Gimbutas or the excavators of Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru imagined. It is much more probable that the people who held these objects in their hands, who touched and saw them in their daily activities, were affected in other ways, most likely at a deeper, subconscious level. To understand these interactions and the stimulations effected by the miniature representations of bodies, we need to understand the world in which these people lived.

Life and Death in Old Europe

What do we know of how the people of Old Europe lived their lives? One clear inference that seems well supported by the evidence is that people had particular and strong ideas about community membership. It is apparent from the excavations of their sites that the inhabitants perceived discrete private and public areas, and identified who belonged where and with whom, and who did not belong.

Ditches and banks marked out settlement spaces, villages were placed on terrace edges, and features of the natural topography were used to define places of the living. The intentional arrangement of houses and buildings into unambiguously bounded villages reinforced social divisions across the landscape that would have contributed to the emergence of distinctions among groups of people, to the reinforcement of a sense of group membership, and to an equivalent sense of social exclusion.

In some villages, buildings were constructed along obvious patterns, with structures aligned in rows or in circles, in others there was less concern for order or planning. Regardless of the details of building arrangement, one infers a sense of residential coherence at these sites, of living, working, sleeping, and eating within the physically bounded settlement in a shared place that was delineated from the clamouring natural and social worlds.

A reduced scale, within these settlements smaller groups of people lived and worked together and may well have associated more regularly with some groups (for example, within households) than with others. While the record of Cucuteni settlement is manifest, there is little evidence for funeral rituals. Articulated skeletons are rarely found. Less than a dozen Cucuteni sites have produced full skeletons. Occasionally, individual crania and fragments of skulls were buried under house floors, but these finds are few in number and probably represent special rituals. The majority of human remains are isolated, disarticulated bones found scattered in villages, and even these cannot account for anything but a tiny proportion of the population. In other contemporary Neolithic and Copper Age communities in southeastern Europe, funerals and graves were much more in evidence, and differences in grave wealth allow archaeologists to draw inferences about social structure and status (see the article by Vladimir Maschev in this volume), but in the Pre-Cucuteni and Cucuteni communities there simply is not enough material to support similar conclusions.

The absence of burials in the Cucuteni tradition is perplexing. One is left without a clear picture of social structure, information about relationships among people, evidence of social hierarchies, or other aspects of social identity that an archaeologist often can gain from analyses of burials. Thus we are forced to search further for the role that might have been played by figurines in their (newly recognized) status as the main representations of human bodies within Pre-Cucuteni and Cucuteni society.

The ways in which people perceive and depict the human form within different prehistoric cultures is of vital importance because the human body is one of the most potent components within a community’s creation and manipulation of identity. Especially important are the ways in which the body (or more often, its representation, as in the form of a figurine) is part of the everyday activities of peoples’ lives, from the special and ceremonial to the more frequent and more mundane. The repeated use of body representations is a central part of those subconscious processes through which a group establishes, slowly and over time, shared ideals of who belongs to one’s group, who should be there, and who does not. How one was distinct from others.

In some villages, buildings were constructed along obvious patterns, with structures aligned in rows or in circles, in others there was less concern for order or planning. Regardless of the details of building arrangement, one infers a sense of residential coherence at these sites, of living, working, sleeping, and eating within the physically bounded settlement in a shared place that was delineated from the clamouring natural and social worlds. At a reduced scale, within these settlements smaller groups of people lived and worked together and may well have associated more regularly with some groups (for example, within households) than with others.

When we look again at the almost identical sets of figurines from Isaiia and Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, what do we see and what do we think? If we lived at these sites in Pre-Cucuteni times, and if we handled the figurines, touched them, and walked past them every day, how would their shape and decoration have affected our understanding of the world around us and our place within it? Most observers would accept that the roles played by figurines in these societies were extraordinarily important. The objects are not in the burials in which there were no special social performances centered on the burial of the deceased, and thus a world where there were none of the loud public statements of individual identities and group cohesion that funerals amplified in Neolithic southeastern Europe. How would these figurines and the many others like them have affected the ways that people perceived themselves and their relationships with the people with whom they lived, spoke, ate, and slept? What roles might figurines have played as base lines against which perceptions of others emerged and were consolidated? I contend that none of the thinking that was stimulated by these figurines and these little chairs six thousand years ago (and which is stimulated today) can be contained in the reconstruction of a specific cult or religion or pantheon or deity. Instead, the effects that these objects had were much more subtle, the result of long accumulations of visual and tactile stimulations—accumulations of experiences through which people perceived their appropriate appearance within their communities.

The importance of these objects, therefore, is the way in which they contributed to a shared understanding of group identity, they stated without words, but in always present visual and tactile expression, “this is us.” While these figurines were powerful objects, that power rested not in any specific reference to the divine, but rather in their condition as miniature objects, and the ways that miniature objects open up the minds of the people who hold and see them, facilitating deep-seated understandings of what is appropriate in terms of body appearance and membership within a group. Played out across the wider contemporary cultural landscapes of other regions in southeastern and central Europe, one of the most striking impressions created by the figurines of this period is the diversity of representations of the body—the ways in which bodies appear differently in each distinct regional (or chronologically successive) group. Each group maintained an internal coherence in body shape or decoration; each group was distinct from the others.
Notes


The Cucuteni culture, one of the most important cultures of Old Europe, is named after an archaeological site in northeastern Romania, fifty kilometers northwest of Iaşi, first explored by enthusiastic dilettante archaeologists from 1885 to 1890. On a hilltop outside the small village of Cucuteni, at a site called Cucuteni Cetăţuia, they found rich accumulations of beautifully painted pottery—apparently the oldest painted pottery yet discovered in their country—and in 1889 brought the site to the attention of European archaeologists, including the German Hubert Schmidt, at the International Congress of Anthropology and Prehistoric Archaeology in Paris. Schmidt organized systematic archaeological excavations in 1909 and 1910, with spectacular results, discovering a stratified series of superimposed settlements belonging to a new prehistoric culture, which he named Cucuteni. Schmidt assumed that the oldest occupation layer at Cucuteni represented the beginning of the culture, and gave the designation Cucuteni A to ceramic styles from that level. Field researchers from Izvoare (Neamţ county), led by Radu Vulpe, later showed that Cucuteni A was preceded by an earlier culture distinguished by different shapes and ornamental motifs on its pottery. Vulpe named this earlier culture Pre-Cucuteni to indicate the close relationship between the two and to mark the evolutionary origin of the Cucuteni culture. The Pre-Cucuteni (in Romanian, Precursoare) culture is divided into phases I (the oldest), II, and III, the end of which marks the transition to the Cucuteni culture. Current chronological phasing and periodization for the Pre-Cucuteni and Cucuteni cultures reflect as well the contributions of numerous Romanian researchers, especially Vl. Dumitrescu, M. Petrescu-Dîmbovici, I. Nestor, A. Nitu, S. Marinescu-Bilea, I.T. Dragomir, Şt. Cucuș, and D. Monica.

The Pre-Cucuteni (about 5050–4750/4600 BC) and Cucuteni (about 4600–3500 BC) cultures comprise the central part of a vast cultural complex of shared traditions that extended from the forested valleys of Transylvania in the eastern Carpathian Mountains, southwest of the central Cucuteni region, to the rolling plains of western Ukraine as far as the Dnieper River, northeast of the central Cucuteni region. The Transylvanian variant is named after a site located there, Ariuşd, and the variants in Ukraine are named Tripolye (in Ukrainian, Tryptyllia) after a site excavated near the Dnieper River in 1896. Russian and Ukrainian archaeologists describe Tripolye as one culture with several phases. In contrast, Romanian archaeologists describe Pre-Cucuteni, Cucuteni, and

---

Globular vessel with lid. Fused clay, Cucuteni, Scănteia-Dealul Bodești, 4200–4150 BC (Cucuteni A3), CMNM.

Cucuteni Ceramics: Technology, Typology, Evolution, and Aesthetics
Cornelia-Magda Lazarovici
The Institute of Archaeology, Iaşi.
Late Neolithic was the last time in human history when the Black Sea coast was influenced by the Hamangia-culture figurine tradition on the piedmont; and Pre-Cucuteni figurine styles were influenced by the Karanovo culture further north. The emergence of typical Pre-Cucuteni figurines in the eastern Carpathian “note” phase, after a decorative motif on pottery that resembles a musical score, indicates a cultural and artistic movement that spread across the region.

The Pre-Cucuteni culture also appears to be related in some way to the Boian culture (late Giulești phase) in southern Romania and to the Balkan culture (in what is now Banat and Transylvania). The southern influences that traveled through the middle Danube region (called the Banat) in southwestern Romania were combined with northern influences that remained in Transylvania. The southern influences originated in Greece. The Foeni group of the Petroșani culture (in what is now Banat and Transylvania) can be compared with the Diminia culture in central Greece; and from this source came distinctive types of painted decoration on pottery, with white on black, red on white, black on red, channeled, and polished pottery.

The evolution of the Pre-Cucuteni culture in three phases was described in detail by S. Marinescu-Bilcu. Recent research at the archaeological sites of Peteni, Târgu Frumos, and Isaiă suggested refinements to her scheme, but the publication of these sites is not yet sufficient to fully define the suggested changes. The three phases of the Pre-Cucuteni culture were not of equal length, nor were they equally expressed geographically. In Transylvania, for example, different cultures appeared after the Pre-Cucuteni I phase. In central and southern Transylvania the Petroșeni culture emerged, and in eastern Transylvania the distinctive Ariașu group of the Cucuteni culture made its appearance. The origin of both cultures is related to southern influences that traveled through the middle Danube region (called the Banat) in southwestern Romania and from there into Transylvania. The southern influences originated in Greece. The Foeni group of the Petroșani culture (in what is now Banat and Transylvania) can be compared with the Diminia culture in central Greece; and from this source came distinctive types of painted decoration on pottery, with white on black, red on white, black on red, channeled, and polished pottery.

Technical and Stylistic Aspects of the Ceramics of the Pre-Cucuteni Culture

The potters of the Cucuteni tradition created the most challenging ceramic vessel shapes and the most elaborate painted designs in the ceramic art of Old Europe. These sophisticated forms and designs evolved slowly, however, from relatively simple beginnings. L. Ellis studied the nature of the clays used to make the pottery of the Pre-Cucuteni period, as well as the tempering materials introduced into the clays and the firing of the finished vessels. She found that the clay naturally contained a variety of minerals (quartz, feldspar, muscovite, mica, magnetite, and hematite). The tempering agents were broken and pounded ceramic sherds, a material called grog. Ellis’s results have been verified by new analyses. The firing of the vessels was mostly in a reducing or low-oxygen atmosphere, which produced surface colors in nuances of gray, black-gray, and brown, although in the Pre-Cucuteni II and III phases there also were vessels made in an oxidizing atmosphere, which produced a reddish or orange surface.

The decoration of pottery vessels in the Pre-Cucuteni I phase was executed without colored paints, probably because the potters had not yet discovered red and black pigments that could survive the firing process without turning brown (figs. 6–1–6–3). Motifs were produced by incising, excavating, and tempering (removal of clay from the vessel surface to produce a design in relief), stroked lines made with a bone or wood tool, and lines (long, shallow furrows made with an instrument that ended in a curve). Pots of semifine category were decorated with excisions. The repertory of shapes included goblets, globular vessels, biconical vessels, bowls, jars, pear-shaped (pyriform) vessels, tureens, vessels and cups on pedestals, pedestaled support vessels, handled lids, and others. Many shapes were similar to and perhaps derived from the Boian culture.

The motifs made with the excision technique (triangles, excised and reserved squares, and rhomboids) and fluted motifs were similar to the decorative styles of the Boian (Giulești phase) and Marica cultures. Fluted designs were combined with incised decorations. Each overall design had a geometric character, sometimes organized in garlands and spirals. The excised motifs sometimes were filled with white paint made of calcium carbonate. The incised motifs included a few very schematic human representations.

During the following phase, Pre-Cucuteni II, the shapes created by potters continued in the same pattern with a variety of goblets of various shapes (fig. 6–4), vessels with bodies that curved out, short cups, small bowls (fig. 6–5), jars, pear-shaped (pyriform) vessels, bowls and tureens, vessels with high pedestals, vessels with lids (fig. 6–6), “fruit dish” vessels, and more. The great variety of shapes
implies that pottery was used not just to contain or to cook, but also to express the mastery of skills and the attainment of status, and the small lidded bowls imply that the serving of food was not merely for nutrition, but included an element of social theater, an unveiling.

Stamped decorative motifs now appeared beside the incised and fluted decoration of the first phase. The flutes were disposed variously (fig. 6-4), in conjunction with other elements of decoration. The strips of incised lines were combined with vertical strokes, stamped designs (fig. 6-6), small prominences, and even protomes (animal and human heads protruding from a vessel). The motifs included spirals and circles, in some cases created through “reserved” decoration (motifs created in the “blank” space between applied decorations; fig. 6-5).

Most of the incised and excised patterns were filled with white paint, but a few vessels were painted in red after firing, thus creating multicolored patterns in white, red, and the brown-gray color of the vessels. 21

During the Pre-Cucuteni III phase, there was an increase in the variety of shapes and forms, almost as if competition between potters was now pushing innovation to new heights. This large variety of ceramic shapes included goblets, cups, globular vessels, small bowls, perforate vessels (fig. 6-7), biconical bowls, “fruit dish” vessels, pedestaled vessels that seem to have functioned only as supports or presentation stands for other vessels, tureens, lids, strainer vessels, vessels with cylindrical necks (fig. 6-8), storage vessels, and ladles. There also are other forms, including square or rectangular “box” vessels, double “rib-isic” vessels (in the shape of two connected cylinders), 22 as well as some unusual shapes that resemble a crown, ceramic models of sanctuaries (fig. 6-9), and even miniature clay models of dugout boats. 23

Fluted and incised decoration maintained its importance. Impressed, excised, and stamped decorations disappeared at the end of the phase. Potters of this period combined incised and stamped decorations (fig. 6-7), while on some pots they used flutes and incisions (organized in curves, circles, and spirals), attached prominences, and applied white paint before firing. Red paint was applied after firing (fig. 6-8) because at this early date Pre-Cucuteni potters had not yet discovered mineral pigments that would retain their red color during firing, particularly in the uncontrolled gaseous atmosphere of the still primitive kilns. However, during this phase potters did begin to use painted slips (a liquid wash containing a fine clay or colored pigment in suspension), which fixed the color to the unfired surface before firing. This method was transmitted to the Cucuteni A period. Decorative motifs were more varied and elaborate than during the previous phases.

The ceramic arts of the Pre-Cucuteni phase are notable for the abundance of different shapes and forms, as well as the exuberance of surface decoration, particularly in the final Pre-Cucuteni III phase. Decorative motifs included both geometric and curving spiral designs, with circular and flowing spiral forms predominating. Fluted surfaces were common features of the decoration during all three phases, particularly on the neck of the vessels, and were retained during the first period of the Cucuteni culture, reappearing again in some local groups starting with the Cucuteni A period. Potters also occasionally portrayed certain stylized anthropomorphic and zoomorphic beings on their pots, as at Traian-Dealul Vierii and Isaiia. In most cases decoration occupied the entire surface of a vessel. One of the most striking effects in Pre-Cucuteni decoration was produced by the doubling or reduplicating of motifs, particularly effective with spirals and later used frequently in the Cucuteni culture. Positive and negative ornament, used in the Pre-Cucuteni II phase, was employed on a larger scale during the Pre-Cucuteni III phase, special attention being given to incised “reserved” ornament. 24

Technical and Stylistic Aspects of the Ceramics of the Cucuteni Culture

Hubert Schmidt defined three principal phases for the Cucuteni culture at the Cucuteni settlement, and each major phase now has its own subphases, defined principally by variations in the decoration of pottery found at many other settlements. The major phases are designated A (with subphases A1–A4), A-B (with subphases A-B1 and A-B2), and B (with subphases B1 and B2). Some subphases are still debated or appeared only in certain regions. The principal innovations that set the Cucuteni period apart from that of the Pre-Cucuteni were improvements in kilns, permitting better control over the evenness of firing kilns, technical and stylistic developments, such as the introduction of red slipped ware and painted ceramics, and the introduction of more complex decorative patterns. 25

6-4 (top, left). Beaker. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Isaiia-Balta Popii, 5050–4750 BC (Pre-Cucuteni I).
6-6 (center, left). Pot with lid. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Isaiia-Balta Popii, 5050–4750 BC (Pre-Cucuteni I).
6-7 (center, right). Fluted vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Podul Dealul Ghindaru, 4750–4600 BC (Pre-Cucuteni II).
6-8 (bottom). Pot decorated with incisions and painting. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Târgu Frumos–Basarab Pâhilu, 4750–4600 BC (Pre-Cucuteni II).
and the gaseous atmosphere during firing, the discovery in nature of manganese minerals that could make a pigment that retained a strong black color during firing, and the development of various kinds of colored slips that could provide a base color of varied hues before firing. These innovations elevated Cucuteni ceramic production from an attractive craft to a specialized skill that produced objects of consummate beauty.

Improvements in the technology and construction of the kilns used for Cucuteni ceramic production probably were connected in some way with the development of an effective metallurgy. Copper metallurgy, the first kind of metal working discovered by humans, also depended on improvements in kilns used to smelt pure copper from malachite and azurite mineral ores (which require a temperature of at least 800°C), and even greater improvements in kilns so that it could be poured into molds (which require a temperature of 1083°C). Metal working also witnessed a significant advance about 4700–4600 bc, at the time of the transition from the Pre-Cucuteni to the Cucuteni, initiating the first widespread use of metal tools and weapons in the ancient world. The two technological advances in kilns for copper smelting and for ceramic firing proceeded side by side, possibly divided by gender, with men probably doing most of the mining, smelting, and trading of metal and women probably doing most of the ceramic decoration and production.24 In more than a dozen sites of the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture, archaeologists have found the remains of kilns used for ceramic firing with one or two superposed chambers, called updraft kilns because the heat rose from the fuel in the lower chamber up to the pots in the top chamber. In these closed kilns, Cucuteni potters could control the temperature and the gaseous atmosphere during firing. The fuels in the lower chamber were burned up to the pots in the top chamber. In these closed kilns, Cucuteni potters could control the gaseous atmosphere during firing; the discovery in the eastern Carpathians or perhaps even from marsh deposits, and calcium carbonate was widely available as a local mineral. Collections of painting materials have been found in certain settlements. The most important discovery was at Dumești-Iântre Pâraie, where two "painting" kiln vessels were discovered in the pottery workshop (dwellng no. 3). Each vessel contained a considerable quantity of all three categories of pigments used for painting, as well as clay tools for pottery decoration.25 Painted decoration first appeared during the Pre-Cucuteni III phase, as was mentioned above, but it was only toward the end of the Cucuteni A phase that the tradition of decoration began. Ceramic decoration many motifs were painted before firing, with white paint (fig. 6-23) or on occasion with red. The surfaces of vessels were brown or red. The decorative motifs were composed of narrow lines and dots. Vessels painted in two colors were rare. During the A, subphase, decoration was sometimes excised and bichrome painted (fig. 6-24), but trichrome-painted designs also first appeared. During the A, subphase, trichrome painting quickly spread and became the predominant style. The main decorative motifs were spirals of various forms, placed variously (figs. 6-11, 6-12, 6-14–6-17, 6-21, 6-22, 6-25, 6-26 and page 128) and more rarely, meanders (represented by simplified spirals: figs. 6-10, 6-14, 6-19, 6-22, 6-27). The spiral as well as the chess board (fig. 6-15) and the meander had been common Pre-Cucuteni motifs. Space between motifs was filled with secondary motifs of ends of spirals (figs. 6-16, 6-25 and page 128), oviform decorations (figs. 6-11, 6-12, 6-16, 6-26), straight and arched lines, and dots (figs. 6-6, 6-24). Motifs usually were painted with white color and outline painted brown or black (figs. 6-16–6-12, 6-14, 6-15, 6-19–6-21, 6-25–6-27) to take the place of incisions, used earlier to outline motifs. Space between motifs was filled with red (or sometimes with narrow lines). The two colors used, white and red, had an equal or similar tonal value. The disposition of motifs was tectonic, the vessels having many decorative
registers (figs. 6-11, 6-14, 6-15, 6-21, 6-24, 6-26, 6-27), on occasion delimited by bands. The precise manner in which decorative motifs were made and joined gave a sensation of movement (figs. 6-11, 6-12, 6-21, 6-26 and page 128). Painters repeated motifs in various decorative registers, sometimes with small changes (figs. 6-12, 6-16, 6-23). Toward the end of the A3 subphase, some potters began to confine the spiral or meander painted motifs to the upper two-thirds of the vessel (fig. 6-26), leaving an undecorated band on the lower third. The harmony of colors and the balanced flow of motifs made some of these vessels true works of art.

The Cucuteni A subphase (largely confined to the north-eastern part of the Cucuteni area) represents a local aspect of development in the Drăguşeni-Jura (on both sides of the Prut river), where characteristic vessels had fluted, incised, and painted decorations (similar to Pre-Cucuteni traditions; figs. 6-13, 6-16, 6-17) in addition to vessels decorated with paint alone (figs. 6-18, 6-22). Painted decoration was applied in bichrome (figs. 6-13, 6-16, 6-17), sometimes with red paint applied after firing, as well as trichrome (fig. 6-22). The use of flutes and incisions provided an elegant outline for decorative motifs. Decoration was arranged in horizontal registers, sometimes divided into sections or metopes, with a harmonious combination of motifs (lines, spirals, and meanders; fig. 6-22). The Cucuteni A subphase introduced several new ceramic shapes and decorative styles that mark the transition to the Cucuteni A-B phase. 34

6-10 (top). Cup. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Bodeşti-Cetăţuia Frumuşica, 4200–4050 bc (Cucuteni A3), CMJMPN.
6-11 (center). Cup. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Dumeşti-Între Pâraie, 4150–4050 bc (Cucuteni A3), MJSMVS.
6-12 (bottom). Pot stand. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Scânteia-Dealul Bodeşti, 4350–4150 bc (Cucuteni A3).
6-13 (opposite: top). Pot stand. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Drăguşeni-Ostrov Botoşani, 4350–3900 bc (Cucuteni A3), MJBT.
6-15 (opposite: top). Bowl with handle in the shape of a bull’s head. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Piteștii Dealului Tell, 4300–4200 bc (Cucuteni A3), IA.

6-16 (opposite: bottom). Crater. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Drăgușeni-Ostrova Bolboaca, 4050–3900 bc (Cucuteni A4), MJBT.

6-17 (top). Vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Drăgușeni-Ostrova, 4500–4100 bc (Cucuteni A4), MJBT.

6-18 (center, left). Offering table/altar. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Drăgușeni-Ostrova, 4050–3900 bc (Cucuteni A4), MJBT.

6-19 (bottom). Ladle. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Truşeşti, 4450–4200 bc (Cucuteni A2), CMJMPN.

6-20 (center, right). Anthropomorphic vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Scânteia-Dealul Bodeşti, 4500–4550 bc (Cucuteni A3), IA.

6-22 (opposite). Bilobincorcical vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Drăguşeni-Ostrov Bălăşcaia, 4050–3900 bc (Cucuteni A4), MJBT.
6-23 (opposite, left, top). Askos decorated with incisions and white painting. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, 4600–4550 bc (Cucuteni A1).

6-24 (opposite, left, center). Pot decorated with incisions and white painting. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Izvoare, 4550–4170 bc (Cucuteni A2).

6-25 (opposite, left, bottom). Rectangular painted vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Izvoare, 4550–4170 bc (Cucuteni A2).

6-26 (opposite, top). Bitronconical vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Dumeşti-Între Pâraie, 4200–4050 bc (Cucuteni A3), MJSMVS.

6-27 (above). Stemmed cup. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Poduri-Dealul Ghindaru, 4450–4200 bc (Cucuteni A2), CMJMPN.
Cucuteni A-B

Potters of the Cucuteni A-B phase introduced novel vessel shapes and new roles for color and decoration. Innovative shapes included numerous vessels with bulging and flattened bodies, crater-shaped tureens with wide-open mouths (fig. 6-28), and goblets. Pedestaled support vessels were made more rarely, lids were made in new forms (“Swedish helmet” type; fig. 6-29), and “binocular” vessels were more numerous (fig. 6-30). The shapes of certain vessels reflected influences from traditions and designs of other cultures. For example, figure 6-31 exhibits a lobe-like rim copied from pots of the Bodrogkeresztúr culture in Hungary and western Romania, but it was painted in the Cucuteni manner.

Black and chocolate-brown colors (in various shades) were now used more freely, in some cases covering large decorative zones, a preference that continued into the Cucuteni B phase. Vessels that featured black painting created a distinctive artistic effect in which white paint was used as a border for decorative motifs. The inversion of the roles of these two colors created more possibilities for decoration and, consequently, additional stylistic variants. Motifs still were doubled and redoubled as during the previous phase (figs. 6-28, 6-32). Spiral bands were combined with other motifs (figs. 6-33, 6-34), such as pills and cells (leaflike figures) that increased the variety of decoration. The meander was frequently used (figs. 6-31, 6-35). Straight and diagonal lines were combined with rounded motifs. Individual motifs alternated rhythmically, creating balanced registers of decoration that was organized geometrically or in spiral forms. Space was measured carefully and planned on the vessel surface before painting to permit a balanced repetition of complex motifs.

During the Cucuteni A-B period, a variety of different decorative styles proliferated, designated ABst, α, β, γ (each with two variants), and δ.35 The painting styles of Cucuteni A-B1 began to appear in the Cucuteni A 4 sub-phase (ABst α, α1, α2, δ1, δ1a, and early 72), but during the A-B phase, they evolved into specific stylistic groups (ABst rarely, α1, α2, β1, δ1, δ1a, δ2a, γ groups, and δ2 elements) that were adopted by potters in other regions to the east, southeast, south, and southwest.36 Sometimes the same vessel contained motifs made in different styles in different registers, demonstrating the contemporaneity of the styles (fig. 6-36, α and β styles, figs. 6-35, γ2 and β1 styles). The ABst style (white and red stripes with equal value, limited by a wider brown line) and the α style (black accents on the vessel’s neck; fig. 6-36) were the oldest.37

The β group is represented by brown and black stripes, spirals, and meanders on a white background (figs. 6-28, 6-33). The δ group (which survived into the Cucuteni B phase) had the same preference for black colors (fig. 6-34), combined with red and white lines (fig. 6-31). Between design elements the red background was reserved in spaces of various shapes (round, square, and elongated) that were crossed by linear motifs or linear bands (fig. 6-31), creating trichrome patterns.

The γ groups are defined by the use of linear bands as well as meanders and spirals. Trichrome motifs were reduplicated across the vessel. Black linear bands were combined with white bands, as in figure 6-35,38 which also represents a type of vessel with small handles inserted like metopes, thus interrupting the decorative register. Rows of Xi (which had appeared since the Α4 sub-phase) were common in this group of styles, placed on the vessel shoulder. Stylized horns also appeared, pointing upward or downward, representing a reprocessing of motifs from the Cucuteni A phase (fig. 6-14).

The first painted anthropomorphic representations appeared in this phase, replacing figures made in bas-relief during the previous period. The human silhouette was rendered geometrically, consisting of two triangles joined at the waist, with the head depicted as a circle (fig. 6-35). The body was painted with oblique black bands. Sometimes the hands were rendered with three fingers.39 Human silhouettes occasionally were framed in metopes (fig. 6-35). The layout of the spiral decoration on certain vessels gives the sensation of an anthropomorphic representation (fig. 6-34). Human images seem to have had a symbolic and cultic role, and were shown in most cases engaged in a perhaps magical dance.

Cucuteni B

During the Cucuteni B phase, some settlements grew to enormous size, particularly in Ukraine, where a few
6-29 (opposite). Biconical vessel and lid. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Ghelăiești-Nedeia, 3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B1), CMJMPN.

6-30. Binocular vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Ghelăiești-Nedeia, 3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B1), CMJMPN.
6-31 (opposite: left). Lobate vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Calu-Plaona (Sărmășel), 3900–3700 bc (Cucuteni A-B2), CMMPN.

6-32 (opposite: right). Amphora. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Vorniceni-Pod Ibăneasa, 4050–3700 bc (Cucuteni A-B1), MJBT.

6-33 (top). Double stand. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Vorniceni-Pod, 4050–3700 bc (Cucuteni A-B1), MJBT.

6-35. Ovate. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Traian-Dealul Fântânilor, 4250–3700 bc (Cucuteni A-B2), MNIR.

6-36 (opposite). Biconical vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Vorniceni Pod Bălăneasa, 4050–3850 bc (Cucuteni A-B1), MUBT.
Tripolye settlements grew to more than two hundred hectares, perhaps as defensive protection against increasing warfare. At the same time there were transformations in the organization of ceramic manufacture. Ceramic shapes became more standardized, a change often associated with a shift to production by specialists. Ellis has argued that specialist ceramic workshops began to operate during this phase, replacing household production in larger settlements such as Petreni and Vârâveauca VIII, where a ceramic manufacturing workshop was found. The standardization of forms was accompanied by a reduction of the decorated zone, which was restricted to the rim, the neck, and the upper part of the vessel’s body (figs. 6-37–6-44). Painted ornaments also became simpler and used fewer colors. Perhaps it was too time consuming to paint the entire surface of every pot in three colors when each specialist potter was producing so many vessels. There was an increase in the number of biconical vessels, while the plates, kraters, and amphoras showed changes in shapes and proportions. Short pedestaled vessels were more elegantly designed, and bowls showed a different profile than those of the previous period. One of the new features was a wide outward flaring rim that appeared on some vessels. Decoration was arranged on the vessel body much as it had been earlier, in friezes and metopes (figs. 6-37, 6-39–6-44). The reddish tone appeared mainly in combination with black painted decoration, but also was used with bichrome and trichrome painted designs. Decorative styles specific for this phase are the polychrome δ (fig. 6-37), the polychrome ζ (figs. 6-42–6-44), and the bichrome ε (figs. 6-38–6-41). Colors were used in new ways. In certain subgroups white was used as a background color, while in the ε group it was replaced by a beige background or the color of the vessel’s clay, with linear motifs being painted only with black (figs. 6-38–6-41). In the ζ group, polychrome designs were retained (fig. 6-43). The transition from the Cucuteni A-B2 phase (pottery of γ and δ styles) to the B1 (γ, ζ, and ε styles) seems now to be expressed best in Moldavia’s Subcarpathian zone, with some sites of A-B2 and B1 appearing contemporary.

The decorative motifs used in the Cucuteni B phase showed many changes. The spiral (figs. 6-43, 6-45) and the meander (fig. 6-43) declined, to be replaced by new motifs like crosses, concentric circles, circles with crosses inside (figs. 6-38, 6-43), and small stair motifs. Zoomorphic and aviform motifs were a new decorative element, painted in black (fig. 6-41) or with the body depicted in red but outlined in black (fig. 6-42). Anthropomorphic representations were numerous, but their rendering continued to be schematic and geometric (figs. 6-37, 6-38, 6-40, 6-44). Such images appeared in various ensembles, accompanied by vegetal decorative elements (figs. 6-40, 6-44) as well as zoomorphic (fig. 6-38), natural, and geometric motifs (figs. 6-37, 6-38). Animal motifs seem dynamic, the images appearing in motion within larger friezes or metopes (figs. 6-42, 6-41). These combinations of decorative elements might be interpreted as graphic transmissions of genuine myths, including the “tree of life,” which was rendered both schematically and realistically (figs. 6-40, 6-44), and representations of snakes (figs. 6-42, 6-43), which were linked to fertility and fecundity and expressed the cyclic renewal, regeneration, and protection of harvests and households. The representation of bulls, dogs, and stags (figs. 6-42, 6-41) has been interpreted as the expression of fighting groups, also to be found in Mesopotamian glyptics.

Most of the human representations on ceramic vessels are women (fig 6-37), sometimes in dancing positions (fig. 6-40), at other times symbolizing the Great Goddess (Fetesti-La Schit and Sofia VIII). Men’s silhouettes were painted infrequently, perhaps representing the Black God wearing a mask. Feminine silhouettes depicted on the vessel from Podari (fig. 6-37)—divided in two groups (2+2 on the handles’ zone and 3+3 on the vessel’s body)—as well as six circles on the rim probably were images of a pantheon of goddesses, but also might have encoded concepts of numerology or sacred numbers that some observers have perceived in decorative motifs as early as the Pre-Cucuteni age.

Cucuteni C Ware

In addition to the painted pottery for which they are famous, Cucuteni communities also used coarse unpainted pottery for different household activities. Most coarse

6-39 (top). Bitronconical vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Valea Lupului-Iaşi, 3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B2), CMNM.


6-42 (opposite: top). Crater with zoomorphic decoration. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Valea Lupului, 3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B2), CMNM.
6-43 (opposite). Biconical vessel. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Sânpetru, 3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B2), MNIR.

6-44 (at right). Amphora. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Cârniceni, 3800–3500 bc (Cucuteni B2).

6-45 (top). Crater. Fired clay, Cucuteni, Târgu Ocna-Podei, 3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B2), MNIR.
wares were made in a manner similar to painted wares, with groups of clay paste, in recognizable Cucuteni forms, and featuring incised or fluted decoration. But a subcategory of coarse ware, noticeably distinct from ordinary coarse wares, was designated type C by Schmidt. This ware was made quite differently from standard Cucuteni pottery. First, the clay was tempered with crushed mussel shells or snail shells, and with coarse sand, sometimes in large quantity. Second, the firing of C ware was semioxideizing, not evenly controlled. In the beginning (Cucuteni A1 sub-phase), surface decoration on C ware was made with short incised lines, but later (Cucuteni A2-B and B phases) there also was a kind of stab-and-drag decoration made with a toothed stamp, together with cord-impressed decoration. Shapes usually were similar to standard Cucuteni types, such as cups and craters. Chronologically, the C ware appeared during the Cucuteni A1 phase and persisted until the end of the Cucuteni culture. It was used in many although not all sites, but never represented more than five percent of the ceramics. Most of the pots had no artistic or aesthetic value, but through time the quality, shape, and decoration of C ware improved. For example, during Cucuteni B some C vessels had clay protomes and bull heads rendered in relief. Type C ware is important because it was similar in its shell- and sand-tempered clays, its firing, and in some aspects of its decoration to the pottery of the cultures that inhabited the steppe zone of Ukraine and Russia, particularly in the lower Dniester and Aziow steppes north of the Black Sea. The communities that inhabited this region after 4400-4300 BC and until about 3300 BC are known archaeologically as the Sredni Strog, Skelaya, and Novodanilovka cultures. As these cultures bordered the Tripol’ye culture, the appearance of C ware in Tripolye and Cucuteni settlements is generally thought to indicate a rise in contacts and exchanges with the Sredni Strog or Skelaya communities, perhaps through intermarriage. The increasing intensity of such relations through time seems to indicate the great interest and attraction of the wealth of Old Europe during Karanovo VI and the Cucuteni era, and perhaps specifically suggests the powerful attraction of innovative copper metalurgical centers in the Balkans as well as in the Danube valley, the Carpathians (Transylvania), and the eastern Carpathian piedmont (eastern Romania and Moldova).

Conclusion

Cucuteni pottery was brilliantly made in a technical sense, but its outstanding attraction was then and continues to be its elaborate decoration and variety of forms. Improvements in kiln technology and increased control over firing made the Cucuteni ceramic tradition possible, but these developments in pyrotechnology were rapidly shared among most of the pottery traditions across Old Europe, perhaps because they also were connected with advances in the ability to make and work metals. Cucuteni pottery was truly distinctive because of the liveliness of its surface decoration and the ambitious, inventive approach to shapes. The combination of profuse decoration and imaginative shapes made Cucuteni pottery the most aesthetically sophisticated ceramic artists of the Copper Age. Cucuteni pots were given as gifts or exported in other ways to surrounding cultures, particularly to Gumelnita communities in the lower Danube valley. The proliferation of shapes, many of them quite difficult to produce, implies that social events where Cucuteni pottery was used were equally complicated, with different kinds of vessels expected and required for the variety of foods, guests, rituals, and phases of events, much as nineteenth-century Victorian table settings became more complicated when meals provided a stage for the display of prestige, wealth, and knowledge of cultural codes rather than just for sharing food. Some Cucuteni vessels, such as highly decorated, pedestal stands, served only to elevate and display other, equally highly decorated bowls. Bowls that were an appropriate size for individual servings of food were frequently provided with highly decorated lids, suggesting that the contents were meant to be revealed, not just eaten. Ladies were elaborately painted so that the decoration appeared just as the food was served. Ubiquitous and distinctive pryform jars (figs. 6-21, 6-22, 6-39) were so top-heavy that they were difficult to fashion out of a medium as soft as clay, yet their proportions were so perfect that they look light and balanced even when the vessels are large. Such complex shapes and forms suggest a rich and perhaps socially competitive world of household and family feasts and rituals that drew potters from different communities together into a web of interaction and emulation.

In decoration a development can be traced from the incised, stamped, and fluted surface designs of the Pres-Cucuteni phase to the complex painted designs of Cucuteni A, A-B, and B. The flowing spirals and meanders that prevailed in many Cucuteni decorative styles demonstrated a precise calculation of the space to be decorated. V. Dumitrescu has noted the symmetrical disposition of motifs around all parts of the vessel, a goal difficult to achieve in the case of polychrome painted decoration, where the potter had to take into account the development and reduplication of the motif, its symmetric composition in the designated space, and the chromatic harmony of the design. Cucuteni A was the peak period for production of highly decorated trichrome wares, while Cucuteni B was dominated by black painted wares, and Cucuteni A-B refers to the transition from one to the other. Similarly, Cucuteni A was divided into three decorative styles, and Cucuteni B into three more styles, each designated with a Greek character, but as many as four of the styles can occur on the same vessel. Although clusters of these styles do define regional or chronological groups, the styles as characterized serve best as a grammar of decorative elements, some of which were used together on one pot and some of which were used in different times or places.

In spite of its exuberant variety, many aspects of Cucuteni pottery were similar across a large number of settlements and an enormous territory, demonstrating the existence of powerful local workshops that established traditions that were repeated and followed through many generations. The unity of complex decorative styles over vast spaces emphasized as well an enduring social connection between these innovative centers. When specialized potters began to produce pottery in large quantities during the Cucuteni B phase, some of the most elegant and demanding shapes were produced using highly refined clays and complex kilns, but decorative motifs became simpler and covered only the upper part of the vessel. At the end of the sequence, the chaos that brought an end to Cucuteni architecture, towns, female figurines, and domestic rituals also brought an end to Cucuteni pottery traditions. Social prestige and power no longer depended on the beauty, inventiveness, and expertise exhibited by vessels that were used to serve feasts or to meditate rituals. Power shifted to other kinds of activities. It was only when archaeology that recovered the evidence of this lost tradition. Cucuteni pottery, through its technical expertise in vessel construction and firing and aesthetic inventiveness in the harmonious combination of decorative motifs and colors with vessel shapes, demonstrated the degree of development reached by potters in a dynamic society, one that also achieved significant accomplishments in architecture, metallurgy, and religious life.
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Notes

The first metal used by humans was copper. From the development of the first tools two million years ago until copper began to be employed, all cutting and piercing tools had been made of naturally occurring materials—stone, antler, or bone. Copper also occurs naturally in the form of metallic nuggets, or native copper, and it was apparently native copper that was used first by experimenters, who heated it and pounded it into sheets with stone hammers as if it were an odd, malleable kind of stone. From a copper sheet it was possible to make, by cutting, bending, hammering, and welding, a wide variety of simple tools (hooks, awls, and blades) and ornaments (beads, rings, and other pendants). But eventually humans discovered that metallic copper was “hidden” inside a variety of bluish and greenish mineral rocks, from which it could be separated and extracted through a process known as smelting that must have seemed almost magical. When that discovery happened true metallurgy began.

The First Experiments: The Use of Native Copper

Present evidence shows that it was in the Near East, particularly in eastern Anatolia and northern Iraq, that humans first used native copper. Several archaeological sites are now known where copper was already used for beads and small objects by the end of the ninth millennium BC (fig. 7-1). Although it was largely native copper that was first utilized, there is evidence that it was exposed to some sort of heat treatment (fig. 7-2), presumably to make it malleable again after cold working (hammering), which makes the copper hard and brittle. In later periods this effect was certainly known and utilized to harden the edges of tools, but in the beginning of metal working there is no evidence for intentional hardening through cold hammering of edges. Nevertheless, although metal was collected like any other stone material, its peculiar properties were recognized and, accordingly, it was formed into awls, fish hooks, rolled beads, and the like by simple cold hammering.

Stone-working techniques like drilling were not useful for working copper. Copper was so malleable that a hole could not be drilled through a nugget of native copper in the normal way that beads were usually made in prehistory, with a natural abrasive like sand and a tubular drill made of reed or a fine flint drill point. Copper beads never were drilled, but instead were made by cutting and rolling a thin sheet of copper. This characteristic of copper is important, because the object long considered to represent the earliest metal find, a corroded pendant from...
the Shanidar cave in northern Iraq dated to the Upper Palaeolithic, had a round hole resembling the holes drilled in stone beads. Although this object appears to consist of metal that has corroded, it is most likely that the pendant was made from stone, namely, the green copper mineral malachite. It is interesting to note that this seems to be the earliest use of a green mineral for ornamentation. The dominant color for ornament and ritual in the Palaeolithic was red, mostly in the form of red ochre. Even if the find from Shanidar cave does not represent the earliest use of metal, it could yet be an indication of a fundamental change in color symbolism, represented by the choice of green-colored ornaments. Indeed, green stones of all kinds became quite common as ornaments during the first era of agriculture, the pre-pottery Neolithic in the Near East.

The Invention of Metallurgy: Cast or Smelted?

The smelting of mineral copper-bearing ores to extract copper was the decisive step in the invention of metallurgy. But how was it discovered? Was the first step the discovery that native metallic copper would liquify and could be poured into molds if raised to a very high (1083°C) temperature? Or did the first metallurgists accidentally mix powdered azurite or malachite minerals (perhaps granulated to make pigments) with charcoal grains in a reducing atmosphere in a kiln? If they did this, the copper could have smelted out of the mineral grains at about 1000–1200°C (depending on the nature of the ore), producing small but visible prills of metallic copper that could be tapped out of the reduced waste material, called slag, from the ore. It cannot be overemphasized that both phenomena must have made an enormous impression on Neolithic craftworkers. In one case a metallic “stone” would turn into a liquid and harden back into a metal; and in the other a more rocklike “stone” would be transformed into a metal with totally different properties.

Unfortunately, we have as yet no hard evidence about the chronological order of these discoveries, but the hypothesis that melting was discovered before smelting has become rather unlikely. The crucial evidence in favor of melting as a doorway toward smelting was a copper mace head found at the Neolithic settlement of Can Hasan in Anatolia, with a thick central hole that looked like it must have been drilled or cast, dated to around 6000 BC, and made of very pure copper typical of native copper. It was suggested that this object was cast from native copper—in other words, native copper was melted and poured into a mace-shaped mold. At the time this suggestion was made, the oldest finds of copper slag—the best evidence for the smelting of copper ores—were dated to the late sixth and early fifth millennium BC, later than Can Hasan. However, detailed analysis proved this hypothesis wrong. The mace head from Can Hasan was made of native copper, but it was not cast. Instead the Can Hasan mace head was hammered around a handle, probably made of wood.

Roughly contemporary with the mace head from Can Hasan is a lead bracelet from Yarim Tepe I in northern Iraq. Unlike copper, lead is extremely rare as a native metal in nature. Therefore, the appearance of lead metal might indicate that a lead ore was smelted to produce lead, perhaps providing the idea for eventual copper-ore smelting. While most researchers agree that it is very unlikely copper was ever smelted accidentally in a fire (the so-called campfire theory) because the temperature in an open fire is not high enough, the accidental smelting of lead is certainly possible. The melting point of lead also is much lower than that of copper, so one might speculate that, indeed, lead ores were cooked in an open fire.
fire and a small amount of lead metal might have been produced accidentally—and it was liquid! Such an observation must have aroused the curiosity if not the fascination of NeoLithic craftworkers and could have initiated more experimentation not only with lead ores but also with copper ores.

Such a scenario is not at all far fetched. At the NeoLithic settlement of Çayönü in southeastern Anatolia, where some of the earliest copper artifacts were found, pieces of galena (lead sulphide, the most abundant lead ore, black and shiny) were also recorded. Because early stone tool makers often improved the working qualities of stone materials by heating them in fire, it is not unlikely that they also tested copper and lead ores in a similar way. Even if copper ores did not yield a molten metal, they would change colors from green to black and/or red depending on the reactions in the fire. This could have given rise to curiosity and further experimentation. All of these factors might eventually have resulted in the melting of copper or even the smelting of its ores.

The Origins of Metallurgy in the Near East

Smelting permitted craftworkers to make implements not just from occasional stray finds of native copper but also from the much more abundant copper ores, minerals such as azurite and malachite. While these minerals are themselves somewhat restricted in their geographic distribution, in regions where they are found, as in eastern Anatolia west of the upper Euphrates River or in the Balkan Mountains in Bulgaria, they often occur in great quantities (fig. 7:1). The discovery of smelting opened the possibility of extracting much larger amounts of copper metal from such sources, which provided the impetus for the actual mining of malachite and azurite mineral veins. As noted, in a primitive smelting operation the mineral ore probably was first powdered, or pounded into small grains with a wooden mallet. In a primitive smelting operation the mineral ore probably was first powdered, or pounded into small grains with a wooden mallet. In a primitive smelting operation the mineral ore probably was first powdered, or pounded into small grains with a wooden mallet. In a primitive smelting operation the mineral ore probably was first powdered, or pounded into small grains with a wooden mallet.

Unfortunately, the time and place of the earliest smelting operation is not clear. In the Near East, the earliest evidence for smelting seems to have been found in Anatolia. However, the origin of slaglike material from Çatal Hüyük, level VIA (seventh millennium BC), located in south-central Anatolia and frequently identified as the oldest copper-smelting slag, is disputed.9 Indications of copper smelting are also found in the late Ubaid period (late fifth millennium BC) in the settlement of Norsuntepe in southeastern Anatolia9 and also to the late fifth millennium BC in the settlement of Abu Matar in the northern Negev, Israel, dated 4200–4000 BC by radiocarbon.10 At Abu Matar excavators found arsenic-rich copper prills still embedded in slag, indicating that arsenic-rich copper was smelted at this site.

This brings us to the invention of alloying, or the intentional mixing of these mineral ores to produce a metal not found or quite rare in nature, in order to obtain particular qualities of color or workability. The earliest evidence for this invention probably is at the settlement of Mersin, near Adana in southeastern Anatolia, where in the Middle Chalcolithic levels (XVII–XVI), dated to the early fifth millennium BC, metalworkers began to make simple copper tools—chisels and axes—by pouring molten copper into molds, or by casting, using copper that now can be identified by its chemical properties as having been obtained through the smelting of ores. By the middle of the fifth millennium BC, about the same date as Varna in Bulgaria, metalworkers at Mersin XVI–XIV were producing some cast metal tools made of copper with arsenic at levels of 1.15–4.25 percent,11 a new metallic material that was harder than pure copper and easier to cast.

When molten, pure copper absorbs oxygen from the air, which is released on cooling, thus producing cavities in the metal. Arsenic in copper can bind the oxygen so that casters of better quality can be produced. Moreover, the presence of several percent arsenic also reduces the melting point of the mixture and reduces the viscosity of the melt. Since copper ores are often associated with minerals of arsenic, it is possible that this new material was discovered accidently. Its new qualities may have been recognized and, accordingly, certain ores may have been preferred to others. It was certainly not possible to produce this alloy by adding arsenic to molten copper, because the boiling point of arsenic is much lower (617°C versus 1083°C, the melting point of copper). The arsenic concentration could not be controlled as it varies between 0.5 and 5 percent in arsenical copper of the fifth and fourth millennia. Nevertheless, alloying, even if it was only by selection of ores or smelted products, was an enormous advance in human control over the qualities of metal.

By the late fifth millennium BC, there were at least four centers of metallurgy in the Near East and Iran. Starting from the east, the first was in highland Iran, west and south of Tehran, where many small tools of copper (probably native copper) were found at Zagh in an occupation spanning 5500–4600 BC, and slag containing copper prills was found at Cheshmesh-Al in an occupation dated 4600–4000 BC.12 The second center was in the mountainous part of southeastern Anatolia drained by the middle Euphrates River, from Malatya to Ergani, probably Norsuntepe; the third was in southeastern Anatolia nearer the coast, including Mersin; and the fourth was in the Levant, west of the Jordan valley. It was in the latter region that lost-wax casting appeared first, again in the late fifth millennium BC.

Lost-wax casting made it possible to create metal objects in almost unlimited shapes, including sculptural pieces with intricate surface detail. In lost-wax casting, the original model of the object that the craftsperson wanted to make out of metal was sculpted out of a mixture of beeswax and resin, possibly with fine surface details of hair and facial features, or with loops and garnishes impossible to create by hammering and bending. Fragments of the clay molds still adhering to cast metal objects in Israel indicate that the original wax-and-resin model was enclosed in a very fine clay or mud that packed up all the surface details. This very fine first layer was encased in a rougher second layer of iron-rich clay mixed with quartz sand and vegetal material, and that layer was encased in a third layer of lime plaster or clay mixed with quartz sand and dried marl.13 Holes were made to allow the wax-and-resin original to flow out when the mold was fired and the wax-and-resin model melted. After the clay mold was fired, molten metal was poured into the void evacuated by the resin and beeswax, and the metal cooled in the form of the lost-wax model. Seven sites west of the Jordan valley have produced arsenical copper artifacts made by the lost-wax process, dated broadly to 4500–3700 BC, the oldest examples of the use of this method. The most famous site is the cave at Nahal Mishmar, where in 1961 a hoard of 442 copper objects was found. Most were made by the lost-wax process and consisted of a curious alloy of copper, antimony, and some arsenic.14 Other sites with objects made by the lost-wax process include the base and standard at Peq’in cave, are more securely dated by radiocarbon to the two centuries before 4000 BC.

By the last quarter of the fifth millennium BC, perhaps earlier, metalworkers in Anatolia, Iran, and the Levant had invented smelting, casting in simple molds, alloying through the selection of ores, and lost-wax casting. By the early fourth millennium BC, ample and widespread evidence of copper smelting and casting at an advanced level occurred at many different sites in the eastern Mediterranean: Anatolia—Değirmentepe, Norsuntepe, Tülintepe, and Tepecik—and on a considerable scale.15 These sites played an important role in the provision of copper to the first cities in the lower Tigris and Euphrates valleys in the middle and late fourth millennium BC.

Interconnections between Early Metal-Working Centers

Not so many years ago, it was generally assumed that European metallurgy was derived from the Near East, where it spread first to the Balkan peninsula and then to the Balkan peninsula. But the initial widespread application of radiocarbon dating in the 1950s and 1960s produced a chronology for the Balkan Copper Age that was much older and began much earlier than had been thought possible. In 1969 C. Renfrew drew together radiocarbon dates showing that the Balkan Copper Age was almost
as old as the oldest copper metallurgy in the Near East, and suggested that the production and use of copper in the Balkans was an indigenous, independent, or nearly independent development.20 Strong support for this hypothesis was provided by the discovery of the prehistoric copper mines at Rudna Glava21 and several other sites in Serbia as well as at As Burnër in Bulgaria.22 Exploitation of some of these mines dates back to the middle of the fifth millennium BC, roughly the same time as, or even earlier than, the beginnings of copper smelting in the Near East.

As the data stands now, it would not be unreasonable to suggest that copper smelting began during the late sixth millennium BC in southeastern Europe and, somewhat later, in the first half of the fifth millennium BC, in Anatolia. But this conditional European priority depends on the resolution of the question of the nature of the slag-like material from Catal Hoyuk, level VIA, which would give the priority back to Anatolia if it is confirmed as slag, and in any case rapidly changing archaeological discoveries make any claim of priority questionable. It is not at all clear whether the early metal-working centers in Anatolia, the Levant, Iran, and southeastern Europe had any influence on each other in the fifth millennium BC. Arsenical copper objects were made in southeastern Anatolia and the Levant, but were very unusual in Iran and southeastern Europe, where alloying appears to have been almost unknown. Lost-wax casting remained confined to the Levant until later in the fourth millennium BC. Smelting and casting, the only operations shared across all of these emerging metallurgical craft centers in the late fifth millennium BC, could have been invented independently in connection with high-temperature ceramic firing in kilns.

The Early Use of Copper in Southeastern Europe

The rich metal finds discovered in 1972 at the cemetery of Varna in Bulgaria, while excavations were still being conducted at the copper mines of Rudna Glava in Serbia,23 inevitably directed international attention to the metal resources of southeastern Europe. While I. Ivanov was excavating at Varna, E.N. Chernykh produced the first extensive summary study of Copper Age metal finds and an evaluation of the mining sites in Bulgaria.24 H. Todorova followed with a comparative study of Copper Age axes and adzes.25 Later S. Ciochadliev published new and further finds at Slatino and identified new presumed sources of copper minerals in the Struma Valley.26 Since the 1980s there have been many studies of the copper artifacts and mines of southeastern Europe.

The Russian metallurgist N.V. Ryndina observed that the oldest use of native copper in southeastern Europe, to make small beads and other simple ornaments, occurred not in the southern regions, where Near Eastern influence would be expected to appear first, but at the northern edge of the Starčevo-Criş geographic distribution, where natural copper minerals occurred and pieces of native copper could be picked up from the earth’s surface.27 Copper awls, fishhooks, and rolled wire beads were the first things made of native copper, examples having been found in nine Starčevo-Criş settlements dating to the final phase of the Early Neolithic period in southeastern Europe. A good example is Šelješt, a Late Criş farming settlement, where three small beads made of native copper were found in two separate trash deposits in an otherwise ordinary farming settlement in the forested valleys of the eastern Carpathian piedmont.28 Copper was by no means common in Starčevo-Criş settlements. It remained a local novelty largely limited to areas within easy trading distance of a few known copper mineral outcrops, those that probably had already been found by Early Neolithic explorers in northeastern Serbia and perhaps those in the middle Mureş River valley in western Transylvania.

During the last two decades, it has become increasingly clear that the earliest smelting operations did not take place near the source of the raw material, at the mine or the outcrop, but in living areas or settlements. Copper slag was recently found at Belovode in Serbia, a settlement of the early Vinča period dated about 5400 BC.29 This seems to be the earliest copper-smelting slag presently known in southeastern Europe.30 Belovode also contained several large collections or concentrations of malachite lumps, probably the ore that produced the slag, and the lead inclusions in some samples matched those from the deposit at Rudna Glava, where there was a Vinča-era mine. The sixth-millennium BC discoveries at Belovode are consistent with the discovery of a cast copper chisel in the oldest-occupation phase at the early Vinča settlement of Pločnik,31 dated 5500–4700 BC, and with the presence of many lumps of malachite at Vinča throughout the stratigraphy of the settlement, from the earliest occupation phase to the latest. At Pločnik a feature was uncovered that could be the remains of a smelting oven, although without any identified copper slag. Four hoards of uncertain date, possibly later than the settlement, were found at Pločnik containing forty-five cast copper axe-hammers and chisels. These hoards introduce another aspect of southeastern European copper metallurgy: its abundance.

Southeastern Europe was one of a handful of places in the ancient world where craftworkers were making cast tools of smelted copper during the fifth millennium BC. But it is distinguished from any other early copper-working region by the distance and volume of early copper and gold artifacts that have been found, which far exceed the known production of all contemporaneous inventories in any other region. Altogether, the metal finds known today from southeastern Europe, including Hungary, add up to about 4,700 kilograms of copper and more than 6 kilograms of gold. Most of these objects (figs. 7-3, 7-4) date to a 700-year period between 4500 and 3800 BC.32

The immense abundance of copper artifacts in southeastern Europe from periods “before the Bronze Age” was evident already in the nineteenth century, leading to the suggestion that a separate period be introduced between the Neolithic and the Bronze Age, namely the Chalcolithic, or Copper Age.33 Due to the lack of equivalent copper finds in western and northern Europe, this concept never received full acceptance, however, and indeed is disputed even today.34 Possibly, this is the reason why Eneolithic is nowadays the much more common term in the archaeological of southeastern Europe. It would appear, however, that Eneolithic and Chalcolithic (or Copper Age) are used in the same way and can thus be considered synonymous. They simply denote a chronological stage between the Neolithic and the Bronze Age that is characterized by the more or less regular use of copper.35 There seems to be a growing consensus, however, that this period in southeastern Europe actually...

---

7-3. Spiral bracelet. Copper, Cucuteni, Ariuşd, 4500–3900 BC, MJIBV.
7-4. Axe. Copper, Gureaţ, Oltenia, 4600–3900 BC, MNR.
represented a specific era of cultural history between the Neolithic and the Bronze Age, with specific modes of food production, social structure as indicated by settlement patterns, burial customs, and the exchange systems of material goods.

**Copper Mines in Southeastern Europe**

Significant Copper Age copper mines have been excavated by archaeologists B. Jovanović at Rudna Glava in northeastern Serbia and E. N. Chernykh at Ai Bunar in central Bulgaria. But at many other places in southeast Europe, archaeologists have discovered malachite or azurite mineral outcrops with surface indications of prehistoric mining, particularly in eastern and central Serbia, Transylvania, and southeastern Bulgaria. Copper mineral deposits of different geological ages and origins contain different clusters of lead isotopes, so the study of lead isotopes can be tested relatively easily with scientific methods by comparing the chemical and lead-isotope composition of the artifacts with those of the supposed ore sources. For this reason, studies of lead isotopes conducted by this author (Pernicka) and colleagues showed that 95 percent of the tested artifacts from the Copper Age in Bulgaria and Serbia fell into nine distinct lead-isotope groups, presumably from nine different geological sources. Oddly, none of the Serbian metal objects in the original study could be ascribed to the archaeologically excavated Copper Age mine at Rudna Glava, although many could be ascribed to a nearby, actually much larger copper deposit in the same region, near Majdanpek. Recent studies of samples from the very early Vinča copper-working settlement at Belovode finally did produce a lead-isotope match with Rudna Glava. It is likely that much of the copper used in late Vinča and Bodrogkeresztúr settlements in the central Balkans was supplied by ore deposits from eastern Serbia.

The Ai Bunar mines were located near Stara Zagora in eastern Serbia. The Ai Bunar mines were rich in copper ore, one ton of which contained in limestone, and showed signs of careful mining. The mines were open trenches cut into the rock, ten to eighty meters long and three to ten meters wide. Most of them were two to three meters deep, but in some places they reached twenty or even thirty meters (more than ninety feet) in depth. Abandoned mine trenches were filled by the miners with material dumped from new trenches, as well as a variety of tools, pottery, and even the bodies of three individuals. Tools discarded in the trenches included more than twenty fragmented picks made from red-deer antler, very large hammer stones, and two heavily used cast copper tools, a hammer-axe and an axe-adze. Ceramic sherds from the excavated trenches were all from the Karanovo VI pots, dated about 4800–4300 BC, but copper objects that probably were made from Ai Bunar copper ore have been found in Karanovo V contexts, so the mines likely were operating by about 5000 BC.

It is tempting to relate the Eneolithic copper artifacts in the Balkans to one of these mines, and this is in fact common practice. Chernykh, for instance, distinguished three metallurgical provinces in southeastern Europe and related them to the production centers of Ai Bunar, Rudna Glava, and an unknown center in the Carpathian mountains. From her typological study of Eneolithic copper artifacts, K. Todorova came to similar conclusions but assumed that the geographically nearest mineral sources would have been utilized to make objects of a similar form in a particular region. This basic model can be tested relatively easily with scientific methods by comparing the chemical and lead-isotope composition of the artifacts with those of the supposed ore sources. So far this approach has resulted more often in a rejection than a confirmation of the simple geographical-proximity assumption. A typical example, although from a later period, was the finding that the majority of the early Bronze Age objects do not derive from presently known Aegean ore sources. This conclusion made much less convincing the suggestion that the remarkable cultural development of the Aegean during the early third millennium BC was due to the invention of tin bronze in this region. Actually, for some bronze objects there was, and still is, no ore deposit known in Anatolia or southeastern Europe that could possibly have yielded them their copper. The metal that defined the northern Aegean Early Bronze Ages could well derive from very distant regions.

The period defined in Bulgarian archaeology as the Late Copper Age (Late Eneolithic) was the peak period of copper production in southeastern Europe, including Romania (fig. 7-5). Radiocarbon dates suggest that it began about 4700–4600 BC and ended about 4500–4200 BC. Subsequently, during the Final Copper Age, there was a hiatus in settlements on the Maritsa plain in the Balkans, near the Ai Bunar mines related to the sites seem to have ceased production. They might have been declining already during the Late Copper Age, as many artifacts from Varna and other sites have lead-isotope signatures that could indicate an ore source in southeastern Europe near the coast, around Ruse, Burgas, and Meden Rud. South of Burgas, occupation continued during the Final Copper Age at the now submerged coastal settlement of Sozopol. Among copper artifacts made during the Final Copper Age (4000–3600 BC) and the following Proto-Bronze Age periods, more than half exhibit lead-isotope signatures consistent with an ore from near Majdanpek in northeastern Serbia, which seems to have been the most important source of this period (figs. 7-6, 7-7).

Although these developments mark the end of the peak period of copper production, it was not the end of the Copper Age. In western Romania and eastern Hungary, including the territory near the copper-ore sources in western Transylvania, the Bodrogkeresztúr culture evolved near Medni Rud in southeastern Bulgaria. The Bodrogkeresztúr culture is a smaller and more ephemeral than the settlements of the preceding Tiszaológár culture in the Tisza-middle-Danube region, and the Bodrogkeresztúr economy seems to have depended more on cattle breeding, but Bodrogkeresztúr graves and settlement areas were relatively rich in metal finds, including large cast copper tools (fig. 7-8). One of the...
the most interesting Bodrogkeresztúr finds, the Moigrad hoard, contained several unique large gold pieces (figs. 7-9, 7-10, 1-17, page 162). The hoard has a complicated history, having been originally described as a combination of two hoards, one found in Tiszazőlős in Hungary and the other in Moigrad, western Romania, mixed with obviously more recent golden objects from a medieval Sarmatian grave that might have disturbed the Copper Age deposit at Tiszazőlős. J. Chapman provided a good review of the recent arguments about the origins of the hoard and concluded that most of it might have come from a single Bodrogkeresztúr deposit, perhaps a grave, at Tiszazőlős. This would make the gold objects later in date than Varna, which might explain the dissimilarities between the Moigrad and Varna gold objects, but a large golden pendant at Moigrad (page 162) does resemble similar “ring-ids” from the peak Late Copper Age.

The Copper and Gold of Varna

The Late Copper Age cemetery of Varna I was accidentally discovered in 1972 during excavation of a cable trench in an industrial area west of the city of Varna. The keeper of the prehistoric collection of the museum in Varna, Ivan Ivanov, was called in immediately and excavations were conducted under his directorship until 1986. Only thirty-six graves, about 12 percent of all excavated graves at Varna, have been entirely published to date in various articles. It is obvious from the plan of the cemetery that the site has not yet been investigated completely but continues most likely on both the southwest and the northwest.

Archaeologically the cemetery belongs to the so-called Kodzadermen-Gumelnita-Karanovo VI complex (KGK VI), which covers most of Bulgaria and southern Romania between the delta of the Danube River on the north and the Rhodope Mountains on the south. Varna has aroused great interest because of the exceptional wealth of gold finds, but the graves also contained many copper finds that seem to derive from different ore deposits in various regions. This diversity suggests that the social elite buried there might have drawn on the resources of a larger region.

The gold articles from Varna were studied first by A. Hartmann, who analyzed 137 objects by means of
atomic-emission spectrometry. The Varna gold can be assigned to essentially two gold sources. One, designated gold source B, had no impurities of platinum, and the other, designated gold source BP, had considerable platinum impurities. Both sources were thin-free and had a moderate silver content of approximately 11 percent. Gold derived from source BP, from which about half of the examined gold articles at Varna were manufactured, is limited to sites located in the coastal zone of the Black Sea. Gold derived from source B, according to Hartmann, is found in the entire region of the lower Danube valley and along the coast of the Black Sea. He assumed that the platinum-rich BP source was located east or southeast of the Black Sea, in the South Caucasus, where the gold of Colchis was famous in the later Greek world, and he assigned the platinum-free B source broadly to the eastern Mediterranean area. But recent research has concentrated on much closer sources, particularly on the possibility of gold in the eastern Balkans, not far west of Varna, and in the southern Balkans, near Mount Sakar on the Turkish border. From the Bulgarian side, the alluvial gold deposits of Bulgaria have been investigated by Z. Tisitsin. Ancient gold mining in Bulgarian and Turkish Thrace, which was famous in the ancient world for its gold, has been investigated by A. Jockenhövel and X. Popov. Some of the technological aspects of gold processing and manufacture at Varna were studied further by R. Echt and colleagues.

J. Lichardus and M. Lichardus-Itten proposed a model for the formation of the Copper Age cultures of the Balkans and lower Danube valley that assumed an exchange and mutual influence between indigenous Old European farmers and nomadic stock breeders from the steppes, resulting in a specific type of burial rite. The seemingly rather abrupt end to this prosperous era has long been discussed, and the steppe have been widely criticized. Presently the most broadly accepted explanation for this sharp decline, one that includes also the Aegean cultures, is that the enviroment altered—due to a climatic change—in a way that was unsustainable for the economy of tell settlements.
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Long-distance trade routes have always been an object of fascination for geographers and historians, exciting the imagination and stimulating inquiries, for the simple reason that trade routes combine universal concepts of space and time—thus making sense of the human condition in an indelible way. Linking diverse cultures and civilizations, these routes depended upon economic, social, political, cultural, and religious conditions, and reflected the entire array of institutions and ideologies embraced by the individuals who interacted along the way.

As a microcosm of the essential problems of the social sciences, trade routes can help to frame the questions we ask in seeking to understand the meaning of social life in the ancient world, as well as the possible answers that we might expect.

I have been interested for a long time in ancient shells, and particularly in the *Spondylus gaederopus*. I discovered a *Spondylus* shell during my first excavation at the archaeological site of Dikili-Tash in Greek eastern Macedonia, not far from the Aegean Sea. The site was occupied from the Neolithic through the Early Bronze Age, about 5500–3000 bc. Researching books and archaeological reports, I realized that this shell, which grows only in Mediterranean waters, was exported far into Europe and in fact represented the oldest long-distance trade of a specific, identifiable resource on the continent. I also perceived an analogy to much-later trade in other precious natural resources, characterized by a complicated mixture of economic, social, and religious associations, such as the lapis lazuli trade that brought this brilliant blue stone from Afghanistan to Mesopotamia (actually Iraq), or the well-known jade trade that crossed central and east Asia. Similar socioeconomic and religious implications perhaps held for other historically attested exchange systems, such as the circulation of Cowrie shells (*Cypraeidae*) from India to Africa and, at a smaller scale, that of the *Dentalium* shell in North America. I asked why a shell that is, in simple terms, just an oyster would have been traded from the Mediterranean almost to the British Channel, but I was dissatisfied with the answer repeatedly offered, that it was for “prestige.” What happened across Europe with the *Spondylus* shell seems to me a much more complicated affair and one that, we shall see, remains surrounded by many mysteries.

Two large bracelets. *Spondylus*, Hamangia, Cernavodă, 5000–4800 bc, MNAC and MNIR.

Spondylus and Long-Distance Trade in Prehistoric Europe
Michel Louis Séfériadès
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)
The Origin and Distribution of *Spondylus gaederopus* Shells

Bivalves of the genus *Spondylus* (Latin *spondylus*, Greek *spondulos*, *spondulos*, *vertebra*) are mollusks (phylum *mollusca*) of the class *Bivalvia* (bivalves). The animal lacks filaments (*byssus*) with which to attach itself to the sea floor, but instead cements itself to rocks like the true oyster. The shell is more or less round but with two unequal valves, and on the outside it is brightly colored and furnished with spines and foliaceous blades (fig. 8-1). The two valves are connected with a ball-and-socket type hinge, thick enough to provide the raw material for beads and other ornaments, while the shell itself is a highly colored, very attractive purplish crimson.

There are many species of *Spondylus* around the globe, but all live only in warm seas, at depths from two to thirty meters. The shells are found relatively isolated and strongly attached to rock. As beautiful curiosities they are relatively rare: They lose some of their color if exposed on a beach, so the best specimens for ornaments must be obtained by diving, but they are difficult to find and detach. In ancient Europe the shells were valued both on the Mediterranean coasts and far inland, where they were worked, venerated, and exchanged in many different periods. In Pre-Columbian America they nourished the gods, and in the western islands of the Pacific Ocean they were until recently symbols of institutional power.

The species *S. gaederopus* lives in the waters of the Mediterranean Sea and extends down the northwestern African coast, but does not occur in the Black Sea, primarily due to the temperature and the salinity of its water. Analyses of the oxygen and strontium isotopes in ancient *Spondylus* shells found in Neolithic archaeological sites in Europe have shown that they came from the Mediterranean, and not from old fossil deposits on land or from the Black Sea. As the microstructure of the shell is formed free of calcite and aragonite, the large valves of *S. gaederopus* offer an ideal material for working, sculpting, and fine polishing, to produce objects for the adornment of clothing and the body (fig. 8-2). Neolithic ornaments made from *Spondylus* are superbly executed and include pendants made of the whole shell with single or multiple perforations, and the whole shell cut by a deep notch or V-shaped incision; thin as well as very large bracelets that are round or flattened in section, made from the outer circumference of the shell; beads in the shape of discs and ovoid or rhomboidal cylinders; and occasionally pendants sculpted in the form of anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figures.

In Europe the appearance of *Spondylus* as a valuable item in long-distance trade coincided with the creation of new regional exchange networks that accompanied the introduction of farming economies, precipitating the new economic order that began the Neolithic era. The earliest farming economies in Europe evolved, I believe, as the result of a largely independent process, which took place first in the modern territory of Greece about 7500–6500 BCE, whereby local foragers adopted domesticated plants and animals from the Near East. Within this Aegean environment the *Spondylus* was a native shell. In spite of the absence of texts and oral traditions, we can follow the *Spondylus* trade archaeologically over nearly three thousand kilometers—mirroring the trajectory of the spread of domesticated wheat, barley, legumes, cattle, and sheep northward out of Greece extending from the Aegean and the Adriatic Seas, where the shells were harvested, to France, Germany, and Poland, where they are found in the archaeological remains of settlements and cemeteries, in graves, and as isolated finds (fig. 8-3).

To the north, in Bulgaria, the large Neolithic and Copper Age cemeteries (dated about 4500–4200 BCE) of Varna and Durankulak on the edge of the Black Sea have produced many objects fabricated from *Spondylus* with other
shells, including Glycymeris, as well as with various objects of cut and polished stone and bone, copper, and gold (figs. 8-5, 8-6). In northeastern Bulgaria the “treasure” of the tell of Oumurtaz, preserved in a vase from the Copper Age culture of Karanovo VI, includes fragments of Spondylus bracelets, cut and polished stone tools, bone artifacts, the incisors of a pig, and a grindstone.

North of Bulgaria, Spondylus artifacts are found in great numbers in Romania, the territory of the former Yugoslavia, Hungary, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic (Bohemia and Moravia). The tombs of old men—the richest graves—have yielded Spondylus artifacts in Slovakia and the necropolis of Nitra (Bandkeramik Neolithic culture, about 5500–5000 B.C.), and in southern Poland, where artifacts are found that combine Spondylus with cut and polished stone. During the Neolithic and Copper Age periods in Romania, Spondylus artifacts are present not only in the south of the country—in the Danubian areas corresponding with the cultures of Criq, Dudești, Hamangia, Bosan, Gumelnita, Cernava I, and Cernava II—but also in the Carpathian Basin, Transylvania, and Banat (figs. 8-7–8-10).

In northeastern Romania, however, in the region of the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture, Spondylus artifacts appear absent, with no obvious explanation. The single known exception is the unique hoard of Karbuna, found in Moldova, south of Chisinau. The Karbuna hoard contained 444 copper objects as well as 270 ornaments and unfinished pieces of Spondylus shell hidden in a Tripolye A pot probably dated about 4500 B.C.—an exceptional indication that Spondylus was traded into Cucuteni-Tripolye societies.

Even farther north, in Austria, Bavaria, the Rhenish regions, and northwestern France, Spondylus artifacts also are found, usually in Neolithic graves. The farthest northwestern find was a large cylindrical Spondylus bead serendipitously discovered at Epône, northwest of Paris. Further west the acid nature of the soil probably did not favor the preservation of the shells, but one may wonder whether Spondylus artifacts could have reached Brittany and consequently the Atlantic coast. Curiously, the farther one moves away from the Adriatic-Aegean,
the native habitat of the *Spondylus*, the more frequently *Spondylus* artifacts appear to abound! This apparent paradox stimulates a number of questions concerning the underlying reasons for the astonishing diffusion.

**The Organization and Meaning of the *Spondylus* Trade**

Most of the *Spondylus* artifacts found in Europe were initially processed and then finished on the Aegean and Adriatic coasts or in farming communities not far from the sea, principally in modern Greece, Albania, Montenegro, and Croatia. *Spondylus* shells usually were not traded in a fresh or growth state or as separate unworked valves. Nevertheless, abraded valves apparently collected on beaches are found in some of the areas farthest away from the Aegean, as illustrated by discoveries at Vadastra in Romania. In fact there is more evidence for the circulation of unworked or minimally worked shells in a natural state than has been realized. Evidence of the circulation and exchange of these shells in a natural state is of two types: first, from the limited excavations of settlements, and second, from workshops often located far from their native marine habitat. In the latter category are sites like Asagi Pinar (Turkish Thrace), Orlovce (southeast Bulgaria), Obre (Bosnia), Sopot (the Middle Danube), Battonya (southeastern Hungary), and Hirsova (Romania; fig. 8-11), all dated about 5500–4000 bc.

Unfinished objects occur to a small extent almost everywhere from the Carpathians to Bavaria. In addition, the typology of *Spondylus* objects reveals a great variety of forms, subtypes, and alternatives that vary from place to place, and often are specific to particular cultures and “facies” of the Neolithic and Copper Age over nearly three thousand years, 6500–3500 bc. This local variability in time and space suggests that the shells often were modified and reworked locally as they followed trade routes.

The pattern of diffusion of *Spondylus* artifacts through much of Europe along a southeastern to northwestern axis probably reflects distribution at the most densely inhabited places during the Neolithic and Copper Ages. The trade among these places presupposes a network of access routes and a social framework of elaborate exchange systems—including bartering, gift exchange,
and reciprocity—such that these shells even reached some isolated places, including high mountain valleys, in the Carpathians. In the absence of any texts or oral histories and in spite of a growing number of extensive excavations, it is still not possible to identify particular localities as centers of concentration or redistribution.

Why was there such a desire for these shells that, once deeply transformed (the red color seldom being preserved) and after having traveled, must have lost much of their original beauty? Spondylus artifacts are associated in most archaeological reports with concepts of wealth and prestige. The creation of chiefs, figures of authority, small potentates, “princes,” and revered elders at the top of the social hierarchy (depending upon the form of social stratification), and their accumulation of these shells, reinforced the capacity to aggregate possessions of a variety ranging from rare raw materials (honey-colored flint from Madara in Dobrogea, obsidian from the Carpathians and perhaps the Aegean Islands, marble, malachite, jadeite, rock crystal, and carnelian) to valuable artifacts (polished stone axes, adzes, and mace heads) and metal (copper and gold). When Spondylus shells are found in graves, they are often together with these kinds of valuables in accumulations that suggest they were regarded as a kind of wealth or a sign of prestige.

However, these simple concepts of wealth and prestige appear inadequate to explain the deep interest in Spondylus artifacts exhibited by Neolithic and Copper Age Europeans. More-fundamental reasons for such a passion cannot be understood without recourse to the comparative ethnographic literature. For example, in a similar manner and until relatively recently, the Yukon Indians and the Salish of western North America were unaware of the maritime source of shells such as Dentalium, which they obtained via the Chilcotin Indians, marble, malachite, jadeite, rock crystal, and carnelian) to valuable artifacts (polished stone axes, adzes, and mace heads) and metal (copper and gold). When Spondylus shells are found in graves, they are often together with these kinds of valuables in accumulations that suggest they were regarded as a kind of wealth or a sign of prestige.
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of shamanic thought and, consequently, of the Neolithic and Chalcolithic people, who were engaged in an eternal dialectic between man and nature: What is good here is bad up there, and vice versa. Perhaps if the bracelet had remained intact, the individual buried at Varna, whether a child or an adult, could not have carried it to the other World.31

Patterns incised on a valve of a Spondylus pendant found in the Neolithic burial of a woman in Mostanga in Voïvodine (Serbia; fig. 8-15),32 although difficult to interpret, appear to represent a boat and stars—expressions of the symbolic system encompassing this shell. They reflect the synergy that related this woman to both the Earth and the universe through the ever present dialogue between nature and culture that is an eternal expression of life’s joys and anguishes.

Translated by A.G. Brown, PhD
The Varna Eneolithic Cemetery in the Context of the Late Copper Age in the East Balkans

Vladimir Slavchev
Varna Regional Museum of History

The Varna Eneolithic (or Copper Age) cemetery was found by accident in the autumn of 1972 during excavation work in the western industrial zone of the coastal city of Varna, Bulgaria. The cemetery was situated approximately 400 meters north of modern Varna Lake, which during the Copper Age was a bay connected to the Black Sea. The burial ground occupied a terrace that sloped gently southward toward the water’s edge, at an elevation of twelve to eighteen meters above modern sea level. Archaeological excavations were conducted under the direction of Ivan Ivanov, to whom we owe the precise excavation, documentation, and explanation of this exceptional site. The cemetery was created about 4400 BC by a society, today known as the Varna culture, that buried its leaders with many weapons and ornaments, including stunning quantities of gold. Varna is the oldest cemetery yet found where humans were buried with abundant golden ornaments. The richness and variety of the Varna grave gifts in a cemetery of such an early date was a surprise to the global archaeological community, including Ivanov. What follows is a brief account of the discovery of Grave 36 at Varna, the objects from which were exhibited at the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World in New York in 2009–10.

The Discovery of Grave 36

After the first rich graves were discovered in 1972, the second excavation season at the Varna cemetery, in 1973, did not provide any special finds, and the number of excavated graves was comparatively small—twenty graves in eleven months of intensive work with few breaks. The third excavation season began on June 19, 1974. The efforts of Ivanov, the project’s leader, were focused on investigating the territory to the south and west of the area already explored. Still not knowing the size of the cemetery, he tried to define its boundaries. He worked with seventeen prisoners from the District Prison of Varna who were serving sentences of fifteen to twenty-five years. They were supervised by prison guards and by officers of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, who guarded the area because it had been declared a monument of national cultural importance.

By the end of July 1974, nine Copper Age graves had been found and excavated, but only six additional graves were discovered in August and September. The last grave was reburied by the collapse of the excavation following heavy rain, and its re-exca- vation required an additional week. Discouraged and trying to turn his bad
luck, Ivanov started to explore the southeastern part of the cemetery. On September 23, at a depth of 0.93 meter, the workers discovered a small copper axe. Work stopped, the excavated soil was sieved, and forty-four golden beads were found. The grave was given the number 36, and work resumed very carefully (fig. 9-1). After three days of slow and assiduous excavation, it became clear that the grave pit was a cenotaph, or symbolic grave, and contained no human bones. Three groups of artifacts were clearly discerned on the grave floor. The northern and the southern groups yielded copper and flint tools, a bone figurine (fig. 9-2), ceramic vessels, and Dentalium shell beads. The central group comprised a multitude of gold artifacts.

Bulgarian National Television and a crew from the Popular Science Film Studio arrived on September 26 and filmed the sensational discovery, which was featured that evening on the central news broadcast. A timber shed was erected above Grave 36 to protect it from the weather until all of the finds were planned and photographed in situ. Meanwhile rich burials in Graves 41 and 43 were discovered, and the team turned its attention to excavating and documenting them before cold weather set in. For this reason the burial objects were not removed from Grave 36 until October 26, a full month after their discovery. Only then did it become clear that the gold artifacts in the central group had been deposited in four stratigraphic layers, which yielded a miniature diadem, a gold scepter (fig. 9-3), a gold sickle (fig. 9-4), a gold sheep knuckle-bone (or astragal, commonly used in the ancient world as dice; fig. 9-5), and two gold bull figurines together with gold bracelets (fig. 9-6), rings, and appliqués (fig. 9-7) and strings of gold beads.

Grave 36 presented several features that made its interpretation difficult. It contained a greater number and a greater variety of gold artifacts than Grave 4, the richest that had been found before the discovery of Grave 36, although the total weight of gold artifacts in Grave 4 exceeded the weight of those in Grave 36 because there were more solid-gold objects in Grave 4. The gold bull figurines of Grave 36 were particularly interesting—their horns being curved back in a manner similar to those of a water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) (fig. 9-8). Only one other bull figurine was found in the Varna cemetery (in Grave 26), and it was smaller and not so finely made. To date no parallels have been found outside the Varna cemetery. The small size of the gold objects, such as the miniature diadem, was also unusual (fig. 9-9). Although miniature ceramic vessels were not uncommon in the Late Copper Age graves at Varna, other kinds of artifacts placed in the grave pits usually were not miniaturized, leading Ivanov to suggest that Grave 36 was the cenotaph or symbolic grave of a child. Subsequently, another interpretation suggested that the objects in Grave 36 were insignia of power that were buried when new ones were made for a new chieftain. According to this theory, a chieftain was chosen for a certain period of time, and after exhausting his vigor he was no longer able to provide fertility and abundance for the community. Thus in a ritual partly preserved in Grave 36, the old chieftain was deprived of the symbolic attributes of his power, as it was these and not his physical body that were socially meaningful. Stripped of his attributes, the ruler no longer existed. The old insignia that represented his past are


interpreted to have died in his stead and were buried in Grave 36. New insignia were then made for the subsequent, young ruler.

The Varna Cemetery

Excavations were conducted at Varna over a period of twenty years (1972–91) and exposed an area of 7,500 square meters containing 310 graves of the Late Copper Age Varna culture. The area of the cemetery also contained seven Early Bronze Age garbage pits, one Roman garbage pit, three other nonmortuary archaeological deposits, and seventy-six isolated artifacts (fig. 9-10).

Among the Late Copper Age graves, 305 were disturbed and the skeleton and/or the grave goods damaged to some extent. The disturbances were of different kinds—resulting from animal holes, tree roots, later graves (dating to a subsequent phase of the Late Copper Age and the Early Bronze Age), agricultural activity, modern excavation work, and so forth. Human bones were poorly preserved due to high soil acidity.

Only 5 graves contained no grave goods at all. The most common finds were ceramic vessels; only 11 of the undisturbed graves yielded no pottery. Flint tools or weapons were found in 140 graves; polished stone axes, chisels, adzes, or polished stone were found in 58; copper tools and weapons were placed in 78; and bone or antler tools and implements occurred in 76 graves. More than eighty percent of the graves yielded ornaments made from non-local, imported materials: gold, copper, various minerals, and the Aegean Spondylus and Dentalium shells.

Some kinds of objects tended to be placed near particular parts of the body. Ceramic vessels were placed around the skull or on the upper part of the chest. Tools and weapons were found in this area or beside the arms. Ornaments were placed on those parts of the body where they would have been worn by the deceased during his or her life—for example, the diadem was on the head, bracelets on the arms, and rings on the fingers.

No surface monuments, mounds, or markers were preserved over the Varna graves. The grave pits were rectangular with rounded corners. The graves in the central and southern part of the cemetery were found deeper in the soil, usually at 1.40–1.50 meters from the modern surface, although there are even deeper graves.

The graves can be divided into two main groups: graves containing human remains and cenotaphs, or graves containing no such remains. The bottom of the grave pit of each cenotaph was covered with some organic matter—fur, fabric, or matting—decorated with red paint. Similar floor deposits also were found in the very rich graves with bodies.

Graves containing human remains are divided into two subgroups depending on the position of the skeleton—extended position and contracted position. Because of disturbances it is not always possible to reconstruct the original position of the body, but in 160 of the cases at Varna it can be defined. Among these, ninety-three skeletons were in extended position and sixty-seven in a contracted position. In the extended burials, the legs were sometimes crossed at the ankles. The arms were most often tightly folded at the elbows, and the hands placed at the upper chest.

In graves where the skeleton was preserved well enough to determine gender, three-fourths of the extended graves were those of males. The bodies in extended position usually were provided with a battle-axe or a small clay vessel. Grave 43, the burial of a forty- to forty-five-year-old male, with gold artifacts weighing more than 1.5 kilograms, is especially remarkable (fig. 9-11). The exceptional abundance of grave goods included ritual attire ornamented with gold appliqués; gold and carnelian beads; a hat decorated with gold lamellae; earrings, necklace, and bracelets made from gold rings; Spondylus shell bracelets; spears made from copper and flint points; a bow and a quiver lined with gold; stone and copper axes; and a scepter—a stone axe whose shaft was lined with gold—suggesting that the grave belonged to the chieftain of this community. Apparently, he had religious as well as military power.
At this stage of the research, the sex and the age of only sixty-two individuals have been defined. Similar to the rest of the cemeteries of the Varna culture, males in most cases were buried in extended position on the back and females in a contracted position on the right side. However, deviations from this rule were more common in the Varna cemetery than in contemporary cemeteries excavated in the western Black Sea region. Among extended burials, 26.47 percent at Varna were female. Equally unexpectedly, 46.15 percent of the burials in a contracted position at Varna were male. Outside of the Varna culture, no male contracted burials on the right side have been discovered in contemporary burial sites on adjacent territories.

The deceased were buried with the head pointing to the northeast. The deviations from this mortuary practice were few—only eleven cases—and it was confirmed that the two east-oriented burials contained remains of people of the Gumelnita culture, from the Danube valley. Graves oriented to the southwest and at least two oriented to the northwest are dated to the Early Bronze Age.1

A surprising aspect of the Varna cemetery was the high number of graves, forty-seven (including Grave 36), that yielded no human remains. Cernețoi usually are interpreted as symbolic graves of community members who perished far away. It seems probable that religious beliefs in the Copper Age demanded a ritual burial in the community cemetery strictly observing all funerary rituals aimed at sending the soul of the deceased to the underworld, where it would meet the members of its family. Three cenotaphs (Graves 2, 3, and 15), situated about one meter from each other, contained life-size images (masks) of human faces made of unbaked clay and located where the head of the deceased would have been. Gold objects mark some of the features—a rectangular strip at the location of the mouth, round dots at the location of the eyes. Each of these “people” wore numerous ornaments: a gold tiara at the forehead, tiny gold “nails” piercing the lips, several gold-ring earrings on the ears, and a bead necklace made from Spondylus and Dentalium shell or various minerals (lignite, ultrabasite, and carnelian) with gold pendants shaped as highly stylized female bodies. No battle-axes or large copper artifacts were found in these three cenotaphs, although each yielded a copper pin, a flint knife, and a spindle wheel, a tool for spinning thread, suggesting that the three graves were those of females, real or deified; it has been proposed that images of the deities worshiped by the local population were buried in these symbolic graves.4

The size of the grave pit and the location of the grave goods of the forty-four other cenotaphs were the same as those of “standard” graves, but they yielded no clay masks or human remains. This group of symbolic graves is quite diverse. Some contained few grave goods and no ornaments, while others contained an abundance of grave goods. Three (Graves 1, 4, and 36) contained gold objects that together accounted for more than half of the total weight of all gold grave goods yielded by the cemetery. A scepter, symbol of a supreme secular or religious authority, was discovered in each of these three graves (fig. 9-3).

The Role of Varna Cemetery in Our Knowledge of the Late Copper Age in the Balkans

Numerous Late Copper Age cemeteries have been investigated in the eastern Black Sea region south of the Danube River, the northeastern area of the Balkans.5 Varna was richer than the other cemeteries affiliated with the Varna culture, such as Devnya6 and Durankulak.7 For that reason, thirty years after it was discovered the Varna cemetery still attracts the attention of researchers who seek an explanation for the “Varna phenomenon.”

Interest in this unique burial site is due, of course, to the abundance and the variety of grave gifts, especially the gold artifacts, which number more than 3,000 and whose total weight exceeds six kilograms. Their allocation in the graves is remarkably unequal: Sixty-two graves yielded some gold objects, but the weight of gold in just four graves (1, 4, 36, and 43) accounted for more than five kilograms. Three of these (1, 4, and 36) were cernețoi. Such a concentration of gold artifacts has not been recorded elsewhere in the fifth millennium bc. The weight and the number of gold finds in the Varna cemetery exceeds by several times the combined weight and number of all of the gold artifacts found in all excavated sites of the same millennium, 5000–4000 bc, from all over the world, including Mesopotamia and Egypt. This fact, as well as the presence of a number of artifact types not found at other sites, indicates that a center for the manufacture and distribution of gold objects must have been located in the Varna region.8 A large-scale project carried out by the Varna Regional Museum of History, the Eberhard Karls University of Tübingen with the Curt Engelhorn Center for Archacometry, and Sofia University was designed to establish the probable sources of the gold and copper. Preliminary data suggest that the gold dust was extracted from the beds of rivers rising from the eastern spurs of the Stara Planina Mountains and, probably, from Sakar Mountain near the Turkish border. After extraction, the gold dust was delivered to Varna and smelted.

The large number of copper artifacts, more than 160 pieces (fig. 9-12), is also evidence for the existence of a metal production center.9 Just as the Varna cemetery yielded an unsurpassed weight and number of gold artifacts, no other site of the same age has yielded such a concentration of copper objects (figs. 9-13–9-16). Some are unique types, found only in the Varna region.10 Analysis of the proportion of lead isotopes in the copper proves that 51.1 percent of the copper in the Varna cemetery came from ore sources in the southern part of the west Pontic coast, in the vicinity of Burgas, about 120 kilometers south of Varna; 38.8 percent of the copper came from mines such as Ai Bunar that have been explored by archaeologists near Stara Zagora in


9-12. Copper artifacts found in the Varna cemetery.
the Balkans, about 200 kilometers southwest of Varna; and only 6.1 percent of the copper came from other sources. 17

More than 230 flint artifacts were found in the Varna cemetery. The most impressive are long blades (fig. 9-17), some more than thirty centimeters long, with a few extending to forty centimeters. They were made of high-quality flint quarried in the Ludogorie region not far from the town of Razgrad on the Beli Lom River. 18 The graphite used for decorating pottery probably came from mineral deposits in the same region.

The graves yielded more than ninety polished stone artifacts, predominantly axes and adzes (fig. 9-18), as well as over 650 ceramic vessels. Approximately 1,100 Spondylus shell ornaments, bracelets, beads, and appliqués (figs. 9-19, 9-20), and more than 12,200 Dentalium shells also were found. Both of these shell species came to the Varna region from the northern Aegean coast or the Aegean islands (see the essay by Michel Séfériadès in this volume).

Many more ornaments made of different minerals also were found. The most probable source of red carnelian used for making beads was the area of the Akheloy (Achelous) River estuary about seventy kilometers south of Varna (fig. 9-21). 19 The source of the serpentine, frequently used for beads in the Varna cemetery, is still undetermined. Sources of serpentine rock are located on the southern slopes of the Stara Planina Mountains in southeastern Bulgaria and on the northern slopes of the Rhodopes, as well as in adjacent regions. 20

The clear distinction in the type and the quality of the grave goods, 21 determined by the social rather than the material status of the deceased, 22 is proof of social stratification in the Late Copper Age in the Balkans, a result of the emergence of new elements in social and economic development—mining, metallurgy, and the related increase in long-distance trade and exchange. The separation of crafts and proto-trade from farming and agriculture provided conditions for the concentration of power in the hands of a restricted group of community members—those buried with abundant and numerous grave goods. From this point of view the Varna cemetery illustrates the early stage of the emergence of a class-segregated society, a kind of social and political structure properly named a “chiefdom” by Renfrew. 23 As attributes designating the social status of their owners, gold objects were sacred and symbolic rather than indicators of wealth. This conclusion is applicable to the rest of the finds as well. For example, most of the long flint blades and copper battle-axes were not actively used weapons but instead prestige objects, symbols of power that indicated the social significance of their owners. 24 The gold-decorated handles of copper shaft-hole axes in Graves 4 and 43 suggest that these objects served as scepters. The ornaments made of rare minerals and Aegean mollusk shells can be interpreted from the same perspective. Although some of the ornaments (or similar ones) might have been part of everyday attire, their placement in burial pits suggests that they were indicators of the social status and not the wealth of their owners.

The assumption that these artifacts were luxury goods that could be acquired only by a newly emerging aristocracy is a tempting idea, but excavated Late Copper Age settlements in the Eastern Balkans have yielded no archaeological evidence of essential differences either in the sizes of the houses or the types of objects in them, suggesting that the newly surfacing hierarchical social relations did not have a strong impact on everyday life in this period. This conclusion contradicts current opinion that burial rituals tend to be more conservative and thus are a delayed reflection of the real processes taking place in society. In the Varna cemetery and again at the related Durankulak cemetery not far away, rapid changes in funeral customs were instead leading indicators of change, while the structure of daily life in the settlements seems to have changed little, if at all.


Some researchers have attempted to explain the extraordinary wealth of the Varna cemetery by supposing that it was a cult place for burying the chiefs of different tribes or groups united by a large intertribal alliance whose territory covered the entire eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula. However, it seems more probable that the cemetery was one of the burial sites of the local community then inhabiting the shore of the Varna Bay, which later turned into the present-day Varna Lake. This community is represented by eight synchronous settlements situated today at the bottom of the lake. The distance between the settlements is 2.5 to 3 kilometers, and each of them measures at least 350 by 80 meters. This represents a high density of farming communities; no comparable concentration of population has been recorded elsewhere in the Balkans during the period. The dredging activities at the lake bottom brought to light numerous artifacts, among which were copper tools and copper slag, a waste product from copper smelting, indicating that copper was worked in these communities. The Varna cemetery is located approximately 400 to 450 meters northeast of one of these submerged settlements. The same orientation is recorded for the Devnya cemetery, also of the Varna culture, which is similarly located about 400 meters north-west of another settlement.

The territorial range of the Varna culture was limited, on the one hand, by the geographic conditions of this part of the Balkan Peninsula—where agricultural land is constricted between mountains and the sea—and on the other by its neighbors, who experienced a considerable demographic increase. This compelled the farming communities of the west Pontic region to seek the most effective strategies for using available resources as well as new avenues for further development. It seems that the community that created the Varna cemetery used a wide range of raw materials imported from almost the entire eastern part of the Balkan region, near Burgas, suggesting that the entire production chain—from ore deposit to mining to artifact manufacturing—was controlled locally. Ore extraction, smelting, and metal manufacturing were accomplished by a limited number of people organized in a manufacturing group, a workshop that specialized in copper smelting and used them preferentially. The workshop was also responsible for making copper artifacts made of metal from the Ai Buran mines in the Balkans that was acquired in the form of copper ingots.

It seems that high social status and power in Late Copper Age communities inhabited the Varna region were based on control by leading members of society not only over external trade and exchange relations, but also over the local distribution of traded goods. It is worth repeating that in addition to numerous ornaments, the rich graves contained various weapons—bows, arrows, spears, and battle-axes—an indication of how control was maintained by the elite and a direct testament to the connection between power and military leadership. There is a clearly expressed tendency toward increased militarism in the eastern part of the Balkans: The number of weapons deposited in cemeteries increases from west to east—the further east the cemetery is situated, the greater the number of weapons found in graves. The number of artifacts that were acquired through long-distance trade—those made of metal, Aegaean mullakh shells, rare minerals, and so forth—increases proportionally as well.

Although the Varna community played an important role in trade and exchange relations, the relatively small number of rare and luxurious goods found as imports outside the Varna culture area (they are very rare even in the Gumelniţa culture sites) also supports the hypothesis that the bearers of the Varna culture were the final consumers. The manufacturing of these goods was in fact aimed at meeting the community’s own needs. The inhabitants of Varna were self-supplying clients who bought goods from their neighbors and were mediating in the selling and reselling goods. From this perspective the exchange cannot be defined as a standard type of trade. The development of technologies and the accumulation of goods aimed at exchanging probably had not yet reached the critical point of satisfying Varna’s own needs, and consequently there was little surplus to trade to neighbors. It remains difficult to confirm this hypothesis since the Varna system did not survive. The first wave of the Balkan Peninsular became an arena of significant changes in the late fifth millennium B.C.

The Rise and Fall of the Late Copper Age Community of the Northeastern Balkans

In the mid-fifth millennium B.C., the communities inhabiting the regions west of the Black Sea—specifically, the Pontic coast and Dobruja—became the leading societies not only in the northeastern Balkans, but also in all of Europe (see map on page 26). The Varna culture emerged in the southern part of the Dobrudja, the plateau of limestone and sandstone rocks and coastal marshes situated between the Danube River on the west and north and the Black Sea coast on the east, the northern part of which lies in Romania (Dobrogea in Romanian). On the adjacent territories to the west, north, and northwest, in the broad valley of the lower Danube River, the Gumelniţa culture emerged. A variant of this culture, found in the Varna-culture cemeteries of the west Pontic coast were poorly fired and usually represented copies that were three times smaller than normal household vessels. This type of pottery was made especially for funerals. In contrast, ceramic vessels analogous to the ones used in everyday life were used for the funerals in the Gumelniţa culture.

At the end of the fifth millennium B.C., the Late Copper Age community inhabiting the northeastern Balkans started to disintegrate. The reasons that led to the disappearance of permanent agricultural communities from this territory, as well as from the lower Danube valley (Gumelniţa) and northern Thrace (Karanovo), are still debatable. The explanation suggested by Gimbutas, that the development of these Copper Age cultures was interrupted by an invasion of nomadic tribes from the north Pontic steppes, has recently been criticized. There is an ongoing debate related to reconsidering the evidence for or against a migration of people from the steppes.

The concept of an invasion of tribes coming from the steppes into the Balkans at the end of the Late Copper Age is based on several pieces of evidence. One is the stratigraphic and chronological rupture between the Late Copper Age and the Early Bronze Age in the eastern Balkans, reflected in the abandonment of settlements.
briefly achieved a level of political and aesthetic brilliance that brought an end to a sophisticated society that had on the peninsula. But ongoing climate deterioration bearers of this bright culture to retain their old customs.

Yunatsite in the Upper Thrace lowland, as well as at mentions dated about 4000 BC, slightly later than the Varna period. Local residents migrated at first to the southern Balkans, where settle - marshes and swamps. Most probably a combination of factors such as hostile neighbors and climatic changes were the principal causes that forced inhabitants of the northeastern Balkans to abandon their homes. They migrated at first to the southern Balkans, where settle -ments dated about 4000–4200 BC, which in some regions continued for up to 800 years. The num -ber of settlements in the eastern part of this territory gradually decreased, and they were abandoned, while the number of settlements in the western Balkans increased and continued to function during one more phase, which is variously labelled the Transitory Period or the Final Copper Age. The latest Copper Age building levels of tell settlements testify to the synchronous settlement situated nearby. The situation in the Middle Copper Age (4600–4400 BC) was distinctly different. The role of the coastal communities at that time was to supply copper to their neighbors (see Todorova, H., “Bemerkungen zu den sogenannten archaischen Funden aus dem südlichen Balkan,” in Der Ahrensburg-Tripolyen Raum und die Entwicklung der vor- und frühgeschichtlichen Kulturen um 4000 v.Chr., 1973: 255–70).

Global warming during that period increased the number of settlements in the eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula in the Early Bronze Age (3200–2500 BC), the presence of a steppe population is undeniable, but the evidence at the end of the Late Copper Age is less clear. In either period, however, the steppe element might not have reappeared as the result of an “invasion.” In recent years there has been an increase in the number of re-searchers considering the idea of a peaceful penetration of groups from people of the steppes and their gradual cultural infiltration. New data are available about sig-nificant climatic changes in the entire territory of Europe in the late first to the half of the fourth millennium BC. Glacial warming during that period increased the world sea level, and settlements settled along the coast of the Varna Bay at that time were flooded, the water table increased, and large areas of arable land became marshes and swamps. Most probably a combination of factors such as hostile neighbors and climatic changes were the principal causes that forced inhabitants of the northeastern Balkans to abandon their homes. They migrated at first to the southern Balkans, where settle -ments dated about 4000–4200 BC, slightly later than the Varna cemetery, were found at Kableshkovë and Szoopë near Burgas, and at Starozagorski mineral bath and Yunatsite in the Upper Thrace lowland, as well as at other sites. These sites witnessed the last attempts of the bearers of this bright culture to retain their old customs on the peninsula. But ongoing climate deterioration forced them either to migrate or to change their way of life completely. The beginning of the fourth millennium BC brought an end to a sophisticated society that had briefly achieved a level of political and aesthetic brilliance unbroken elsewhere: it is discernible from the historical stage and remained unknown until it was discovered by archaeologists six thousand years later.

Translated by Tatiana Stefanova
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The Copper Age cemetery of Giurgiulești was discovered in 1991 during the rescue excavation of a pair of kurgans (burial mounds) at the edge of the village of Giurgiulești by the Institute of Archaeology and Ancient History of the Academy of Sciences, Republic of Moldova. Giurgiulești is located in the Cahul district in the Lower Prut region of Moldova. The excavations were directed by V. Haheu and S.I. Kurciatov, who also authored the research report and the first publication of the cemetery.

The cemetery is situated on a high plateau on the left (eastern) bank of the Prut River at the southernmost point of Moldova, close to where the Prut flows into the Danube River. The plateau has a commanding view over the flat marshes and plains of the lower Danube River valley and across it to the distant rocky hills of the Dobrogea to the south (fig. 10-1). The region on the north side of the Danube is an extension of the steppe grasslands to the north and east, characterized by flat-bottomed valleys and rolling grassy ridges that in this region rarely surpass elevations of one hundred meters. The Prut River was an important avenue of communication that connected the Danube valley with the settled agricultural landscapes of the region between the Carpathians and the Dniester River, where rainfall agriculture was much more reliable than in the coastal steppes, and where many agricultural Cucuteni settlements existed during the Copper Age. The cemetery site was 130 kilometers west of the Black Sea coast.

The coastal lowlands northwest of the Black Sea receive insufficient rainfall for the growth of trees except in river valleys, where the elevated water table near the river supports ribbons of gallery forest. Outside of the river valleys the vegetation is steppe grassland. The Bugeac steppes, as they are named in this part of the Black Sea lowland, form the western end of a steppe corridor that extends across the Eurasian continent to Mongolia. This was the environment through which tribes of nomad shepherds, assumed to have been the bearers of the Proto-Indo-European language, began to move from the Pontic-Caspian steppes into the Danubian territory at the end of the early Copper Age (the second half of the fifth millennium BC), from the steppes east of the Black and Caspian seas. At that time the lower Danube valley was inhabited by the sedentary agricultural communities of the Gumelnița culture and its local variants, including the Bolgrad group. The first phase of the intercultural dialogue between the sedentary population and the nomadic peoples occurred during the chronological phase...
What appears to have been at first peaceful interactions during the Pre-Cucuteni III phase and continued through ticated pottery. Contact with the steppe nomads began left very little in the way of settlement remains. About Suvorovo-Novodanilovka culture. It can be divided into the Balkan cultures. And A4 phases, with a catastrophic outcome for many of occurred at the chronological level of the Cucuteni A3 and A4 phases, with a catastrophic outcome for many of the Balkan cultures. The Suvorovo-Novodanilovka Culture The steppe culture that migrated into the lower Danube valley is known as the Novodanilovka culture or as the Suvorovo-Novodanilovka culture. It can be divided into three regional groups of graves. No settlements are known, perhaps because the people were mobile pastoralists who left very little in the way of settlement remains. About thirty-five to forty cemeteries are assigned to the Suvorovo-Novodanilovka culture as a whole. One regional group, the most important for the purposes of this volume, was centered in the lake-studded steppes north of the Danube delta (including the sites of Suvorovo and Giurgiuşelţi, with a few additional graves that filtered southward down the coast of the Black Sea to Varna (Casimcea, Devnya), and a few more that followed the steppe river valleys upstream toward the Cucuteni settle- ments (Kainar, Kopchak). The type site for this group is the Suvorovo tumulus, or kurgan (Suvorovo cemetery II kurgan 1). It was thirteen meters in diameter and covered four Copper Age graves. Stones measuring a meter tall formed a retaining wall or cromlech around the base of the mound. Grave 7 was the double grave of an adult male and female buried supine with raised knees, heads to the east. The floor of the grave was covered with red ochre, white chalk, and black fragments of charcoal. A magnificent polished stone mace shaped like a horse head lay on the pelvis of the male. Belts of Umko-shell disc beads draped the female’s hips. The grave also contained two copper awls made of Balkan copper, three lamellar flint blades, and a flint end-scraper. South of the Danube River in the Dobrogea at Casimcea, an adult male was buried in an ochre-stained grave on his back with raised knees, accompanied by a polished stone horse-head mace, five triangular flint axes, fifteen triangu- lar flint points, and three lamellar flint blades (see fig. 1-18). Farrer south down the Black Sea coast, another Suvorovo-Novodanilovka grave was placed in the Varna-culture cemetery at Devnya, near Varna. This single, ochre-stained grave contained an adult male on his back with raised knees, accompanied by thirty-two golden rings; a copper axe; a copper decorative pin; a copper square-sectioned penetrating instrument twenty-seven centimeters long, perhaps a poniard-like dagger or the point of a javelin, a bent copper wire 1.64 meters long, perhaps a trade ingot; thirty-six flint lamellar blades, and five triangular flint points.

The second group of intrusive graves appeared in Transylvania. The migrants there left cemeteries at Decea Mureşului in the Mureş valley and at Csongrad in the plains of eastern Hungary. At Decea Mureşului, near important copper deposits, there were fifteen to twenty graves, the bodies on their backs with the knees probably originally raised but fallen to the left or right, colored with red ochre, with Umko-shell beads, long flint blades (up to twenty-two centimeters long), copper awls, a copper rod “torque,” and two four-knobbed mace heads made of black polished stone. A radiocarbon date from Grave 12 at Decea Mureşului (KIA-368: 5380 ± 40 BP) gave a calibrated true age of 4330–4170 BC.

The third regional group was located more than 550 kilometers to the east, in the steppes around the lower Dniester River, perhaps the region of origin for the immigrants. In this arid steppe region, Novodanilovka graves are distributed across the same territory as graves and settlements designated as belonging to the Sredni Stog II culture, and many aspects of grave ritual and lithics are identical. Y. Rassamakin has designated the copper-rich graves of the Novodanilovka type as belonging to a new entity that he designated the Skelya culture. The Novodanilovka elite were buried with copper spiral bracelets, rings, and bangles, copper beads of several types, and copper awls, all of which contained Balkan trace elements and were made technologically, like the objects at Giurgiuşelţi and Suvorovo. The grave floors were strewn with red ochre or with a chunk of red ochre. The bodies were positioned on the back with raised knees and the head oriented east or northeast. Surface markers were a small kurgan or stone cairn, often surrounded by a stone cicle or cromlech.

The main characteristics of the Suvorovo-Novodanilovka culture are: a lack of settlements; the use of flat graves without a covering tumulus as well as kurgan graves with a single covering tumulus; grave pits of rectangular shape, in some cases with stone slab walls or with the pits covered with stone slabs; and finally a standard burial position on the back with the head oriented to the east, knees raised, arms stretched along the body, and hands, in most cases, on the ground. The body and the base of the pit are usually abundantly covered with red ochre. Grave inventories almost always include flint objects, predominantly triangu- lar spear or arrow points and blades, of a high quality. Frequently, the right or left hand holds a large flint blade, often retouched on the edges. A specific element is the deposit of large quantities of unfinished or semifabricated flint pieces. Some burials contain a large number of simple or spiral bracelets made of copper, copper pendants, strands of Umko-shell or seashell beads, and crescent-shaped pendants made of bow ruts. Stone chisels, flint blades, and weapons are also occasionally present in the graves. Stone clubs and maces, notably maces with a stone head shaped like a horse head, also form part of many invento- ries. It is interesting to note that ceramics are rarely found, and when they do occur, they frequently were borrowed from another culture, as in Grave 2 at Giurgiuşelţi, which contained a pot of the local Giumetina culture. Similarly, a Tripolye B1 beaker was found in the Kairan kurgan, between the Prut and the Dniester, and a late Giumelniţa vessel in the Kopchak kurgan, situated forty-four kilome- ters northeast of the Giurgiuşelţi cemetery. Gold objects, while not frequent, were found in some of the richest Novodanilovka graves, such as those at Devnya in Bulgaria, Krivoj Rog in Ukraine, and Giurgiuşelţi in Moldova. The copper from Suvorovo-Novodanilovka graves helps to date them. Trace elements in the copper from Giurgiuşelţi and Suvorovo in the lower Danube, and from Chapli and Novodanilovka in the Dniester steppes, are typical of the mines in the Bulgarian Balkans (Ai Bunar and/or Medni Rud) that abruptly ceased production when Old Europe collapsed. The eastern-European copper trade shifted to chemically distinctive Serbian ores that probably came...
from mines near Majdanpek during Tripol’ye B2, after 4000 BC. Therefore, the Suvorovo-Novodanilovka graves must be dated before that. The earliest side of the chronological frame is defined by the fact that the Suvorovo kurgans replaced the settlements of the Bolgrad group north of the Danube delta, which were still occupied during early Tripol’ye B1, or after about 4400–4300 BC. These two bookends (after the abandonment of Bolgrad, before the wider Old European collapse) restrict Suvorovo-Novodanilovka to a period between 4300 and 4000 BC.

The Giurgiuleşti Graves

The Copper Age cemetery at Giurgiuleşti was discovered in the process of investigating kurgan 2, a large burial mound built by people of the Early Yamnaya culture, probably about 3000 BC. The Yamnaya kurgan mound covered and preserved, apparently by accident, the much older Copper Age cemetery.

The cemetery was created between 4490 and 4330 BC, according to a single radiocarbon date on human bone from one of the graves (KI-7037, 5360±80 BP). Radiocarbon dates from related sites agree generally with the date from Giurgiuleşti: The steppe-related grave at Kainar, Romania, is dated to about 4455–4355 BC (KI-369, 5580±50 BP); and the steppe-related graves at Decea Mureşului in Transylvania are dated a little later, 4330–4050 BC (KIA-368, 5380±40 BP). The Giurgiuleşti cemetery contained five graves distributed over roughly 200 square meters (figs. 10-2–10-6). Graves 1–3 contained the remains of children, while Grave 5 an adult individual without age or sex determination. In four of the five graves, the bodies were positioned on the back with raised knees (Grave 2, containing disarticulated bones, had been robbed). The grave floors were painted with red ochre. Two children (Graves 1 and 3) and the adult (Grave 5) together wore nineteen copper spiral bracelets and five boar-tusk pendants, one of which was decorated with copper beads. Grave 2 contained a late Gumelniţa pot.

Between the graves was a cult place, with special arrangements for performing complex funerary ceremonies, preparation of the funerary structures, and animal sacrifices.
sacrificial rites. The sacrificial place was defined by a rectangular platform surrounded by ditches (Cult structure 1) with a round fireplace altar within, and a pit to the south of the platform (Pit 1) which, in the upper part of its filling, contained the remains of five animal skulls, including cattle and goats. Above Grave 4 was a second sacrificial deposit that contained the skulls of five animals, including an unspecified number of cattle and at least one horse skull. Graves 1–4 and the sacrificial pit formed a compact semicircular group in the southern and southeastern part of the Cult structure, while Grave 5 had an isolated position ten meters south of the structure. Around two thousand objects were discovered in the five graves.

Grave 1 was an oval pit with a small side-niche, or semi-catacomb. The deceased was a child, approximately three years old, laid on the back with knees bent, the head oriented southeast. The grave inventory included: six Unio shells without perforations; nine flint blades made from Dobrogea flint, one of them—a knife—introduced in the palm of the right hand; an uncounted number of black beads (unidentified material), all found in the zone of the neck; two boar-tusk pendants (one perforated for the attachment of copper beads, fig. 10-7, bottom); one strand of twenty-six cylindrical beads of white marble; thirty-five fossil shell beads (twenty-four of Cardium edule Reeve, eleven of Mactra carolina), that probably composed a single necklace (fig. 10-13); one strand of sixty copper beads; and eight copper spiral bracelets.

Grave 2 was an oval pit with a small side-niche, or semi-catacomb, with a child burial, destroyed by robbing. The skeleton was unarticulated, placed in a pile, and the age was undetermined. The grave inventory included: a ceramic vessel of Gumelniţa type; one stone axe; nine rectangular plaques made of Margaritifera (freshwater pearl) shells; the remains of a strand of twenty-six cylindrical beads of white marble; thirty-five fossil shell beads (twenty-four of Cardium edule, eleven of Mactra carolina), that probably composed a single necklace (see page 212); one Unio shell with no trace of processing; the remains of small roundish unidentified shells; one copper hook; and four copper beads.

Grave 3 was a pit of catacomb type with an oval shaft and an oval-rectangular mortuary chamber with a niche (fig. 10-3). The deceased was a child, two to three years old, laid on the back with knees bent, head oriented southeast, right hand stretched along the body, and left hand with the palm on the pelvis. The grave inventory included: one conical flint nodule beside the head (fig. 10-8, top), two flint scrapers; one flint blade (knife); one polished stone axe; two boar-tusk pendants (fig. 10-7, top); one strand of two cylindrical marble beads and nine fossil shells; one strand of ten deciduous deer teeth; one necklace of fossil shells; two copper temple rings; one necklace of two strands of beads (one strand containing 106 copper and 3 marble beads, the other copper and 3 marble beads, fig. 10-9); one strand of 158 copper beads (fig. 10-10) and six copper bracelets.

Grave 4 was a very deep shaft grave, five meters deep, roundish in the upper part and rectangular at the bottom (figs. 10-4, 10-5). The deceased was an adult male, twenty to twenty-five years old, laid on the back with knees bent, head oriented southeast, and hands stretched along the body. The grave inventory included eight ornamental circlets, about five to seven centimeters in diameter, placed on each side of the head (sixteen total); each circlet was made of white coral beads (422 beads on one side and 415 beads on the other). These might have been part of some kind of ornamented headband or cap (fig. 10-13). In addition, the grave contained a unique spear foreshaft (a detachable point), more than fifty centimeters long, with a point made of deer antler, a shaft made of wood, twenty-eight inset flint blades on the edges (fourteen on each side), and an antler attachment for the handle (fig. 10-12); one spear point made of deer antler with three gold tubular fittings for the shaft, about forty centimeters long (fig. 10-13); a third deer-antler spear point; one flint blade (fig. 10-8, bottom); one cylindrical polished...
10-9 (top, left). Bead necklace. Copper and marble, Suvorovo-Novodanilovka, Giurgiu, Grave 3, 4500–4300 bc, MNAIM.

10-10 (top, center). Bead necklace. Copper, Suvorovo-Novodanilovka, Giurgiu, Grave 3, 4500–4300 bc, MNAIM.

10-11 (top, right). Circlets of white beads. Coral, Suvorovo-Novodanilovka, Giurgiu, Grave 4, 4500–4300 bc, MNAIM.


10-13 (bottom, left). Spear point and tubular shaft fittings. Antler and gold, Suvorovo-Novodanilovka, Giurgiu, Grave 4, 4500–4300 bc, MNAIM.

10-14 (bottom, right). Spiral ornaments. Gold, Suvorovo-Novodanilovka, Giurgiu, Grave 4, 4500–4300 bc, MNAIM.
shell bead; one small bone plate; one deer-antler inlay; one deer-antler “phallic”; one small unworked piece of deer antler; one ovicaprine scapula with forty notches along one edge; two gold spiral ornaments (fig. 10-14); and a massive copper dagger.

Grave 5 was a deep pit of rectangular shape with roundish corners (fig. 10-6). The deceased was an adult, sex undetermined, laid on the back with knees bent, head oriented southeast, and hands stretched along the body. The grave inventory included one boar-tusk pendant; one shell pendant; four strands of copper beads containing 582 beads total (fig. 10-15); six strands of copper beads containing 506 beads total; and five copper bracelets (fig. 10-16).

The Causes and Targets of the Migrations

Winters began to get colder in the interior steppes after about 4300–4200 BC.16 The marshlands of the Danube delta are the largest in Europe west of the Volga. Marshes of Phragmites reeds were the preferred winter refuge for nomadic pastoralists in the Black Sea steppes during recorded history because they offered good winter forage and cover for cattle. The Danube delta was richer in marsh resources than any other place on the Black Sea. The first Suvorovo-Novodanilovka herders who appeared on the northern edge of the Danube delta about 4300 BC might have brought some of their cattle south from the Dnieper steppes during a period of particularly cold winters.

Another attraction was the abundant copper that came from Old European towns. Copper was traded or gifted back into the steppes around the lower Dnieper River, probably by the migrants who were at the “front” of the contact with Tripol’ye B1, Cucuteni A3–A4, and late Gumelniţa settlements. Probably the first effect of the migration was the abandonment of the lake country north of the Danube delta by the agricultural communities who had lived there. The thirty settlements of the Bolgrad culture north of the Danube delta were abandoned and burned soon after the Suvorovo immigrants arrived. These small agricultural villages were composed of eight to ten semisubterranean houses with fired-clay hearths, benches, and large storage pots set in pits in the floor. Graphite-painted fine pottery and numerous female figurines show a mixture of Gumelniţa (Aldeni II type) and Tripol’ye A traits. The villages were occupied mainly during Tripol’ye A, then were abandoned and burned during early Tripol’ye B1, probably about 4300–4200 BC. Most of the abandonments seem to have been planned, since almost everything was picked up. But at Vulcanesti II, radiocarbon dated 4200–4100 BC (5300 ± 60 BP), abandonment was quick, leaving many whole pots to burn. This might date the arrival of the Suvorovo migrants, and the beginning of the end of Old Europe.17 After this date, the new occupants of this region, including the chief buried at Suvorovo, left graves, but no settlements.

Translated by Iulia Postica
Notes


2. In Romania and Moldova, the late fifth millennium bc is the end of the Early Copper Age, as above, but in the Bulgarian chronological system (Karmanov VI and Vara), this period was the end of the Late Copper Age.


8. For the dating of these graves, see Tsvetkov, E.V., and Y. Rassamakin, “The Interaction between the Eastern Tripolye Culture and the Pontic Steppes: Some Aspects of the Problem,” in: Cucuteni. 120 Years of Research. Time to Sum Up (București: Meridiane, 1989); see also Kotova, N.S., “Arheologicheskie issledovaniya v Moldavii v 1985 g.: 34–49 (Kishinev: Shliakh, 1985).


12. The metal of the Suvorovo-Novodanilovka complex is described in Ryndina, Drevneishhee metallo-obrabatyvaiushchee proizvodstvo Iugo-Vostochnoi Evropy (1998); see esp. 159–70 for the metallurgy of the “Novodanilovka tribe,” as she called this complex. Ryndina examined copper objects from graves at Chapli, Giugiulești, Novodanilovka, Petro-Svistunovo, and Suvorovo. The copper of Varna and Gumelnitsa, but particularly Varna, is discussed in a long article by a well-known German anthropological team: Petsche, E.F., et al., “Prehistorie Kupfer in Bulgarien. I. Komposition und Provienenz,” in: E. Petsche: 41–179. The authors document the end of the Balkan mines and the switch to Serbian ores about 4000 bc.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Republic of Bulgaria</th>
<th>Museum Abbreviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Varna Museum</td>
<td>Republic Regional Museum, Varna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varna Regional Museum of History</td>
<td>Republic Regional Museum of History, Varna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Moldova</td>
<td>Museum Abbreviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNAAM</td>
<td>The National Museum of Archaeology and History of Moldova, Chisinau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Romania</td>
<td>Museum Abbreviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMJMNP</td>
<td>Complexul National History Museum Complex, Iasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMNM</td>
<td>Complexul National Museum, Iasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAI</td>
<td>The Institute of Archaeology, Iasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Muzeul Banatului, Timisoara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBM</td>
<td>Muzeul Banatului, Montan, Rejita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBR</td>
<td>Muzeul Brailor, Braila, Braila Museum, Braili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDI</td>
<td>Muzeul Dunării din Joc, Calarasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIG</td>
<td>Muzeul de Istorie Galati, Galati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINAC</td>
<td>Muzeul de Istorie National and Arheologic, Constantia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINR</td>
<td>Muzeul de Istorie National and Arheologic, Constantia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Muzeul Olteni, Craiova, Olteni Museum, Craiova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPB</td>
<td>Muzeul &quot;Vasile Pârvan,&quot; Bistrita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAIC</td>
<td>Universitatea &quot;Alexandru Ioan Cuza,&quot; Iasi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Museum Abbreviations
1. Anthropomorphic Vessel  
Fired Clay  
H. 24.2 cm; W. 17.5 cm  
Cucuteni, Truşeşti  
4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3)  
CMNM: 602

2. Anthropomorphic Vessel  
Fired Clay  
H. 12.2 cm; D. 5.2 cm  
Cucuteni, Scânteia  
4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3)  
IAI: 3027 (fig. 6-20)

3. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 23 cm; W. 7 cm  
Cucuteni, Drăguşeni  
4050–3900 BC (Cucuteni A4)  
MJBT: 7558 (p. 112, fig. 5-10)

4. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 21 cm; W. 4.8 cm  
Cucuteni, Ghelăieşti-Nedeia  
3700–3500 BC (Cucuteni B1)  
CMJMPN: 4419

5. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 18 cm; W. 3.6 cm  
Cucuteni, Ghelăieşti-Nedeia  
3700–3500 BC (Cucuteni B1)  
CMJMPN: 4421

6. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 24 cm; W. 3.6 cm  
Cucuteni, Ghelăieşti-Nedeia  
3700–3500 BC (Cucuteni B1)  
CMJMPN: 4420

7. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 20 cm; W. 5.2 cm  
Cucuteni, Ghelăieşti-Nedeia  
3700–3500 BC (Cucuteni B1)  
CMJMPN: 4418

8. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 11.5 cm; W. 4 cm  
Cucuteni, Truşeşti  
4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3)  
MJSV: 15844–15855 (figs. 5-4a, b)

9. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 17.5 cm; W. 3 cm  
Cucuteni, Văleniţa-Răufeni  
3700–3500 BC (Cucuteni B1)  
MNIR: 81734 (fig. 5-7)

10. Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 8.5 cm; W. 2.5 cm  
Cucuteni, Sălăveni  
4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3)  
MJBT: 13268 (fig. 1-12)

11. Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 10 cm; W. 4.5 cm  
Cucuteni, Scărlătei  
4500–3900 BC (Cucuteni A)  
MNIR: 3028 (fig. 5-3)

12. Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. max. 21.5 cm; W. max. 6 cm  
Cucuteni, Dumpeşti  
4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3)  
CMJMPN: 10230–10231, 10703 (fig. 5-1)

13. Set of Twelve Figurines  
Fired Clay  
H. max. 21.5 cm; W. max. 6 cm  
Cucuteni, Dumpeşti  
4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3)  
CMJMPN: 10230–10231, 10703 (fig. 5-1)

14. Set of Twenty-one Figurines and Thirteen Chairs  
Fired Clay  
H. max. 21.5 cm; W. max. 6 cm  
Cucuteni, Dumpeşti  
4200–4050 BC (Pre-Cucuteni III)  
CMJMPN: 10230–10231, 10703 (fig. 5-1)

15. The “Thinker from Târpeşti” Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 7.5 cm; W. 4 cm  
Cucuteni, Târpeşti  
4750–4500 BC (Pre-Cucuteni III)  
CMJMPN: 6618

16. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 22 cm; W. 8.5 cm  
Gumelniţa, Bâlgă  
5000–4600 BC  
MNIR: 11662 (fig. 1-6)

17. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 15.5 cm; W. 5.5 cm  
Gumelniţa, Cernavodă  
5000–4600 BC  
MNIR: 11663 (fig. 1-7)

18. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 23 cm; W. 6.1 cm  
Cucuteni, Postoi-Dasăul Ghiordanu  
3700–3500 BC (Cucuteni B1)  
CMJMPN: 11644

19. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. max. 8 cm; W. max. 6.5 cm  
Cucuteni, Dumpeşti  
4200–4050 BC (Cucuteni A3)  
CMJMPN: 10230–10231, 10703 (fig. 5-1)

20. Female Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. max. 8 cm; W. max. 6.5 cm  
Cucuteni, Dumpeşti  
4200–4050 BC (Pre-Cucuteni III)  
CMJMPN: 10230–10231, 10703 (fig. 5-1)

21. The “Thinker from Cernavodă”, Male Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 11.5 cm; W. 7.5 cm  
Gumelniţa, Cernavodă  
5000–4600 BC  
MNIR: 15906 (fig. 5-9)

22. Anthropomorphic Vessel  
Fired Clay  
H. 16.5; D. 22 cm  
Gumelniţa, Gumelniţa  
4600–3900 BC  
MJSV: 8287–8288 (fig. 5-15)

23. Anthropomorphic Vessel  
Fired Clay  
H. 32.3 cm; D. 16 cm  
Gumelniţa, Sultana  
4600–3900 BC  
MNIR: 102336 (fig. 1-16)

24. Anthropomorphic Vessel  
Fired Clay  
H. 22.5 cm; D. 20 cm  
Gumelniţa, Gumelniţa  
4600–3900 BC  
MNIR: 102312

25. Anthropomorphic Vessel with Lid  
Fired Clay  
H. 30 cm; D. 22.8 cm  
Gumelniţa, Sultana  
4600–3900 BC  
MJSV: 8287–8288 (fig. 5-15)

26. Bowl with Pair of Figurines  
Fired Clay  
H. 9.4 cm; D. 22 cm  
Gumelniţa, Sultana  
4600–3900 BC  
MJSV: 8287–8288 (fig. 5-15)

27. Female Figurine  
Bone  
H. 10.3 cm; W. 7.3 cm  
Gumelniţa, Valeştii  
4600–3900 BC  
MJSV: 8287–8288 (fig. 5-15)

28. Female Figurine  
Bone  
H. 10.8 cm; W. 2.8 cm  
Gumelniţa, Valeştii  
4600–3900 BC  
MJSV: 8287–8288 (fig. 5-15)

29. Female Figurine  
Bone  
H. 9.5 cm; W. 3 cm  
Gumelniţa, Siliştea  
4600–3900 BC  
MJSV: 8287–8288 (fig. 5-15)

30. Female Figurine  
Bone  
H. 10.6 cm; W. 2.6 cm  
Gumelniţa, Valeştii  
4600–3900 BC  
MJSV: 8287–8288 (fig. 5-15)

31. The “Thinker from Cernavodă”, Male Figurine  
Fired Clay  
H. 11.5 cm; W. 7.5 cm  
Gumelniţa, Cernavodă  
5000–4600 BC  
MNIR: 15906 (fig. 5-9)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Museum/Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Catalog/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Female Figurine</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
<td>2.4 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Vitanești</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MJITR: 25862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Female Figurine</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>8.5 cm</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Călățele</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MNIR: 13726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Female Figurine</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>8.3 cm</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Vitanești</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MJITR: 25234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>5.4 cm</td>
<td>4.3 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Brâncdea</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MNIR: 72528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>6.8 cm</td>
<td>6 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Cernandă</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MNIR: 32456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Head of Statuette</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>4.5 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gumelnita, Gârlațu</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MNIR: 176062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Head of Statuette</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>4.5 cm</td>
<td>W. 15 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Vâlcea</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MNIR: 32406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Head of Statuette</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>4.2 cm</td>
<td>W. 8 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Vâlcea</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MNIR: 32449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Lid in the Shape of a Human Head</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>D. 9 cm</td>
<td>Gumelnita, Sufetă</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>MJTR: 2166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Anthropomorphic Vessel</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>18.3 cm</td>
<td>D. 10.4 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Parţa</td>
<td>4600–3900</td>
<td>(Late Vinča) MB: 26427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Anthropomorphic Vessel</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>11.5 cm</td>
<td>D. 8 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Vâlcea</td>
<td>5000–4500</td>
<td>MNIR: 33527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Double-headed Figurine</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>6.9 cm</td>
<td>W. 7.4 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Raed</td>
<td>5000–4500</td>
<td>MNIR: 32130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>11.8 cm</td>
<td>W. 9 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Lizovica</td>
<td>5000–4500</td>
<td>MNIR: 32406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>12 cm</td>
<td>W. 6.5 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Câmpul</td>
<td>5000–4500</td>
<td>(Late Vînita) MB: 8190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>12 cm</td>
<td>W. 6.5 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Lipoveni</td>
<td>5000–4500</td>
<td>(Late Vinča) MB: 26427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Anthropomorphic Appliqué</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>5.9 cm</td>
<td>W. 16.8 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Vâlcea</td>
<td>5500–5300</td>
<td>MB: 4584 (fig. 1–1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Anthropomorphic Vessel</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>15 cm</td>
<td>W. 4 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Vâlcea</td>
<td>5500–5300</td>
<td>MNIR: 15008 (p. 90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Double-headed Zoonorphic Vessel</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>15.7 cm</td>
<td>W. 15.3 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Vâlcea</td>
<td>5500–5300</td>
<td>MNIR: 15008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Anthropomorphic Vessel</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>21.5 cm</td>
<td>D. 13.2 cm</td>
<td>Vâlcea, Baia</td>
<td>5300–5200</td>
<td>(Early Banat) MNIR: 54746 (fig. 1–13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Bear Statuette</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>8 cm</td>
<td>W. 4 cm</td>
<td>Călățele, Raed</td>
<td>4500–4000</td>
<td>(Pre-Cucuteni) MB: 17218 (fig. 1–13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Bowl with Handle in the Shape of a Bull’s Head</td>
<td>Fired Clay</td>
<td>19.5 cm</td>
<td>D. 34.5 cm</td>
<td>Călățele, Părău</td>
<td>4200–4050</td>
<td>(Cucuteni A3) MB: 6553/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Fragmentary Zoonorphic Statuette</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>6.5 cm</td>
<td>W. 4.5 cm</td>
<td>Călățele, Rugociu</td>
<td>4500–3900</td>
<td>(Cucuteni A) CMJMPN: 21876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Goat Statuette</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>7.5 cm</td>
<td>W. 6 cm</td>
<td>Călățele, Frumusea</td>
<td>3700–3500</td>
<td>(Cucuteni B) CMJMPN: 30086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Ram Statuette</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>7.5 cm</td>
<td>H. 4.5 cm</td>
<td>Călățele, Frumusea</td>
<td>3700–3500</td>
<td>(Cucuteni B) CMJMPN: 30086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Zoonorphic Statuette</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>9 cm</td>
<td>W. 5 cm</td>
<td>Călățele, Tăciu</td>
<td>4750–4000</td>
<td>(Pre-Cucuteni B) CMJMPN: 6553/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
95. Crater
Fired Clay
H. 20 cm; D. 25.2 cm
Cucuteni, Tărgu Ocna
3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B2)
MNR: 69538 (fig. 6-10)

96. Lid
Fired Clay
H. 13.5 cm; D. 30.5 cm
Gumelnita, Sufana
4900–3900 bc
MJATRG: 2074

97. Vessel with Lid
Fired Clay
H. 23 cm; D. rim 23.6 cm; D. base 18.1 cm
Gumelnita, Sufana
4900–3900 bc
MJATRG: 3063, 3072

98. Stemmated Bowl
Fired Clay
H. 23 cm; D. 28.7 cm
Valcelea, Filaretce–Olt
5500–4800 bc
MS: 153718

99. Stemmated Bowl
Fired Clay
H. 27.4 cm; D. 22.4 cm
Bolot-Visna, Visna–Mauga Tatarlar
4900–4700 bc
MNR: 32435

100. Axe
Copper
L. 26.2 cm; W. 6 cm
Bodrogkeresztur Culture, Sillimay
4000–3500 bc
MNR: 19317 (fig. 4-1)

101. Axe
Copper
L. 20.5 cm; W. 4.7 cm
Bodrogkeresztur Culture, Polarena
4000–3500 bc
MNR: 15687 (fig. 7-6)

102. Axe
Copper
L. 25 cm; W. 6.1 cm
Cucuteni, Bogdănești
3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B)
CMNM: 142 (fig. 7-4)

103. Axe
Copper
L. 10.5 cm; H. 2 cm; W. 4 cm
Gumelnita, Gilna
4900–3900 bc
MNR: 14051 (fig. 7-4)

104. Axe
Stone
L. 18 cm; H. 10 cm; W. 7 cm
Cucuteni, Dumna
3700–3500 bc (Cucuteni B)
CMNM: 643

105. Axe
Marble
L. 15.1 cm; H. 7 cm
Globular Culture, Scheiss
3900–3500 bc
CMNM: 7081

106. Dagger
Copper
L. 10 cm; W. 3 cm
Cucuteni, Merești
4500–3900 bc (Cucuteni A)
MJATRG: 7060 (fig. 7-7)

107. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 4.9 cm; L. 5.9 cm
Cucuteni, Calea-Pietra Şomu lui
4410–4200 bc (Cucuteni A2)
CMJMPN: 9646

108. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 4.1 cm; L. 4.5 cm
Cucuteni, Bodănești–Frumusela
4410–4200 bc (Cucuteni A2)
CMJMPN: 1227

109. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 2.3 cm; D. 4.2 cm
Cucuteni, Ruginoasa
4410–3900 bc (Cucuteni A)
CMNM: 21659 (fig. 1-3)

110. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 3.5 cm; D. 4.3 cm
Cucuteni, IepSpi
4500–3900 bc (Cucuteni A)
MJUS: 1752

111. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 5 cm; L. 7 cm
Starovo–Criț, Ploșeni
6200–5500 bc
MJUS: 17479 (fig. 1-4)

112. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 4.7 cm; L. 5.2 cm
Starovo–Criț, Bursuci
6200–5500 bc
MJUS: 923

113. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 2.9 cm; L. 5.3 cm
Starovo–Criț, Pereni
6200–5500 bc
CMNM: 286

114. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 5 cm; D. 7.3 cm
Gumelnita, Văslu Calagatei
4800–3900 bc
MNR: 6017

115. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 8.7 cm; D. 12 cm
Gumelnita, Gradina Uholer
4600–3900 bc
MJUS: 24906

116. Pintadera
Fired Clay
H. 4 cm; D. 6.2 cm
Gumelnita, Brăilea
4600–3900 bc
MJUS: 284

117. Pintadera in the Shape of a Left Leg
Fired Clay
H. 6.6 cm; D. 3.6 cm
Starovo–Criț, Zăianu
6200–5500 bc
MJUS: 25/1977 (fig. 1-5)

118. Anthropomorphic Appliquéd Gold
H. 7.5 cm; W. 6.2 cm
Bodrogkeresztur Culture, Miskolc
4500–3900 bc
MNR: 54572 (fig. 7-9)

119. Anthropomorphic Appliquè
Gold
H. 9.7 cm; W. 7.3 cm
Bodrogkeresztur Culture, Miskolc
4500–3900 bc
MNR: 54573 (fig. 7-10)

120. Anthropomorphic Appliquéd Gold
H. 8.5 cm; W. 8 cm
Bodrogkeresztur Culture, Miskolc
4500–3900 bc
MNR: 54571 (fig. 17-11)

121. Anthropomorphic Figure Gold
H. 31.4 cm; W. 24.1 cm
Bodrogkeresztur Culture, Miskolc
4500–3900 bc
MNR: 54570 (p. 162)

122. Bracelet
Shell
D. 11.5 cm; Thickness 0.8 cm
Hamangia, Cernava
5000–4600 bc
MNR: 11668 (p. 178)

123. Bracelet
Spindulis
D. 9.2 cm
Hamangia, Lemnau
5000–4600 bc
MNR: 4275 (p. 178)

124. Bracelet
Bone
Br. L. 2.8–3.1 cm
Hamangia, Cernava
5000–4600 bc
MNR: 11669–11673

125. Bracelet
Copper
G. max. 5.1 cm; D. thread 0.35 cm
H. 1.8 cm
Cucuteni, Hăbășești
4500–3900 bc (Cucuteni A)
MNR: 12171

126. Spiral Bracelet
Copper
G. max. 6.4 cm; D. thread 0.4 cm
H. 4.6 cm
Cucuteni, Hăbășești
4500–3900 bc (Cucuteni A)
MNR: 12166 (fig. 1-5)

127. Bracelet (2 Beads)
Shell
Br. H. max. 1–1.5 cm; D. max. 1–1.4 cm
Cernava I, Văslu Calagatei
4500–3900 bc
MNR: 10328
126. Bracelet (63 Beads)  Copper, Glass  Bead: max. H. 0.4 cm; D. 0.6 cm  Cerneți, I, Vâlcea-Călugări 4300–3300 BC  MB: 10533

127. Disk  Flint  D. 10.3 cm  Fostîa, Vâlcea-Călugări 4300–3900 BC  MB: 10535

128. Necklace (156 Beads)  Stone  Bead: max. L. 0.4–0.6 cm; W. 0.8 cm  Bolău-Vâlba, Căciulătei 4900–4700 BC  MD: 1277–1300

129. Necklace (25 Beads)  Stone  Bead: max. L. 0.5 cm; W. 0.6 cm  Hamangia, Limanu 5000–4600 BC  MNAC: 54489 (fig. 8-9)

130. Necklace  Bone  Bead: H. 2.2–2.4 cm; W. 0.6–1 cm  Bolău, Andronica 5000–4050 BC  MD: 9455–9168

131. Necklace  Anka Bone  L. 2.4–3.3 cm; W. 1.4 cm  Giurgiului, Hîrșova 4600–3900 BC  MB: 10534 (fig. 8-7)

132. Necklace (156 Beads)  Stone  Bead: max. L. 0.5 cm; D. 0.5 cm  Gurnetela, Brăila 4600–3900 BC  MNAC: 39481

133. Pendant  Bone  L. 6 cm; H. 3.5 cm  Vâlca, Crișana-Teșcă 5000–4050 BC  (Late Vinča)  MB: 8266

134. Pendant  Bone  L. 4.2–0.5 cm; D. 0.3–0.8 cm  Hamangia, Limanu 5000–4800 BC  MNAC: 54495 (fig. 8-9)

135. Necklace (263 Beads)  Stone  Bead: max. L. 0.7; D. 0.6 cm  Hamangia, Limanu 5000–4600 BC  MNAC: 54588 (fig. 8-10)

136. Necklace (28 Beads)  Shell  L. 0.1–0.3 cm; D. 0.3–0.5 cm  Bolău-Vâlba, Căciulătei-Umbor 4900–4700 BC  MD: 26728–26755

137. Necklace (93 Beads)  Stone and Copper  Bead: max. L. 0.5 cm; D. 0.5 cm  Gurnetela, Brăila 4600–3900 BC  MB: 10534 (fig. 8-7)

138. Amulet (7)  Gold  D. 1.7–2.0 cm; H. 1.6–2.2 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1855–1856 (first and second rows)

139. Pendant  Bone  L. 4.2–0.5 cm; D. 0.3–0.8 cm  Hamangia, Limanu 5000–4800 BC  MNAC: 54495 (fig. 8-9)

140. Appliqué (2)  Gold  H. 0.6–1.6 cm; D. 3.3–3.5 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1839, 1640 (second row, center)

141. Appliqué (10)  Gold  D. 2.1–2.3 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1657, 1658, 1657, 1705, 1703, 1710, 1712, 1713, 1718, 1719 (third and fourth rows)

142. Animal-Head Appliqué (10)  Gold  L. 2.3–4.1 cm; H. 1.2–2.1 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1658, 1659, 1664, 1669, 1669, 1673, 1677, 1679, 1680, 1682 (fig. 9-7)

143. Appliqué (10)  Gold  L. 2.1–2.3 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1657, 1658, 1666, 1657, 1705, 1703, 1710, 1712, 1713, 1718, 1719 (third and fourth rows)

144. Animal-Head Appliqué (10)  Gold  L. 2.3–4.1 cm; H. 1.2–2.1 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1658, 1659, 1664, 1669, 1669, 1673, 1677, 1679, 1680, 1682 (fig. 9-7)

145. Ankle Bracelet  Shell  L. 4.7 cm; W. 2.7 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1746 (fig. 9-16)

146. Bracelet  Bone  L. 0.15 cm; H. 3.1 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2422 (fig. 9-16)

147. Bracelet  Bone  L. 1.1 cm; W. 2.1 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 227 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2420 (fig. 9-16)

148. Bracelet  Bone  L. 0.15 cm; H. 3.1 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2422 (fig. 9-16)

149. Beads (279)  Shell  L. 0.5–1.7 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1751

150. Beads (279)  Shell  L. 0.5–1.7 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1751

151. Beads (279)  Shell  L. 0.5–1.7 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1751

152. Bracelet  Stone  H. 0.7 cm, 1.0 cm, 2.1 cm; D: 6.3 cm, 6.8 cm, 8.1 cm  Varna, Varna, Graves 97 and 158 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2065, 2067, 3328 (fig. 9-18)

153. Bracelet  Stone  D. 6.8–6.9 cm; H. 2.7 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1631, 1632 (fig. 9-16)

154. Chains  Bone  L. 25.5 cm; W. 1 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 151 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2064 (fig. 9-16)

155. Identities  Gold  L. 0.4 cm; D. 4.3 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2437 (fig. 9-9)

156. Dog Statuette  Clay  H. 8 cm; L. 19.2 cm; W. 6.1 cm  Varna, V. Gulyási-Delcheva 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 3532

157. Female Figurine  Clay  H. 11.3 cm; W. 6.3 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1328-5

158. Idol Figurine  Bone  H. 2.1 cm; W. 8.5 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 41 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2093 (fig. 9-4)

159. Implement  Gold  Small L. 5.5 cm; W. 8.8 cm  Large L. 17.7 cm; W. 17.4 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 36 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 1837, 1838 (fig. 9-4)

160. Lamella  Flint  L. 3.7 cm; W. 3.8 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 63 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2746 (fig. 9-17)

161. Lamella  Flint  L. 22.6 cm; W. 3.1 cm  Varna, Varna, Grave 209 4400–4200 BC  Varna Museum: 2372 (fig. 9-17)
162. Spearhead
Copper
Varna, Varna, Grave 97
4400–4200 BCE
Varna Museum: 2271 (p. 192)

163. Vessel
Marble
H: 4 cm; D: 12.2 cm
Varna, Varna, Grave 203
4400–4200 BCE
Varna Museum: 2374

170. Zoisomorphite “Buff” Figures (2)
Gold
H: 3.7–5.8 cm; L: 3.9–6.5 cm
Varna, Varna, Grave 36
4400–4200 BCE
Varna Museum: 1633, 1634 (kg. 9–9)

171. Blade
Flint
L: 24 cm; W: 1.8–3.2 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 5
4500–4300 BCE

172. Blade-Tusk Pendant
Boar tusks
L: 13 cm; W: 2.2 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571-40 (fig. 10–7, top)

173. Blade-Tusk Pendant with Perforations
Boar tusks
L: 16.6 cm; W: 2.7 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 4
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571-4 (fig. 10–7, bottom)

174. Conical Core or Nucleus
Flinth
H: 1.1 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571-42 (fig. 10–8, top)

175. Tubular Shell Fittings (3)
Gold
L: 2.8–3.5 cm; D: 1.5–1.8 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 4
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-28256–28258 (fig. 10–13)

176. Strand of beads (96)
Carnelian
Bead: L: 0.7–0.9 cm; D: 0.5–0.7 cm
Varna, Varna, Grave 41
4400–4200 BCE
Varna Museum: 3111 (fig. 9–21)

177. Necklace (104 Beads)
 Copper and Marble
Bead: L: 0.5–0.7 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571-22 (fig. 10–8)

178. Necklace (35 Shells, 26 Beads)
Shell (Cardium edule, Macca canarina)
L: 1.7–3.0 cm; Bead: (0.8–1.2 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 2
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571-9, 212 (fig. 10–8)

179. Necklace (420 Beads)
Copper
Bead: L: 0.5–0.7 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 5
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571-7, 10, 15 (fig. 10–5)

180. Spear Point
Antler
D: 0.4–1.8 cm; L: 14.6 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 4
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571–29 (fig. 10–13)

181. Spear Finsheeth
Wood, antler, bone, and flint
L: 0.8–2.5 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 4
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571–17 (fig. 10–12)

182. Spiral Bracelet (3)
Copper
D: 2.2–0.9 cm; W: 2.4–3.2 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 5
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571–12/13/14 (fig. 10–16)

183. Spiral Ornaments (2)
Gold
D: 0.8–2.7 cm; Thickness 0.5 cm
SuvoNovodanilovka, Giurgiulești, Grave 4
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571–24/25 (fig. 10–13)

188. Bracelet
Copper
L: 3.0 cm; W: 0.0–0.8 cm
Cucuteni, Brad
4500–4300 BCE

189. Disk (2)
Gold
D: 4.8–6.3 cm; Thickness 0.5 cm
Dacia-Roman, Burial A3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571–17 (fig. 10–12)

190. Disk (3)
Gold
D: 2.9–5.2 cm
Dacia-Roman, Burial A3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-27571–17 (fig. 10–12)

191. Necklace (182 Beads)
Stag teeth
Tordh L: 1.5–1.5 cm
Dacia-Roman, Burial A3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-22475–22475 (fig. 10–10)

192. Necklace (263 Beads)
Copper
Bead: D: 0.3 cm; W: 0.1–0.2 cm; Thickness 0.1 cm
Dacia-Roman, Burial A3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-22315–22341 (fig. 10–10)

193. Necklace (27 Beads)
12 Copper and 15 vitreous beads
Bead: D: 0.3–0.4 cm; L: 0.4–0.6 cm
Dacia-Roman, Burial A3
4500–4300 BCE
MNAIM: FB-22181–22307 (fig. 10–10)
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